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A steadily growing interest in beekeeping has been evident during the 1970s. This has been partly stimulated by increases in the price of honey during the 1970s and some people have started beekeeping with the idea that they could make a profit from it. But more have been caught up in what I think is a very commendable trend. They want to work in a garden to produce their own vegetables, to raise goats to produce their own milk, or keep bees to produce their own delicious honey. This is part of a yearning to do something that brings us closer to nature, to get away from the machines and computers and the synthetic quality of much of modern life, to experience the thrill of producing something from the earth. Along with this has come an interest in preserving the many wild, beautiful, natural aspects of our environment, a feeling that these things are important if we are to maintain our world as a place worth living in.

Beginning beekeepers usually have to rely on literature to guide their progress in mastering the art and science of apiculture. Those who can get help from knowledgeable beekeepers are fortunate. There are hundreds of beekeeping books, but there is an almost universal complaint that beginners' books are not sufficiently explicit. This book is designed basically for beginners. It will not only give you a good understanding of the life history and behavior of bees, but it also tells you how to manage bees, how to control their diseases, how to remove and process honey, and many other "how-to-do-it" aspects. It also discusses reasons, advantages, and disadvantages of carrying out major hive manipulations. This is good. It will cause you to think and ponder and more fully understand what beekeeping is all about. There is a good section on life history and behavior of bees, and don't underestimate the need to understand bees and their natural behavior if you are to learn how to manage them. Honey bees are still wild creatures, in spite of their long association with man. Much of beekeeping consists of modifying the natural behavior of bees to accomplish our purposes.

Beginners, naturally, want to be told precisely what to do at different times of the year, and this book attempts to provide this information in a concise and accurate way. Keep in mind, however, that you do not become an accomplished beekeeper until you can open a hive, examine a few combs, diagnose the needs of the colony, and perform the appropriate manipulations needed to keep the colony progressing towards maximum production. When that day arrives, you will be a beekeeper. Beekeeping isn't simple, but if it intrigues you, stay with it. It will take three or four seasons before you feel that you are definitely mastering the art. Even the most experienced beekeepers continue to learn new ways each season.

If this book starts you securely on your way, it will be one of the important investments of your life. As you progress, join a beekeepers association, subscribe to one or two bee journals, continue to build your beekeeping library, and become part of a great fraternity.

E. C. Martin
Agricultural Research Service
Beltsville, Maryland
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Introduction

Beekeeping is an interesting and rewarding activity for those with a love of nature, the fascination with the unique social organization of bees, or a taste for honey.

This handbook is designed to help people who intend to keep honey bees, as well as those who already have them and are in need of a ready guide on various beekeeping techniques. It is designed to help both the new or experienced beekeeper in setting up or reorganizing an apiary, or bee yard, and in improving their style of working with bees. This book can also serve as a quick outline on colony management operations. The text presents the key elements in beekeeping—outlining all of the major options available to the beekeeper. It lists advantages and disadvantages of each important technique. It is extensively cross-referenced to point the reader to more detailed information when that is necessary.

Numerous diagrams and illustrations illuminate the descriptions given in the text and help to acquaint the reader with various equipment, beekeeping operations, and the like. Space has been provided so that readers can keep notes on their own successes and failures.

An extensive reference section lists not only the basic beekeeping books but the pamphlets, supply houses, organizations, and such which can be of immense value to all who keep bees.

While considered by some to be the “gentle art,” beekeeping in reality can be physically demanding and strenuous. The typical picture of a veiled beekeeper, standing beside the hive with smoker in hand, does not depict the aching back, sweating brow, smoke-filled eyes, or painful stings. This handbook is intended to maximize the more interesting and enjoyable aspects of the art.
What You Should Know First

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

All states have some laws that pertain to keeping honey bees and registering hives containing bees. Some city and state laws limit the number of hives (the wooden boxes that colonies of bees live in) in urban areas. Since bees can be declared a nuisance in some cities, local laws must be studied before an apiary is established. Most states have an Apiary Inspection Law developed to aid the beekeeper by providing statutory means for controlling and eradicating American foulbrood, once the most destructive of bee diseases. The law's general requirements are:

- All beekeepers must register hives containing honey bees with their state's department of agriculture.
- The director of agriculture and appointed deputies have the right to inspect, treat, quarantine, disinfect, and/or destroy any diseased hives.
- Transportation of bees and equipment must be certified by the bee inspector or other designated state official.
- All beekeepers shall have bee colonies in hives containing moveable frames.
- Exposing combs and equipment infected with American foulbrood is illegal.
- Penalties are provided for violations of these apiary inspection laws.

For specific legal requirements, check your state department of agriculture's Apiary Inspection Law (see REFERENCES: Management of Bee Colonies).

BEE STING REACTIONS

An important question that beekeepers must consider is their individual response to bee stings. Although most beekeepers become immune to bee stings after a few years, some individuals may develop an allergy to bee venom.

Reaction patterns vary among individuals, but there are two types of reactions—the local reaction and the systemic reaction, both of which are accompanied by some pain at the sting site. In the first, a localized swelling occurs, like a mosquito bite, which is red and itchy and which usually lasts a few days. The systemic or general reaction, on the other hand, means that the entire body is reacting to the venom proteins. Signs that indicate this more dangerous reaction are itching all over the body (hives), breathing difficulty, sneezing, or loss of consciousness. This type of reaction occurs when the body is allergic to the bee venom and, if not treated, could be fatal.

People generally develop either an immunity or an allergy to bee venom over time and repeated exposure to the poison. The individual's unique body chemistry will react in its characteristic way. If there is ever any question about whether one is developing an allergy, a physician or local allergy clinic should be consulted immediately!

Detailed information on the treatment of bee stings is included in the section on HANDLING BEES; the physiology of bee sting reactions is shown in APPENDIX A.
Understanding Bees

BEE ANCESTORS

The probable ancestors of the Order Hymenoptera, to which honey bees belong, evolved some 200 million years ago. Fossil insects preserved in Permian rock, dating from the close of the Paleozoic era, display Hymenopteran-like structures, including the membranous wings and the ant-like waists. Approximately 50 million years later, in the middle of the Mesozoic era, the Hymenoptera were firmly established in the fossil records. By late Mesozoic, there was also abundant plant life, including some flower-bearing species. It wasn't until 60 million years ago, the Tertiary period, that the stinging Hymenoptera became common; the land by this time was dominated by the flowering plants or angiosperms.

During the vast periods of time that followed, the flowering plants became more specialized and more dependent on motile pollinators. Insect pollinators like the bees (Apidae) were very important; the bees and the plants they pollinated each evolved structures to their mutual benefit as a result of their interdependence. The plants became more attractive to the bees in shape, color, and odor. In their turn, the bees developed hairy bodies to trap the pollen of flowers, inflatable sacs to carry away floral nectars, and a highly structured social order. Such an evolved social organization, along with a defense and communication system, has permitted these insects to efficiently exploit the most rewarding of floral sources. Among the members of the Apidae Family, one of the most valuable to man is the honey bee.

The placement of the honey bee in the Animal Kingdom is:

Phylum: Arthropoda (many-jointed, segmented, chitinous invertebrates)
Class: Insecta
Order: Hymenoptera (membranous wings)
Superfamily: Apoidea
Family: Apidae (nine members of this family are native to the U.S.)
Tribe: Apini
Genus: Apis (bee, native of the old world)
Species: mellifera (honey-bearing)

EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Most insects are solitary creatures—they neither live together in communities nor share the labors of raising their young. Among the insects that do live in communities, the most noted are the ants, termites, wasps, and bees. The social structure defines the degree of community living, and the true social insects—those which are highly specialized—are ants, termites, and honey bees.

The sophistication of the social structures of honey bees is indicated by a number of characteristics, for example:

- Longevity of the female parent (queen) co-existing with her offspring
- Progressive feeding of food to the young, instead of mass-feeding
- Division of labor; queen lays eggs, sterile female workers perform other functions
- Nest and shelter construction, storage of food
- Swarming as a reproductive process
- Perennial nature of colony
- Communication among members of the colony

Honey bees can be described as a eusocial community, consisting of a mother (queen), and daughters (sterile workers), overlapping at least two generations. Since hornet and wasp colonies, for example, do not overwinter as do honey bees they are termed semi-social insects.
RACES OF BEES

General

The races of honey bees (Apis mellifera) can be divided into three groups: the European, Oriental, and African races. The European race can be further divided into four groups: Dark, Italian, Carniolan, and Caucasian bees.

The Dark bees were first brought across the Atlantic by the early American colonists (about 1630). Over two centuries later (1859) the first Italian queens were imported to America. This variety was quickly recognized as superior to the German Dark bee, and today the Italian honey bee is the most widely distributed bee in the Western Hemisphere. The other two European races have also been brought to the United States and, with the Italian bee, are crossbred, interbred, and inbred for disease resistance, hardiness, and gentleness.

Importation of honey bees into the United States was halted in 1922 because of the danger of introducing bee diseases which did not already exist here. South America had no such restrictions when the African honey bee (Apis mellifera adansoni) was introduced there. The volatile hybrid—known as the Africanized Kerr Strain or Brazilian bee (and labeled the Killer Bee by the press)—may eventually be bred down and become gentler. So far, there is little scientific correlation between temper and honey production.

While the most common honey bee in America is the Italian, the researcher or the hobbyist beekeeper may be interested in experimenting with some other bee races. Since uncontrolled crossbreeding of races could result in inferior queens, it is prudent to maintain only one race of bees in any one apiary.

A general breakdown of the races of honey bees now used in the United States (capsulized from the chapter on “Races of Bees,” by F. Ruttner in the Hive and the Honey Bee, ed. by Dadant and Sons, Hamilton, Illinois, 1975), is shown in this section:

Italian Honey Bee (Apis mellifera ligustica Spin): The Italians are yellow with dark brown bands on the abdomen; “goldens” have five bands, the “leathers” have three bands.

Advantages:
- good brood rearing habits
- hardy
- lighter color makes queen easy to locate
- moderate tendency to swarm
- moderate propolizers
- generally productive and gentle
- generally productive and gentle
- common and easy to obtain

Disadvantages:
- poor orientation
- not as gentle as other races
- tendency to rob weaker hives
- can be susceptible to many diseases

Caucasian Honey Bee (Apis mellifera caucasica Gorb):

Advantages:
- gentle and hardy
- have the longest tongue of the three races and can thus use more species of flowers
- little tendency to swarm
- forage at lower temperatures and earlier in the day

Disadvantages:
- can sting persistently when aroused
- tend to propolize or “bee glue” heavily
- late starters in spring brood rearing

Carniolan Honey Bee (Apis mellifera carnica Pollmann):

Advantages:
- gentlest of the three races
- few brood diseases
- economical honey consumers
- little robbing instinct
- very white wax and honey cappings
- low propolizers

Disadvantages:
- tendency to swarm
- hard to obtain
- dark queen difficult to locate

Hybrid Bees

In addition to these races of bees there are hybrid bees which can be crosses between races of bees or between selected strains within a race. Some common hybrids are Starline (inbred Italians), Midnite (inbred Caucasians), and Mraz (select strain Italians).
Advantages:
- better honey producers
- gentler
- hardier
- can be disease resistant

Disadvantages:
- offspring queens from hybrid mother may bear little resemblance to the original queen
- requeening every other year may be necessary to insure hybrid queen is laying and will not be superseded

BEE BEHAVIOR AND COLONY LIFE

A general knowledge of bee biology will enable the beekeeper to understand and, to some extent, manage the many activities of honey bees. Such information will aid the beekeeper in interpreting yearly cycles, signs of swarm preparation, queenlessness, failing or unmated queens, the presence of disease, and the behavior of bees under such circumstances.

There are three different types of honey bees in a colony, and the beekeeper must learn to recognize them: the queen, the infertile female workers, and the male bees or drones.

The queen, under normal conditions, is responsible for laying all the eggs for the colony and, through the release of chemical signals called queen substances or pheromones, can exert marked influence on the behavior of the workers and the drones. The drones are the male bees that mate with virgin or newly mated queens to provide queens with the semen needed to lay the fertilized eggs. Bee colonies are usually monogynous, having only one egg producer—the queen.

ANATOMY

The honey bee, like most insects, has three main body parts: a head, a thorax, and an abdomen (see illus.). Located on the head are five eyes (two compound and three simple ones), the antennae, and the feeding structures like the tongue (proboscis) and the jaws (mandibles).

The thorax, or middle section of the bee, contains the muscles which control the two pairs of wings; other muscles control the three pairs of legs. The legs are the specialized structures which assist the bee in cleaning itself and in collecting and carrying pollen. The armor-plated thorax is perforated with three pairs of holes, called spiracles, which are part of the breathing or respiratory system.

The abdomen is the longest part of the bee. It too is armor-plated with hard scale-like segments and is also perforated with seven more pairs of spiracles. The worker bee’s sting is located on the tip of the abdomen. The wax secreting glands, on the underside of the abdomen, and the scent gland, just above the sting, are important abdominal glands. The queen’s abdomen contains, among other things, ovaries for egg production, a storage sac for drone semen, and a sting but no wax glands. More detailed information on the digestive and glandular anatomy of the honey bee is included in APPENDIX B.
THE STING

Stinging insects belong to the Order Hymenoptera which includes both social and solitary bees and wasps. The more aggressive species of stinging insects are the hornets and the yellow jackets (both of the Vespidae Family); less aggressive are the bumble bees (Bombidae) and the honey bees (Apidae).

The venoms of these insects are not chemically alike. Thus, a beekeeper who is allergic to yellow jacket venom will not necessarily develop an allergy to honey bee venom or the venom of other stinging insects.

The newcomer to beekeeping should find it interesting that drone bees have no stinging structure, and that queens generally use their stings only to dispatch rival queens.

The stinging mechanism is a modification of the egg-laying equipment (or ovipositor) of female insects. The entire structure consists of an acid gland, an alkaline gland, and a poison sac; the venom is a mixture of the contents of these glands.

The barbed lancets of the sting catch in the victim's skin and, as the bee pulls away, the poison sac attached to the sting apparatus is ripped out of the bee's body. Pumps near the base of the poison sac force more venom into the wound for several minutes. To minimize the amount of venom received, it is important to promptly remove the sting by scraping or flicking it off with a fingernail, not by pulling it out.

THE WORKER

The most numerous members of a bee colony are the workers, reaching a peak population of 40,000 or more by midsomer in a normal hive. The workers are smaller than the drones and have a shorter abdomen than the queen. The eggs from which workers and queens emerge are fertilized; drone eggs are not.

The eggs of worker bees hatch in three days; after hatching, they are first lavishly or mass-fed a high-protein substance called royal jelly (produced by the hypopharyngeal glands of adult workers) for a few days. Beginning on the fourth day these larvae are fed, as needed, with a mixture of honey and pollen. The switch from a royal jelly diet to one of pollen and honey appears to be responsible for the differentiation of larvae so fed into worker bees; similar larvae which are fed royal jelly throughout their larval life develop into queens.

After six days of feeding, the openings of the cells containing the larvae are capped over with a slightly convex wax cover. Inside the capped cell, the larva begins to spin a cocoon initiating the pupal stage; 12 days later, an adult worker bee chews its way beneath the capping and begins the first of many tasks which she will perform during her life span.

The worker bee's age and the needs of the colony dictate the work she is to do. Generally, workers from one to three weeks of age remain within the hive. There they:

- feed and clean larvae and their cells
- tend the queen (feed, groom, help spread queen pheromones)
- clean the cells and the hive
- secrete wax
- build new comb and cap cells containing honey, pollen, and brood
- guard the entrance and other areas of the hive
- patrol the hive, look for intruders
- help to heat or cool the hive, as needed
- accept nectar from foragers; store and cure it
- pack pollen
- take brief or orientation flights to familiarize themselves with landmarks near the hive, also called play flights

After about three weeks of hive duties, the glands that produce the larval food and wax have begun to atrophy. These workers then move away from the warm broodnest (where the eggs, larvae, and pupae are) onto broodless combs. Here they come in contact with returning foragers and are eventually recruited to food sources.

As foragers, they will usually collect one of the following items: honeydew, pollen, nectar, water, or propolis. Foraging activities take a heavy toll on workers and
The Worker

### Development of a Honey Bee

Development: most workers survive for several months. Those that die off are replaced by new adults during the winter.
THE QUEEN

The queen is the longest bee in the colony; her long abdomen, usually without color bands, distinguishes her from both workers and drones. Any larva which hatches from a fertilized egg is a potential queen. Thus worker bees can raise a new queen from larvae when their old queen has been accidentally lost, or when she is injured or too old to perform her duties well. This fact also permits queen breeders to raise queens from very young worker larvae.

The destiny of larvae hatched from fertilized eggs depends upon their diet. Larvae which are fed royal jelly (the high-protein substance secreted by young workers) throughout their larval period will develop into queens.

Worker bees prepare special cells for the rearing of queens. These cup-shaped cells are usually located on the lower edges of the combs. Many queen cups constructed in the spring may indicate that the colony is beginning swarm preparation (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarming).

If, on the other hand, a small number of these cups are found elsewhere on the comb or worker cells are modified into queen cells it may indicate that bees are preparing to supersede or replace their existing queen. This may be due to her age, an inadequate amount of queen substances (queen pheromones), low egg production, injury, disease, or some combination of these deficiencies (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Queen Supersede).

The cup-shaped cells become queen cells after eggs are laid in them by the queen. The larvae in these cells are fed copiously with royal jelly and, as the larvae grow, the cells are elongated and take on the characteristic peanut-like appearance and hang vertically from the comb.

In cases where a queen is suddenly lost due to some accident, no queen cells will exist (unless, by coincidence, the bees are in the process of swarming or superseding their queen). In such cases, the worker bees “select” and feed larvae in worker cells which are less than two days old. The workers add wax to the cells as the larvae grow, and peanut-shaped queen cells gradually form in the midst of the capped worker cells.

After emerging, a virgin queen may begin to search for and partially destroy any other queen cells, leaving the workers to discard the pupae or larvae inside. Some cells may contain queens ready to emerge, in which case she will partially open these cells and sting the occupants. While performing these tasks, she may also encounter other emerged queens; fighting ensues and ultimately only one virgin queen survives.

About six days after emerging, the queen will leave the hive on a mating flight; if weather is inclement, this flight will be delayed until more favorable weather appears. During her flight, the queen’s pheromones attract male bees from drone-congregating areas, and she may mate with up to ten or more drones in succession. When her sperm
sac (spermatheca) is filled, she returns to the hive and will never leave it, unless it is in the accompaniment of a swarm. Three days or so after mating, the now bigger and heavier queen will begin to lay eggs. The queen continues to lay eggs the rest of her life, pausing for a month or so late each fall. It has been reported that a good queen is able to lay up to 2,000 eggs a day for brief periods.

Genetic Traits

Since the queen mates in the open, the beekeeper has limited control over which drones will inseminate her. Those few that do mate with her may be from several apiaries and/or from “wild” colonies. As a consequence of this random mating pattern, the queen’s sperm sac may contain semen from genetically different drones. Her worker bee and queen progeny, therefore, will consist of individuals that are not necessarily genetically alike (that is, they will be half-sisters). The drones, hatching from unfertilized eggs (parthenogenesis), would all be full brothers, since the queen will lay genetically similar drone eggs whether she has been inseminated or not. Only when the queen has been artificially inseminated with semen from known drone stock will a colony’s workers be nearly identical. Since the queen is the sole egg producer, she is responsible for all the genetic traits of a colony; if the characteristics in a colony are undesirable, requeening should change the hive’s genetic makeup and therefore its character. Unless hybridized, the queen should be of superior purebred stock to optimize the desirable traits.

The queen is responsible for all of the following characteristics of the colony:
- color
- temperament
- industry and production
- swarming tendency
- winter hardiness
- propolizing tendency
- burr-comb building
- nectar-carrying capacity
- disease resistance
- longevity
- cleanliness
- hive population
- brood pattern
- tongue length
- handling ease
- whiteness of honey cappings
- conservation of stores in inclement weather

Notes
THE DRONE

The drone, or male bee, is a large, chunky, blunted-ended bee with very large compound eyes that meet at the top of his head. The drone larvae hatch from unfertilized eggs. Under normal conditions, unfertilized eggs are laid by a mated queen in the hexagonal wax cells similar to, but larger than, worker cells.

After six and one half days of feeding, the cells of drone larvae are capped with wax. The capped drone cell is drone-shaped, like a bullet’s head, and is readily distinguished from the slightly convex shape of the capped worker cell. Beginners often mistake these drone cells for queen cells. Capped cells lying on a horizontal plane are either worker or drone cells; those which are ultimately peanut-shaped and suspended on a vertical plane are queen cells.

The newly emerged adult drone begs food from a worker bee, but later he feeds himself from the honey stores. Adult drones have no sting (the sting is a modified female egg-laying structure) and have very short tongues (unsuitable for gathering nectar). Drones never collect food, secrete wax, or feed the young. Their sole known function is to mate with virgin or newly mated queens.

Drones first leave the hive (about six days after emerging) on a warm, windless, and sunny afternoon. As they get older, they fly to locations known as drone-congregating areas. Whenever the drones in these areas detect the pheromones of a virgin queen or newly mated queen they pursue her, and a few succeed in mating with her; those few die soon after mating.

Whenever there is a dearth of nectar (when no food is being collected), worker bees expel drone brood and adult drones from the hive. During the summer, beekeepers often see workers dragging drones in various stages of metamorphosis out of their cells and dropping them in front of the hive. Normally in the fall all adult drones and any remaining drone brood are gradually evicted from the hive. The evicted drones probably die of starvation or exposure. Queenless hives and those with laying workers or drone-laying or failing queens, usually retain drones longer.

The Drone Layers

A queen that fails to mate can lay only unfertilized eggs. Similarly, a failing queen is one that did mate but now lays all or mainly drone eggs since her semen supply is almost or completely depleted. Some workers of hopelessly queenless hives (unable to make another queen) may undergo ovary development and start to lay eggs. These eggs are, of course, unfertilized. All unfertilized eggs laid by mated, unmated, or failing queens or by laying workers will produce mature drones, capable of mating.
Unlike a mated queen, a failing or unmated queen will often lay drone eggs in worker cells, laying workers usually place their eggs in worker cells as well. Although these drone larvae are in worker cells, their cappings will have the characteristic dome-shape found on regular drone cells. Drone cappings over worker cells, therefore, indicate the presence of an unmated or failing queen or laying workers.

Another indication of a drone-layer is a scattered brood pattern. Upon closer inspection, it may be found that each uncapped cell within a scattered brood pattern contains not one, but several eggs. These eggs, instead of being deposited at the bottom of the cell as is characteristic of eggs laid by queens, adhere to the cell walls. These eggs have been deposited by laying workers.

The presence of occupied drone cells in the spring, summer, and early fall in a queenright colony (where a healthy, mated queen is present) is a normal part of the colony cycle. One should not attempt to destroy or reduce the number of drones, either by trapping adults or by cutting out cells of drone brood. Their numbers will not substantially reduce the honey output of the colony. If, however, a colony has numerous drones due to old, sagging combs full of drone cells, these combs should be replaced with frames of foundation (see EQUIPMENT AND BEE SUPPLIES: Foundation). Since the foundation is of worker-sized cells, the frames will soon be filled with worker larvae, and the drone population will decrease naturally.

**Relative Cell Sizes**

- **Worker cells (5 to an inch)**
  - 5.0 mm

- **Drone cells (4 to an inch)**
  - 6.25 mm

- **Queen cell (one inch long)**
  - 25 mm

**COLONY ACTIVITIES**

**General**

Beekeepers and researchers have not been fully able to sort out and comprehend all the interrelated factors regulating the activities and behavior of a bee colony. As has been already discussed, the worker bees are responsible for doing many of the tasks necessary to maintain the colony unit. The duties performed by the workers can be divided into two categories: the **hive duties** and the **foraging duties**.

When a beekeeper opens a hive, or examines a colony within a glass observation hive, these two separate groups can be seen performing the tasks allotted to them by age. A brief discussion of some of the more important duties is presented in this section (see also REFERENCES: Books on Bees).

**Comb Building**

The wax comb is the nest and abode of the honey bee. In the wild, the comb is usually confined within a dark enclosure such as a hollow tree, although some nests can be found in the open. The wax for the nest is produced by workers who fashion it into the hexagonal "honeycomb" cells in which eggs hatch and brood develops. Hexagonal cells not containing eggs or brood are used for the storage of honey and pollen (see illus.). Wax is also used to construct queen cups and the cells used to rear queens. After queens have been reared, bees usually remove these queen cells.
Beeswax is usually produced by worker bees between 12 and 18 days old and is secreted from the wax glands located in their abdomens (see APPENDIX B: Anatomy). A wax droplet is secreted from beneath the overlapping portions of the last four abdominal segments; on contact with air, the wax hardens to a thin oval scale. The bee then transfers this wax scale from the abdomen with its hind legs, passes it to the forelegs, and then to its jaws. The scale is then masticated, softened, and used to begin construction or added to existing comb.

The cells of the honeycomb do not lie on a completely horizontal plane, but are tilted upward slightly. This prevents stored materials and brood from spilling or rolling out of the cells before they are capped with wax. Each comb surface is separated from another by about 3/8 inch (9.5 mm) which is called a bee space (see illus.).

Wax glands are stimulated to produce wax when bees gorge honey, nectar, or sugar syrup. When many bees are secreting wax, they hang in festoons or layers. If bees are seen in such a posture, called festooning, they are probably producing wax. Wax secretion is stimulated by:

- high temperatures
- plentiful nectar, honey, or sugar syrup
- ample pollen consumption

Because a swarm of bees in engorged with nectar or honey, their wax glands are stimulated, and when placed on foundation they will render or draw it into beautiful white new comb.
The Bee Space

Bees do not space combs at random in a natural hive, nor in the wooden bee hive. Bees do not construct comb in spaces less than 3/8 inch (9.5 mm). This fact was published by the Philadelphia minister L. L. Langstroth a little over 100 years ago. It was the basis on which he designed the prototype bee hive used today. The 3/8 inch space enables one to remove frames without having to agitate the bees. A 3/8 inch gap separates each of the frames, the hive walls, and the bottom board from parts of each frame, and the top bars from the inner cover of a hive.

By utilizing this natural spacing, the beekeeper ensures that the bees do not attach comb to the walls or to other sections of comb, and that the frames can be easily removed. If the frames are spaced farther than 3/8 inch apart, or if the beekeeper neglects to return a frame to the hive after examining it, the bees will fill the gap with comb or extend the cells of combs adjacent to this gap. Recent studies indicate some races of bees leave a smaller space that is less than 3/8 of an inch between combs.

Food Transmission and Hive Odor

Bees within a hive exchange honey or nectar. Foragers returning from the fields pass food to the hive bees who then pass it to other bees. Along with this food exchange the queen pheromones are passed first from the queen, then to each bee in the colony; the transmission of these chemical signals helps hold the colony together.

Changes in the concentrations of these pheromones result in modifications in the behavior of the colony (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarming and Queen Supercedure).

An additional function of food transmission is the spread of the hive's odor. Each hive has its own characteristic odor which may aid the bees in one hive in distinguishing bees from other colonies (such as robbers) and foreign queens (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Requeening). To keep foreign bees out, guard bees patrol the hive and challenge intruders, especially at the entrance. Guard bees are workers that have very high concentrations of the alarm pheromones.

Nest Cleaning

Nest cleaning activities include keeping the nest free from debris and disease, removing healthy brood during a nectar dearth or when the colony can no longer rear for the brood, and coating of the interior hive parts with propolis.

To accomplish this, worker bees:
- remove dead or dying brood and adults from the hive
- remove healthy brood, usually drone brood and adults, when the hive is not bringing in much food or in the fall
- remove debris such as grass and leaves
- remove granulated honey or dry sugar
- coat the inside of the hive and wax cells with bee glue or propolis (collected from buds or bark of trees)

it is a dark, reddish-to-brown color, sticky when warm, brittle when cold.

- propolize cracks, moveable hive parts including frames, bottom board, and inner cover (some races use more propolis than others; see UNDERSTANDING BEES: Races of Bees).

Fanning

Bees can often be seen fanning their wings on the extended landing deck of the bottom board. This fanning also takes place on the portion of the bottom board within the hive that is obscured from view (see Illus.).

Some fanning bees position themselves with their heads directed toward the back of the hive so that their fanning draws air out of the hive; other faners may be facing the opposite direction, forcing air into the hive. By their combined efforts, these separate groups accelerate the movement of air throughout the entire hive.

By circulating air through the hive, bees are able to:
- assist in regulating brood temperature
- evaporate water carried into hive to reduce internal temperatures
- evaporate excess moisture from unripened honey (nectar with a high percentage of water); as this moisture evaporates it too will cool or humidify the hive
- keep wax from melting as temperatures climb
eliminate accumulations of gases (such as CO₂)

Another type of fanning helps spread workers' pheromones. In this case, the fanning bee's abdomen is raised; a gland (Nassanoff or Scent Gland) located near the tip of the abdomen is opened and a mixture of pheromones is released from it. These chemicals guide other bees toward the fanners.

This type of fanning is commonly seen:

- when a swarm or package of bees is emptied at the entrance or inside a hive
- when bees are shaken off a frame or otherwise disoriented
- when a hive is opened that is queenless or that has a virgin or newly mated queen
- when a swarm begins cluster formation
- as a swarm enters a natural home site

**Washboard Movement**

Beekeepers can often observe bees, usually in the early evening, on the front wall of the hive with their heads pointed toward the entrance. These bees are standing on their second and third pair of legs and seem to be scraping the surface of the hive with their mandibles and front legs, as if to clean it. As they scrape, their bodies rock back and forth in a motion similar to one scrubbing clothes on a washboard. This is called the washboard movement. The exact purpose of this activity is not presently understood.
Colony Defense

Worker bees will defend their hive by flying at and often stinging an intruder. Such action should not be interpreted as "meanness" but rather as a defensive action. When an intruder approaches and enters or begins to open a hive, some bees raise their abdomens, begin fanning, and thereby disperse the alarm odor being released by a gland at the base of the sting. This pheromone has an odor similar to that of banana oil. It incites other bees to defend the colony. Once some of the attacking bees sting clothing or skin, some alarm odor remains at the site, tagging the victim. The tagged victim may become the target of further aggressive acts as long as the alarm odor remains on the clothing or skin.

Flight

Except for occasional orientation flights, worker bees generally remain within the hive for the first three weeks of their adult life, cleaning, feeding, building comb, ripening honey, and packing pollen. These routines are more or less discontinued at the end of the third week as bees turn to tasks which require flight.

Orientation. Bees on orientation flights familiarize themselves with landmarks surrounding their hive. These bees hover near the hive entrance for very short periods of time.

Foraging. Foraging bees fly out and away from the hive in a definite direction in search of food, propolis, and water. Their return flight usually takes them straight into the hive or onto the bottom board.

Robbing. Unlike orientation flights, which are short in duration, robbing activity is similar to foraging activity. Upon first approaching a hive, the robbers sway to and fro in front of a hive to be robbed in a manner somewhat similar to a figure eight. Once the hive has been invaded, other robbing bees are "recruited" to it.

Cleansing or Defecating Flights. On warm winter days, when the air is calm, bees fly out of the hive to defecate. Often, they circle in the vicinity of the hive releasing body wastes in the air. Package bees also take cleansing flights after being released, since they have been confined for several days. The outside of the hive can be spotted with brown or yellowish spots as a result of winter cleansing flights or package bee flights. If the flight takes place when the ground is covered with snow, these yellow or brown spots appear peppered on the snow.

Foraging and Communication

The gathering of food for feeding larvae and for storage requires a high degree of cooperation and communication among the members of a colony. Haphazard searches for food by the older worker bees would require too much energy and could not be sustained over long periods of time without adversely affecting the well-being of the colony. Communication among the bees increases the efficiency of food gathering activities by recruiting more bees to available and abundant food sites. A worker bee is able to inform other bees about the location of a food source through a series of body movements, called dances, which include wing vibrations, odor, and glandular secretions. (The function of these dances was first reported by Karl von Frisch.) Bees returning from a particularly rich food source will excite other foragers and notify them about where to find it by dancing. There are two basic dances—the Round Dance and the Wag-Tail or Figure Eight Dance. The Round Dance communicates distance (up to 300 feet, or 100m) from the hive in any direction. The Wag-Tail or Figure Eight Dance communicates both distance and direction (see illus.). The flavor, odor, and sugar concentration of the food act as both a stimuli and guide to recruited bees.

Another type of foraging that bees engage in is robbing. Bees occasionally obtain honey, nectar, or sugar syrup from other colonies. Robbing often occurs when a beekeeper is examining or feeding a colony. Bees from other hives fly over and steal some food from the exposed
frames. If the hive is not quickly covered, the robbers will recruit other bees to return for more bounty. Robbing is especially severe when there is a dearth of nectar.

**Round Dance**

**Wag-Tail or Figure Eight Dance**
GENERAL INFORMATION

During the summer, a bee hive which houses a full colony of bees normally consists of a bottom board, two deep hive bodies for the broodnest, a queen excluder, one or more standard or shallow supers (the number depending on the abundance of nectar, or the honeyflow), and an inner and outer cover.

Some beekeepers use only standard supers for their hives; others use the shallow supers for both the brood and the honey. If only the deep hive bodies are used, lifting off the honey will be very strenuous. If, on the other hand, only shallow supers are used, finding the queen becomes much more time consuming and disruptive to the colony.

The number of hive bodies left for bees in the winter can vary. Some beekeepers winter their bees in two deeps and a shallow, using the shallow for winter stores of honey and pollen. In certain parts of the country colonies are wintered in one deep and one shallow, or two deeps, or sometimes even in three deeps (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Wintering). In all cases, an ample supply of food must be provided.

It has been traditional to paint the hive bodies white to reflect the sun's heat in the summer months and help keep the colony cool. Even the metal top of the outer cover might be painted white to reflect more heat during the hottest summer months. While white is most favorable in southern climates, beekeepers in northern areas might consider painting hives darker shades to retain the heat longer. For hives located on wooded sites, where it is shady most of the time, darker colors might prove especially beneficial.

Whatever color is used, the outer sides and rims of the wooden hive parts should be painted in order to extend the life of the equipment and to retard rotting. Since bees produce moisture as a part of their metabolic activity, a latex paint would be least likely to blister as the moisture leaks out; lead-based or other toxic paints should never be used.

Some equipment, like frames and hive bodies, is now available in plastic. Any experimentation with plastic equipment should be done slowly; the beekeeper who buys all plastic equipment may risk losing all the bees if they should suddenly decide—as bees sometimes do—that they don't like plastic (see REFERENCES: Equipment).

In areas where loss of beehives through theft is a concern, all wooden hive parts should be branded and registered with individual identification.
**Basic Hive Parts**

**Outer Cover**

Sometimes called the telescoping cover, it is usually made of wood and covered with tin or aluminum. This cover overlaps or telescopes over the rim of the inner cover and hive body. A flat wooden cover is used primarily in the drier areas of the western U.S.

**Inner Cover**

The inner cover, sometimes called an escape board, is a wooden, masonite, or plastic board that has about a 1/2 inch rim (13 mm) on one side and an oblong hole in its center into which a bee escape fits. When honey is to be removed, a bee escape is put in place and the inner cover is placed below a honey super; the workers then move down into the brood chamber but not back up into the honey super. Whenever it becomes necessary to feed a colony, food can be placed on top of the inner cover, enclosed within an empty super and the outer cover, allowing the bees to pass through the oblong hole to collect the food (see FEEDING BEES). The hole in the inner cover can also serve to rid the hive of excess moisture, particularly in the winter when the inner cover can be placed between the honey supers and an extra super full of absorbent insulating material such as straw (see GENERAL SEASONAL MANAGEMENT: Wintering Techniques).
Shallow or Honey Super

The shallow super comes in various depths, from 4 13/16 inches (12.2 cm) to 7 5/8 inches (19.4 cm) with frames of corresponding depth. The most common shallow super is 6 5/8 inches (16.8 cm). There may be several supers per hive since most of the honey is stored in them. Although the standard supers are designed to hold ten frames, some beekeepers put only eight or nine frames in the honey supers so that the bees will draw out the comb more.

Queen Excluder

A zinc or plastic perforated sheet, or a wooden-framed grill, the excluder allows only the worker bees to pass through; the larger drones and queens cannot. This is placed on top of the broodnest to prevent the queen from entering the honey supers above. It is also used in two-queen colonies or for any manipulation in which the queen is to be excluded (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS).

Hive Body

The standard-size hive body is 9 5/8 inches (24.5 cm) in depth. Ten full-depth frames should be used when they are started with wax foundation so that they will be evenly spaced within the hive body and so that the comb will be evenly drawn out by the bees. Some beekeepers later remove one frame to allow easier manipulations of the hive and use special spacers (like Stoller Spacers or follower boards), or they merely wax the nine frames evenly by hand (see APENDIX D for hive plans).

Bottom Board

Hive bodies are placed on a bottom board, which should never be placed directly on the ground as it would quickly rot. A wood preservative like creosote will help protect the underside of the bottom board, but the preservative should be allowed to dry thoroughly before placing the board under a colony. It is unnecessary to paint or coat the interior hive parts with any substance. One type of bottom board has two rim heights—a short winter rim and a deeper summer rim—and is called a reversible bottom board. Many beekeepers, instead of reversing the bottom board, use an entrance cleat to reduce the hive opening in the winter. Plastic bottom boards are available as well, but they sometimes buckle if the hive is very heavy.

Foundation

Foundation is a thin sheet of beeswax impressed with the hexagonal shape of a worker-sized cell. This sheet is set in the center of a frame and wired or pinned in place. When put into a hive of bees that are gorged with honey, nectar, or syrup (a state which induces worker bees to produce wax), the bees will use the foundation as a base and draw up the walls of the cells. Once completely filled out, the frame is said to contain drawn comb.

There are many kinds and thicknesses of foundation, but basically the thicker sheets with inlaid vertical wires are used for brood frames and extracting supers. The thinner foundation is used in the honey supers and for section comb honey. Drone-sized cell foundation is also available for comb honey supers or for other uses.

To set the foundation firmly in the frame, especially in the brood frames, horizontal wires should be strung across the wooden frame (see illus.). The imbedded wires help keep the comb from sagging and the cells from stretching due to the warm temperatures within the hive during the summer months. The distorted cells in sagging comb are unsuitable for raising worker brood and may even allow increased numbers of drone brood.

Foundation is also available reinforced with plastic rather than wires; a plastic sheet is covered on each side with beeswax. It is used (see BEFORE THE BEES ARRIVE: Hive Stand).

FOUNTATION

Foundation is a thin sheet of beeswax impressed with the hexagonal shape of a worker-sized cell. This sheet is set in the center of a frame and wired or pinned in place. When put into a hive of bees that are gorged with honey, nectar, or syrup (a state which induces worker bees to produce wax), the bees will use the foundation as a base and draw up the walls of the cells. Once completely filled out, the frame is said to contain drawn comb.

There are many kinds and thicknesses of foundation, but basically the thicker sheets with inlaid vertical wires are used for brood frames and extracting supers. The thinner foundation is used in the honey supers and for section comb honey. Drone-sized cell foundation is also available for comb honey supers or for other uses.

To set the foundation firmly in the frame, especially in the brood frames, horizontal wires should be strung across the wooden frame (see illus.). The imbedded wires help keep the comb from sagging and the cells from stretching due to the warm temperatures within the hive during the summer months. The distorted cells in sagging comb are unsuitable for raising worker brood and may even allow increased numbers of drone brood.

Foundation is also available reinforced with plastic rather than wires; a plastic sheet is covered on each side with beeswax. It is used (see BEFORE THE BEES ARRIVE: Hive Stand).
wax and imprinted with the hexagonal pattern. Such foundation is easy to install but if the wax separates from the plastic base, the bees may not work it. Foundation should be stored away from heat and freezing temperatures; if kept in plastic bags the wax sheets will remain fresh and soft.

**Setting Foundation**

- #28 tinned wire
- Tie off in foundation
- Vertical wires
- Foundation

**BEGINNER'S LIST**

Most hive parts come disassembled and some parts require painting. Some bee supply companies sell plastic equipment, but most hive parts are made of western pine. For two complete hives one would need:

- 2 standard hives, consisting of 2 deep hive bodies, inner and outer covers, bottom boards, 20 wooden frames $60.00
- 2 additional deep bodies with frames 17.00
- 6 lbs. (40 sheets) medium brood foundation, wired 25.00
- 1 large 4 X 10 inch smoker 11.00
- 1 square-folding veil, plus helmet 15.00
- 1 lb. #28 tinned embedding wire 3.50
- 1 spur embedder, to embed wire in foundation 1.00
- 1 10-inch hive tool 2.50
- 1 gallon white exterior latex paint 12.00
- 4 shallow supers with frames (6 5/8-inch hive body, 6 1/4-inch frame) 40.00
- 40 sheets foundation for shallow supers 12.00
- Medication (Fumidil-B and Terramycin) 12.00

**TOTAL $219.00**

**Optional Equipment:**

- Bee gloves $8.00
- Bee suit 18.00
- Queen excluder 5.00
- Queen escape 5.00
- Extra hive tool 2.50
- Bee brush 1.50
- Division-board feeders (10) 20.00
- Pollen substitute (for 10 colonies) 3.00
- Uncapping knife 21.00
- Honey extractor (2 frame hand powered) 116.00
- Jars, bottles, labels 4.00
- Branding iron 60.00

The prices listed are approximate 1977 prices which will vary some depending on make, supplier, etc.
FOR THE BEGINNER

To the beginning beekeeper, the plethora of equipment available from the bee catalogues may prove somewhat confusing; the basic equipment listed under the Beginner's List provides a starting point.

It is generally not a good idea to keep just one hive, since the queen could become injured or die, perhaps leaving the colony with laying workers. Two to five colonies would be a manageable number of hives for the beginner.

While used hive bodies and frames are less expensive than new equipment, they could be contaminated with brood diseases which are not readily apparent. If equipment is questionable, it should be sterilized. The most economical way to sterilize such equipment is to place it in an ethylene oxide chamber. Some state agricultural departments now have these chambers, and the cost for sterilizing old equipment is minimal.

Other more expensive equipment, such as honey extractors, can be shared by several beekeepers on a cooperative basis. Hobbyists are cautioned not to buy every gadget on the market. When in doubt about the usefulness of a particular piece of equipment, seek the advice of other beekeepers.

Bee Veil

A bee veil is a must. Although photos appear in bee magazines and elsewhere which show beekeepers working without veils, such practice is discouraged. Stings on lips, scalp, or inside the nose or ear canal are extremely painful, it is downright foolish to risk them. All sensible beekeepers wear veils. Veils can be purchased separately or attached to helmets.

Bee Suit

Homemade bee suits, or those purchased from a supply house, are of white cotton and have pockets and pouches to carry hive tools, matches, and the like. For the do-it-yourselfer, a jumpsuit pattern made two sizes larger than one ordinarily wears and with an extra long collar and sleeves works very well. The suit will not only protect against stings, but will keep one's clothing free of propolis, which is very hard to remove. The collar should be turned up before putting on a bee veil.

Trouser and sleeve cuffs should be designed to close tightly. Gauntlets made for wrists and ankles will keep bees from getting beneath clothing. Some beekeepers tuck their trousers into shoes or socks or fit cuffs with elastic, leg straps for trousers are also available. If clothing is not closed tightly, bees will crawl underneath unnoticed, and when a bee is pressed between clothing and skin it will sting. Once a bee gets inside the clothing, one may attempt to release it or crush it before it stings.

Bees are less likely to sting people wearing light-colored attire. Bees are more prone to sting dark, furry objects, so avoid dark clothing when working with bees.

Bee suits should be washed occasionally to keep down accumulated dirt. Lighter weight material is best, since the best part of the day for working with bees is usually also the hottest part of the day. Unbleached muslin is an excellent material for a bee suit because it is inexpensive and easy to wash.

Bee Gloves

Many old-time beekeepers disdain using bee gloves, but for the beginner it is a good idea to start with them. Gloves that do not fit well will make handling frames more awkward and may even invite more stings than no gloves at all. All bee supply houses carry men's sizes, and the smaller women's sizes can be ordered from British supply houses (see REFERENCES: Beekeeping Supplies: foreign). Gloves are a great help in keeping wax, honey, and propolis off your hands, but should be washed periodically (especially after working with diseased bees). One disadvantage of gloves is that they may retain the alarm odor long after bees sting them.

After gaining a bit of experience and increased confidence in working with bees, even the relatively new beekeeper may sometimes choose to work without gloves. Gauntlets that fit over the arms, keeping the hands free, and an added protection, but leather watch bands should be pocketed during barehanded apiary work since they seem to incite bees to sting.
Two types of hive tools are available. One type can usually be found in most large hardware stores (see illus.). Either tool is an invaluable aid to the beekeeper when prying apart hive bodies and frames that have been propolized.

It is a good idea to have several hive tools on hand since they are easy to misplace. The hive tool should be periodically sanded clean of excess propolis and wax. Brightly colored paint will help keep them from being lost in the grass. The ends should be sharpened at least once a year.

The smoker is a metal cylinder with attached bellows in which a fire is lit. Smoke blown from the smoker's nozzle (see illus.) is directed into the hive and between the frames to encourage bees to gorge honey. Once engorged, bees are more docile and less prone to sting. When purchasing a smoker, get the largest available size (see HANDLING BEES; smoker).

Bee escapes are primarily used to remove bees from hive bodies containing honey so that the honey can be harvested free of bees (see illus.). These devices can also be used when one has to move a hive that consists of more than two hive bodies, by first placing the escape board above the second body. After the bees exit, the extra bodies are removed and the remaining hive can easily be lifted and moved. See GENERAL SEASONAL MANAGEMENT: Harvesting the Honey; removing bees from honey supers, and SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Moving Established Hives.
Before the Bees Arrive

THE APIARY

The ideal apiary or bee yard should be located to optimize the following conditions:

- Close to fresh water, this can be supplied with a dripping faucet or other device
- Easy year-round vehicle access
- Near food sources, especially waste areas and marsh land
- On top of slopes to improve air drainage away from hives
- Away from wet bottomland and stagnant air; honey will not cure properly if too wet
- In open fields with north windbreak and noontime summer shade
- Far from fire and flood areas
- Near the owner or friendly neighbors to discourage vandals and thieves and to encourage visits
- With entrances oriented to the east southeast to catch sun’s early warmth and to keep out prevailing winter winds
- With entrances clear of weeds and other obstructions

Ideal Site

- Prevailing wind
- Air drainage
- Natural windbreak
- Access road
- Running water

Poor Site

- Wind
- Wet stagnant air
- Flood plain
- Access road
- Running water
Identification

The name and address of the beekeeper should be posted at each outyard (an apiary that is not near the beekeeper’s home). This will allow bee inspectors to contact the beekeeper if necessary. If the outyard is located on another person’s property, the beekeeper should request a signed statement from the owner that the hives are the property of the beekeeper. This may avoid legal battles in the event of the property owner’s death.

Hive Scale

A hive scale is a device which is placed under a strong colony and from which accurate records of weight gains and losses can be made. These scales can be a valuable aid to the beekeeper. If, for example, the scale shows that the hive has grown heavier daily, it means a strong honeyflow is on and the hives can be supered—that is, have extra supers placed on top of the brood nest. The scale formerly used to weigh hives was a farmer’s grain scale, but several scales specially designed for bee colonies are now on the market.

When a honeyflow is on and the hive is gaining weight because of the nectar being brought in, the beekeeper should be alerted to do certain tasks, depending on the season:

- add frames and/or supers full of foundation, since the worker bee’s wax glands are stimulated during honeyflows
- add extra supers for honey storage
- begin spring management operations
- interchange the locations of weak and strong hives (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarm Prevention Techniques)
- check hives for swarming preparations, especially during or shortly after a spring honeyflow (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarming)
- requeen

Whenever the scale shows a hive gaining weight, the beekeeper should check and note which flowers are in bloom in order to anticipate nectar flows in future years. Occasionally, hives may gain weight when no major nectar plants are in bloom. In this instance, bees are gathering honeydew, a sugary liquid secreted directly by plants or excreted by insects feeding on plant sap. If, on the other hand, a scale records a continual weight loss, the beekeeper should check the colonies to see why. The colonies may need to be fed in order to prevent starvation; or they may be diseased, queenless or weak, with stores being depleted by robber bees.

HIVE STANDS

The amount of bending and lifting that a beekeeper must do while working a hive can be minimized when the hive is placed on a stand about 18 inches (46 cm) above the ground (see illus.). Such a stand, in addition to saving the beekeeper’s back, will keep the hive dry and the entrance clear of weeds and will discourage animal pests. When working such a hive, the beekeeper can set the hive bodies that are temporarily removed from the hive on an empty super or extra hive stand.
Hive stands also help extend the life of the bottom board (see EQUIPMENT AND BEE SUPPLIES: Basic Hive Parts for an illustration of hive parts). Wood that is continuously wet or damp will quickly rot. Pests such as carpenter ants and termites are likely to nest in the bottom board when it is in contact with the damp ground (see BEE PESTS AND DISEASES: Minor Insect Enemies). Other pests such as skunks and mice have less easy access to hives that are placed on some sort of hive stands.

Some stands are constructed to create a dead air space underneath the hive. This provides extra insulation and can enhance the bee wintering success (see illus.).

Low Hive Stand
Forming Dead Air Space

Types of Hive Stands

Hives can be kept off the ground by placing them on any one or a combination of these materials:
- cinder blocks covered with tar paper or shinglas
- bricks or drain tiles
- wooden railroad ties, pallets, or 2 x 4 inch lumber
- wooden hive stands of durable lumber

Creosote or pentachlorophenol, applied according to directions, will help preserve wooden stands.

Hive Orientation

In most apiaries, the hives are placed in rows or paired in rows. The hives within a pair should be 6 to 8 inches apart (15 to 20 cm), and there should be 5 to 8 feet (1.5 to 2.4 m) between pairs (see illus.).

When the hives are in long rows, there is a tendency for some bees to drift to the wrong hives. This drifting may be due to prevailing winds which continually push returning bees toward the end of the rows. Drifting can be reduced by placing the hives in a horseshoe configuration, by putting up a windbreak, or by shortening or staggering the rows.

(There might be other reasons for drifting that cannot be completely avoided, however.)
RECORD KEEPING

Careful record keeping will enable the beekeeper to maintain an accurate account of the condition of each hive, as well as to determine beekeeping expenses. Such records are absolutely necessary for those who desire to continually upgrade their stock. The goal that the beekeeper should strive for is gentle bees that overwinter well, remain disease-free, and produce a surplus of honey whenever weather and floral conditions permit (see HANDLING BEES: The Hive Diary).

A diary of the blooming times of important nectar and pollen producing plants will help one anticipate the time when major honeyflows and important sources of pollen will become available. Such information will permit the beekeeper to plan wisely the activities necessary for successful beekeeping.

Financial records should also be kept for income tax and loan purposes and to determine the amount of income lost or gained in a season. Keep records of such things as:
- dates of all beekeeping purchases
- equipment bought, destroyed, stolen, or sold
- mileage to apiary
- dead or stolen colonies, queens, or packages
- pesticide loss (Indemnity Program reimbursement)
- medications for beekeeper and for bees
- organizational memberships; journal subscriptions
- lectures, talks, shows, and fairs attended or entered, with associated fees
- books and conference fees
- equipment for selling honey (labels, bottles, etc.)
- amount of honey extracted, bottled, and sold
- amount of comb honey packaged and sold

RESOURCES

There are numerous books, pamphlets, journals, and organizations for beekeepers. In addition, talking and working with other beekeepers can be an important way to learn more about the art and science of apiculture. For the beginner, and for those who wish to learn more about beekeeping, local or state groups and university extension offices usually offer workshops or seasonal meetings for beekeepers to help them improve their techniques or to share experiences.

Listings of some of the resources available can be found in the REFERENCES section.
Obtaining Bees

GENERAL

The beginning beekeeper, or the established beekeeper who wants to enlarge the apiary or set up a new apiary, can obtain colonies of bees by:

- buying package bees
- buying nucleus or established hives
- collecting wild colonies from buildings or bee trees
- collecting swarms

PACKAGES

Package bees come from the southern states and are shipped all over the country in the spring by mail or are picked up by dealers and trucked to their destination. Packages should be reserved in the winter months (December and January) in order to secure the desired number of packages and choice of shipping dates. Request delivery three to four weeks prior to the dandelion/fruit bloom in your location.

Generally a three-pound package of bees (about 1.35 kg) will provide the ample amount of bees needed to begin a good colony. The approximate cost (1977) of such a package with one laying queen is $25.00.

Advantages:
- easier for beginners to work (fewer bees than in an established hive)
- more adult bees than in a nucleus (or small hive)
- certified healthy and from healthy stock
- no brood diseases
- replacements are easy to obtain
- available in 2, 3, 4, and 5 pound units (there are approximately 3,000 bees per pound)

Disadvantages:
- queen could become injured due to stress in shipment
- drifting common (bees fly into other hives or become lost), especially at installation
- dependent on weather, if it is too cold, bees may not "catch"
- no eggs or brood until queen starts to lay; about 21 days until new adult workers emerge
- must be fed heavily to draw foundation since feeding stimulates wax glands to produce wax
- must be fed heavily at least until the first major honeyflow to keep from starvation
- bees may not feed if weather is too cold or wet
- should be medicated

NUCLEUS AND ESTABLISHED HIVES

Nucleus hives (or nuts) consisting of four or five standard-sized frames and established hives, both with laying queens, can be purchased from local dealers or beekeepers. Before moving any bees and used equipment, check and comply with all legal requirements (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Moving Established Hives).

Advantages:
- cared for by an experienced owner
- owner available for questions
- already assembled
- include all ages of bees and brood, except during one or two winter months
- with established hives surplus honey at the close of the season is almost guaranteed

Disadvantages:
- old equipment may be of different types and sizes
- comb could be old and may have an excess of drone cells that require replacement
- queen could be old or of poor quality and stock
- equipment or honey could be diseased
- large established colonies would be very populous and thus be difficult for beginner to work
OTHER METHODS

A colony of bees—consisting of several thousand workers, usually one queen, and sometimes drones—which is living in a building or in a tree can often be obtained free of charge from the owner of the premises, with appropriate permission. A swarm of bees is a small portion of a colony between homesites. While swarms are free and generally easy to collect, as a precaution they should be treated as if diseased and be given medicated sugar syrup after installation in a hive (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Catching Swarms).

Bee colonies in buildings are difficult to remove and can cost much in time and stings. The only way to successfully remove the entire colony and its combs involves tearing off the outer and/or the inner portion of the building covering the colony. Removing bees and combs from bee trees usually involves felling the tree and splitting it. Much of the comb and many of the bees, perhaps even the queen, are often crushed when the tree hits the ground. Bees removed from buildings or trees should also be given medicated syrup.

Other methods of obtaining colonies from buildings or trees usually involve leaving an empty hive or a hive with a frame or two of bees and brood near the reduced entrance of the colony to be trapped; this process may take months and often only a portion of the colony may be captured.

Several beekeeping books and/or an experienced beekeeper should be consulted before deciding on any one method of removing bees (see REFERENCES: Beekeeping Pamphlets).

Advantages:
- interesting and educational
- free bees to augment weak hives, make nucs, or start new hives
- extra wax and honey from removed combs

Disadvantages:
- bees could be diseased
- queen might be injured or killed
- could require a great deal of labor with little reward
- bees could be inferior stock
- queen is often difficult to find and capture
Working with Bees

GENERAL

The beekeeper should know what to look for and do before opening a hive. Thus, the amount of time spent at each hive can be kept to a minimum (no more than 15 minutes). Each time a colony is examined the foraging activities of the worker bees are disrupted, and it may be hours before normal foraging resumes. During a major honeyflow, this disruption could result in a measurable drop in the quantity of honey collected.

It has been estimated that an average of 150 bees are killed every time a hive is worked. Bees that are killed or injured release their alarm pheromone, which may excite other bees to become more aggressive. Careful handling of the bees and the hive equipment can minimize the bees' release of the alarm chemical and could reduce the number of stings the beekeeper receives.

Avoid quick movements when working with the bees and do not jar the frames or other equipment. By proceeding slowly and gently, one allows time for the bees to move out of the way. Although killing some bees is unavoidable, the beekeeper who works slowly but precisely can keep the number of squashed bees to a minimum.

WHEN TO EXAMINE A HIVE

A precise timetable for checking hives cannot be given since conditions vary from colony to colony throughout the year, and some hives will require more attention than others. Some general guidelines explaining when to open your hives, and when not to, can be given. A hive should be examined:

- in the spring, when temperatures first reach over 55°F (12.8°C);
- briefly check the general conditions and determine whether the colony has an adequate food supply;
- when the first fruit blooms, check hives periodically for growth, strength, swarming signs, and such;
- after a major honeyflow, to remove or add supers;
- periodically after a honeyflow, for condition of queen and brood;
- before the winter season sets in.

After making some hive manipulations, check the colony to see how it was affected. For example, check a hive:

- 14 days after installing a package or swarm;
- one week after queen introduction;
- one week after dividing a hive;
- whenever pesticide damage, disease, queenlessness, or similar conditions are suspected.

A hive should not be examined:

- during a major honeyflow; a hive should not be disturbed unless absolutely necessary—for example, if
disease is suspected, for requeening, or to add or take off supers—on a very windy or cold winter’s day—when it is raining—at night

**BEFORE GOING TO THE APIARY**

The following list of equipment and supplies should be available before departing for the apiary. Although some of these items will not be needed during every trip to the apiary, it may be prudent to keep them near at hand (in the car or in the apiary shed):

- extra hive tools
- extra smoker
- matches
- dry fuel for smoker
- water to wash sticky hands, quench thirst, and put out smoker
- can or jar of fresh syrup for emergency feeding
- plastic spray bottle
- extra frames
- extra hive bodies, outer covers, inner covers
- division screen
- container to collect scrapings of wax or propolis
- queen excluder
- hive diary
- pencil and pen
- burlap or cotton sacking, to protect uncovered supers from robbing bees
- newspaper to unite hives
- hammer and nails for repairs
- tape and screen to close holes and cracks
- pruning clippers and sickle to keep vegetation under control
- bee medication
- bee-sting kit or other medications for the beekeeper
- swarming record (how often, what time of year)
- manipulation that day (requeening, supering, etc.)
- effects of last manipulation and time elapsed (after requeening, etc.)
- hive weight gained or lost since last visit
- requeening schedule (age of queen)
- disease record
- wintering ability
- medication schedule (what type, when, for what reason)
- number of stings received and reaction

**THE HIVE DIARY**

Methods of keeping track of the condition of each hive vary. Some beekeepers use a system of bricks or stones placed on top of the hives in some code to tell the queen’s age, swarming tendencies, or the like. But since the stones can be removed or the code forgotten, other methods giving more precise information should be used.

A sheet of paper stapled or tacked to the underside of the outer cover is a good place to keep records. Similarly, a hive diary can be kept and filled out each time the hives are worked. By referring to the diary before going to the apiary, the beekeeper will be less likely to forget any needed supplies or equipment. Every time a particular hive or group of hives is worked, the following information should be noted or sketched in the hive diary:

- date
- weather conditions (wind, temperature, humidity, etc.)
- colony strength: number of frames with sealed brood; number of frames covered by adult bees
- characteristics of hive (aggressive, gentle, productive)

**SMOKING**

The use of smoke while working bees is essential. No hive should be opened or examined without first smoking the bees. A few periodic puffs of smoke will help keep the bees under control, but bees that are oversmoked might become irritated. When bees are smoked, they seek out and engorge honey or nectar in the hive. Bees with full stomachs are less prone to sting. When the hive is first opened, the guard bees—which are sensitive to hive manipulations—release an alarm pheromone to alert other bees; when many bees are releasing this pheromone, the beekeeper may also detect this alarm odor, which is similar to the odor of banana oil. The alarm pheromone causes the bees to react aggressively to protect the hive from “intruders.” Smoke directed from the beekeeper’s smoker into the entrance of the
hive will mask the initial release of the alarm odor and, as a consequence, the other bees will be more likely to continue their routine hive duties rather than assume an aggressive stance.

Smoke can also be used to drive bees away from or toward an area within the hive. It is also used to mask the alarm pheromone after one has been stung. Since the gland which releases the alarm pheromone is at the base of the sting, after one is stung some of this pheromone "tags" the area; other bees who detect this signal may also sting the tagged area. Clothing and bee gloves that have been stung should also be smoked (and washed occasionally) to mask the alarm odor.

The bigger smokers should be purchased since they are easier to light than the smaller ones, burn longer, and are less likely to fail when they are needed most.

Lighting the Smoker

One should become thoroughly familiar with the smoker before using it at the apiary. It is a good idea to practice lighting it a few times before using it near bees. All beekeepers have their favorite fuel and may use it exclusively. The best fuel to use is the fuel that works best for you and that is readily accessible. Some commonly used fuels are:

- straw
- cedar bark
- cardboard
- leaves
- twigs
- rags
- rotten wood
- burlap
- sawdust
- sumac bobs
- wood shavings
- corn cobs
- pine needles
- cotton stuffing

Synthetic materials should not be used since they may give off a toxic smoke when burned; newspaper should not be used as the sole fuel since the ash is too big and could burn the bees.

To light a smoker:
- Drop a small amount of blazing fuel (even a small piece of newspaper) to the bottom of the smoker.
- Puff the smoker and slowly pack it with unburned material.
- Puff hard until it stays lit.
- Once it is going, put a handful of grass or green leaves on top of the fuel to cool the smoke and catch hot ashes.
- Do not pack it too tightly and keep filling it periodically.

After finishing work in the apiary:
- Place the hive tool(s) in the opened smoker and puff a blaze to sterilize the tools.
- Empty the remaining fuel and ashes onto dirt or pavement and drench them with water. Some beekeepers stuff rags into the nozzle of the smoker to suffocate the fire so that the fuel may be reused later.
- Make sure the fire is out and the smoker is cool before putting it away and never leave a lighted smoker in a vehicle.
- Sand both the smoker and the hive tools periodically.
OPENING THE HIVE

The general method used by most beekeepers to open and examine a hive is outlined below. The procedure may vary somewhat, depending upon the number of supers on the hive and the purpose of the examination:

- Approach the hive from the side or back.
- Do not stand in front of the hive at any time, since the flight path of incoming bees will be blocked.
- Puff some smoke into the entrance (being sure it gets inside) and wait 30 seconds so the bees can begin to gorge honey.
- Gently pry or take off the outer cover and direct a few puffs of smoke through the oblong hole of the inner cover, and again wait 30 seconds for the bees to gorge honey; then gently pry off the inner cover. If an inner cover is not used on the hive, puff some smoke under the outer cover as you take it off and wait 30 seconds.
- Place the inner cover near the entrance so clinging bees can reenter the hive.
- After the covers have been removed, smoke the bees down from the top bars of the frames; smoke must be used judiciously—too much will cause the bees to run in every direction, making your work more difficult and decreasing the likelihood of finding the queen.
- Use the outer cover (underside-up) or a spare hive stand as a base for stacking supers as they are removed from the hive (see illus.).
- Throughout the examination, smoke the bees as needed to keep them out of your way and to keep them from getting squashed.
- The purpose of the examination will dictate whether to first remove all supers above the bottom one or whether to work from the top down during your inspection.
- Each time a super is pried off, puff a bit of smoke onto the super below.
- If the hive is very populous, it is best to start by examining the bottom-most hive body, after stacking all other supers on the upturned cover nearby (give them an occasional puff of smoke as you work). If you were to begin by working at the top, the bees smoked from successive operations on the upper supers would crowd to the lowest super—making it very full by the time you reach it.
- Whenever you decide to begin your examination, smoke the bees off the top bars and down between the frames; gently pry up the frame closest to you.
- You may set the removed frame against the back of the base hive body, out of the sun and where it won’t be kicked or jarred; or place it in an empty hive body.
- As each frame is examined, hold it vertically over the hive; in this way, if the queen is on the frame she will not drop onto the ground.
- Continue to examine each adjacent frame until your objective is completed.
- Frames should be returned to their original positions and spacing unless you are adding frames of foundation, honey, drawn comb, brood, or eggs.
- If brood and eggs are separated from the broodnest, the brood might become chilled, and the bees will have a hard time maintaining the proper temperatures if the broodnest is expanded too much.
- When replacing supers, the bees in the super below will be milling on the top bars and rims; smoke the bees down so they will not get crushed as you replace the supers.
- Whenever possible, scrape excess propolis and burr comb (comb not in the proper place) from the frames with a hive tool; the extra wax can later be melted down (see PRODUCTS OF THE HIVE: Beeswax).

**WHAT TO LOOK FOR**

In the spring the colony must build in strength in order to achieve the peak population of 40,000 or more that is necessary to secure a good honey crop. The beekeeper should be able to verify that:
- a queen and/or eggs are present
- there are adequate food stores (pollen, honey, or stored sugar syrup)
- the brood pattern is compact for both uncapped (larvae) and capped (pupae) brood

The beekeeper should also check for, and take measures to correct, the following adverse conditions:
- queenlessness
- queen cups and/or queen cells (either supersede or swarm cells)
- amount of drones and drone cells
- presence of a failing queen or a drone-laying queen
- presence of laying workers
- leaking feeders
- crowded conditions (give extra hive bodies)
- overheated conditions (provide shade or ventilation)
- diseases and pests
- robbing activities
- bottom board clogged by bees, debris, or propolis (clean off or replace)
- wet, damp, or rotting bottom board (replace)
- dwindling populations
- broken comb or frames
- cracked or broken equipment
- obstruction in front of the entrance (weeds, grass)
FINDING THE QUEEN

The queen's presence and the extent of her activity can be established without finding her. If one finds brood frames with a concentrated pattern of capped worker cells, frames mostly filled with eggs or larvae (uncapped brood), or a combination of both, her presence and quality are indicated.

If it is necessary to find her, the hive should be opened gently (as outlined in WORKING WITH BEES: Opening the Hive) and the outermost frame should be removed. She will seldom be found on frames with just honey and pollen or on frames with capped brood; she will most likely be found on or near frames containing eggs and uncapped larvae.

The queen can often be spotted in the midst of her encircling "attendants." When a queen moves slowly along the frame from cell to cell, the other bees will clear her path, but the circle will be reformed when she pauses (see illus.).

If the queen must be found—whether before requeening, to kill her before uniting colonies, to mark her or clip her wing, or just to satisfy the need to see her—but cannot be located within 15 minutes or without disrupting the entire hive, it may be helpful to use the following method:

- Place a queen excluder between the two brood chambers (usually the two lower hive bodies).
- Five days later the queen will be in the hive body whose frames contain eggs. Since all eggs hatch in three days, the brood chamber from which she was excluded will have no eggs.

BEE TEMPER

Good Disposition

To minimize the likelihood of being stung, it is best to work the hive on days when most field bees are foraging.

Generally, bees are gentlest:
- in the spring, when populations are low and a honeyflow is on
- during a good honeyflow
- on warm, sunny, calm days
- when populations are low, as with package bees
- when bees are well-gorged with food, as with a swarm or package bees
- between late morning and early afternoon (roughly between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. depending on season and time zone)

Irritable Disposition

Bees are more prone to sting when most of the foragers are in the hive. The reason for the foragers not being out is related to conditions outside the hive (usually weather). The following conditions are those under which bees are more likely to sting:

- in the fall, after the honeyflow
- during a poor honeyflow when there is little food coming in
- when disturbed by skunks or other pests
- before a thunderstorm
- on cool, wet, cloudy days
- on hot, sultry, humid days
- on windy days
- in the early morning or the late afternoon or evening
- when queenless
- when laying workers are present
- when many bees are killed by improper handling
- when the hive or a hive part is jarred
- when diseased
- in reaction to pungent hair oils, lotions, or perfumes
- when examined without using smoke
- when honey is removed and robbing activities are stimulated

WHAT TO DO WHEN STUNG

Once a worker bee does succeed in piercing the beekeeper's skin with the barbed lancets of its sting, the bee cannot withdraw the lancets from the skin. As the bee struggles to free itself, the poison sac attached to the lancets is ripped from the bee's abdomen. This means that the bee will ultimately die; and having left most of its sting imbedded in the victim's tissue, it will obviously not be able to sting again before it dies.

Other stinging insects have either smooth lancets or lancets with inefficient barbs; they can therefore withdraw that portion of the sting and repeatedly reinsert it. The queen honey bee has such a sting, but she rarely if ever directs it at victims other than rival queens.

The sting should be scraped off with a fingernail or hive tool as soon as possible to minimize the amount of venom pumped into the wound. Start to scrape the skin with your nail about an inch away from the sting and continue scraping through the sting; it will pull out easily. One should never attempt to remove the sting by pinching it, since the pinching action will squeeze the poison sac, forcing more venom into the victim's tissue.

Since an alarm pheromone accompanies a sting, other bees are likely to sting in that vicinity; smoke should be applied to the area of the sting to mask the alarm odor.

TREATMENT OF BEE STINGS

Local Reaction

For local reactions, there is very little an individual can do except to relieve the itching. Since the sting barbs are so tiny and the puncture so small, no treatment will be effective in reducing the amount of venom other than the prompt, proper removal of the sting structure.

Every beekeeper has a favorite treatment for bee stings. The treatment does not "cure" the sting but gives a different sensation to the area, and thus it takes one's mind off the momentary pain. The following items are often used to relieve bee stings:
- bee sting treatment kits
- ice packs or cold water
- vinegar
- raw onions rubbed on the area
- baking soda
- ammonia
- meat tenderizer, as a paste
- mud

All of the above treatments work best if applied immediately after being stung. Immediate application of these items, however, is usually impossible if the beekeeper gets stung away from home or through a bee suit.

To give relief to the itching red welt that appears following a bee sting one might apply calamine lotion or other insect bite/poison preparation, or hot water.

Systemic Reaction

Persons who break out in hives or have difficulty breathing after being stung by a honey bee may be allergic to bee venom. For all systemic or general allergic reactions, immediate medical aid is strongly recommended even though some medication may be at hand.

Bee sting reaction medication can only be obtained with a prescription. The drugs commonly prescribed are an antihistamine and adrenaline. Here are some examples:

Oral:
- Isoproterenol Hydrochloride* (Isuprel Sublingual; three-year shelf life) in 10 mg pills; placed under the tongue, followed by:
- Diphenhydramine Hydrochloride* (Benadryl; four-year shelf life) in 50 mg pills; an antihistamine

*generic name of drug
Injected:
—Anakit® or other insect sting kits are available with a prescription and include a syringe filled with Epinephrine (Adrenaline), with instructions for it to be injected under the skin (subcutaneously). Keep refrigerated and do not use if cloudy; do not inject directly into veins.

Aerosol:
—An aerosol bronchial applicator, as for asthma sufferers, will offer quick relief of breathlessness as a result of a bee sting. The dosage of two puffs should be repeated after 15 minutes.

Although the above information provides an outline of what might be done for systemic or general allergic reactions to bee stings, exact and precise medical information should be strictly adhered to. No one should attempt to self-diagnose their response to bee stings or to prescribe medications for themselves or others but should instead seek the advice of a physician.

(A discussion of bee sting reaction physiology is included in Appendix A. See also REFERENCES: Bee Sting.)

UNEXPECTED OCCURRENCES

When working with bees, situations sometimes arise for which the beekeeper is not prepared. These are some of the more common ones:
—If a bee gets in your veil: kill it quickly, before it stings you on the face; or walk behind a tree or bush, trying not to let other bees follow you, and remove the veil quickly to release the trapped bee.
—If your smoker goes out: cover exposed supers with extra outer cover(s) or cloth to prevent robbing and relight the smoker.
—If you are chased by a lot of bees: blow smoke on yourself and walk casually behind bushes or trees; be sure your smoker does not throw out flame, otherwise your clothing might ignite. Bees are very myopic; they see movement (like fleeing bodies) very easily but are confused if many objects like branches or leaves are between them and their target.
—If the queen is balled when released directly into a colony of package bees or when introduced into a hive that is being requeened or to one which already has a queen (in these cases the bees consider her foreign and commence to surround or “ball” and attack her) or when the hive is roughly handled do one of the following:
—Cover the hive quickly and hope for the best.
—Break up the ball with smoke or water and cage the queen; reintroduce her using the Indirect Release Method (see STARTING FROM PACKAGES and SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS).
—Break up the ball and spray the queen with syrup, then place her on a frame of uncapped brood.
—Requeen.

Notes
Starting Bees from Packages

ABOUT PACKAGE BEES

A package of bees is a screened box containing several pounds of bees, a laying queen in a separate cage, and a feeder can of sugar syrup (see illus.). The package is prepared by a bee breeder or package dealer who opens a hive, isolates the queen, and shakes the bees clinging to the frames into a tunnel which is attached to the circular opening of the screened box. After the desired number of bees (measured in pounds) has been shaken into the package, a newly mated queen taken from a queen-mating box is enclosed in a queen cage and placed in the package, usually suspended next to the circular opening for the feeder can. The feeder can containing sugar syrup is then inserted into the circular opening, a lid is placed over it, and the package is ready to ship.

The bees in the package now have a foreign queen (not their own), but since she is caged, they are unable to harm her. While in transit, the bees will come to accept her as their own.

There are many methods used to install bee packages, the basic differences being in the manner in which the queen is released from her cage. In the Indirect Release Methods, the queen remains caged and the bees are allowed access to a candy plug which they must remove in order to release her. This method simply delays the queen from being freed among the other bees for a few more hours or days and increases the likelihood of their accepting her.

In the Direct Release Methods, the screen or cork is removed from the queen cage, allowing the queen to walk out onto the top bars of the hive among the other bees or into the entrance. When the queen is released directly, the bees may still not be fully acquainted with her and, as a consequence, they may form a tight ball of bees around her and begin stinging and tearing her apart. This process, called balling the queen may result in the queen's death or permanent injury (see WORKING WITH BEES: Unexpected Occurrences). Combinations and variations of the Direct and Indirect Release Methods are covered in STARTING BEES FROM PACKAGES: Installing Packages.
ORDERING PACKAGES

If possible, packages should be ordered directly through the breeder (other beekeepers may be able to provide a list of reliable sources), or they can be obtained through a local bee supply house. Advertisements by local dealers may be found in publications of state beekeeping organizations, and beekeeping journals like the American Bee Journal, Gleanings in Bee Culture, and the Speedy Bee include advertisements for almost all package bee dealers (see REFERENCES: Journals and Publications).

A week before the bees are expected, call the post office and leave a phone number where you can be reached so the postal clerks can contact you when the bees arrive. If the bottom of the package has well over an inch of dead bees, have the postal clerk or express agent sign a Bad Order Receipt; this may allow the shipper to collect from the express agency. If the package is guaranteed and the queen is found to be dead and/or the package has well over an inch of dead bees, the shipper should be notified and asked when replacements can be expected. If the queen is dead, replacement must not be delayed or some workers will undergo ovary maturation and begin to lay eggs. Laying workers can only produce drone eggs and, thus, the colony would be doomed (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Laying Workers). If the queenless package bees can be provided with a frame or two of eggs and uncapped larvae from an established hive, they will raise a new queen.

WHEN THE PACKAGES ARRIVE

The bees may be buzzing loudly and wandering all over the package when it arrives. They are not "mad" or ferocious. As soon as possible, the package should be placed in a cool (not cold), draft-free, quiet, and darkened area, and the bees should be fed heavily with sugar syrup. They will soon become calm. Feed the bees liberally with sugar syrup from a spray bottle (but do not soak them) or sprinkle the syrup on the screened sides of the package. Some beekeepers brush the syrup on the screen, but this can injure the bees—many of whom will have their tongues and feet protruding through the screen.

The syrup, which should consist of a mixture of one or two parts white sugar to one part warm water, should be prepared before the bees arrive (see FEEDING BEES: Sugar Syrup). The syrup should be medicated with Fumidil-B, sulfathiazole, or terramycin TM25 or TM50 (see BEE PESTS AND DISEASES: Chemicals). Install the package in the late afternoon; if the weather is unusually cold, wait for the weather to improve (but do not wait more than a few days), and continue the feeding.

All equipment should be readied and in place well before the bees' arrival; equipment should include a deep hive body with ten frames of foundation or drawn comb, a bottom board, inner cover, outer cover, and entrance cleat (see EQUIPMENT AND BEEKEEPING SUPPLIES: Basic Hive Parts). Hive entrances should be closed until the bees are installed to prevent mice from entering the hive and damaging the combs.

INSTALLING PACKAGES

Indirect Release Method

The bees should be fed with syrup almost continuously for the last half hour before the package is installed so the bees will remain calm (see FEEDING BEES: Sugar Syrup). Follow this procedure:
- Take the package to the preassembled hive.
- Shake or jar the package so the bees drop to the bottom of the package.
- Spray the bees with syrup or water to coat their wings, but do not soak them.
- Remove the lid, exposing the top of the feeder can and the queen cage; if the queen cage is attached to a metal tab adjacent to the feeder, remove the cage and replace the lid.
- If the queen cage is hung from a wire or piece of screen next to the feeder, grasp the wire tab to keep the cage from falling into the package; remove the feeder can and then the queen cage; replace the lid to contain the bees.
Indirect Release Method I

- If the queen is alive, remove the cork from the end of the queen cage which contains the white candy, scrape and remove most of the candy plug with a nail, leaving a 1/4 to 1/8 inch (3–6 mm) candy barrier. The candy will delay the queen’s release, helping to insure her acceptance by the other bees.
- If no candy is present, after removing the cork, plug the hole with a midget marshmallow.
- Suspend the queen cage between the fifth and sixth frames of the hive, screen-face forward and candy-end up (see illus.); the cage should not be placed directly under the oblong hole of the inner cover so as to avoid syrup dripping on the cage.
- Remove the package lid and shake approximately a cupful of bees onto the queen cage; replace the package lid.
- Place the inner cover on the hive, rim-side down, to allow extra room above the top bars; invert the feeder can or jar over the oblong hole of the inner cover; invert the jar so that initial drippings will fall on the ground away from the hive, otherwise syrup dripped on the hive or inner cover may invite robbing bees; if the feeder leaks, get another (see FEEDING BEES: Friction-Top Jar or Screw-Top Pail).
- Place an empty hive body over the inner cover and feeder can; place...
the outer cover on top.

- Again spray the remaining bees in the package with syrup.

- Remove the package lid and shake a third of the bees out in front of the hive allowing them to walk into the entrance. However, if it is cold, use the Direct Release Method instead.

- The freed group of bees will soon begin to scent (their heads will face the entrance, abdomens raised, wings fanning), releasing an odor or pheromone to attract other bees to the hive.

- When the bees begin to enter the hive rapidly, shake the rest of the bees from the package slowly to keep the bees from drifting in front of the hive.

- After most of the bees have entered, partially block the entrance of the hive with a reducer cleat or with grass; leave the entrance partially blocked for two months (replacing grass when needed) to discourage robbing.

- Leave the package near the hive entrance overnight, open-end up, to let any remaining bees escape into the hive.

- Check to see if queen is released after one week.

For the next 14 days, do not disturb the colony except to replace syrup in the feeder can. When replacing the syrup, have a lit smoker ready and first blow up the empty feeder, direct smoke into the oblong hole of the inner cover to move the bees away, place a full feeder on top, and close the hive.

Open the hive on the 15th day after installing the package, weather permitting, (see WORKING WITH BEES: General) using smoke as needed. If one or more of the frames shows a fairly compact brood pattern (capped cells and open cells full of eggs and larvae), all is well. Close the hive and leave it undisturbed for another week. During the next visit to the hive, remove the queen cage and refill the feeder; continue feeding the colony until the first major honey flow. Two months after installing the package, add a second hive body with frames if the first is full of drawn comb and brood. If there is no major honey flow and the hive body contains frames with foundation only, feed the bees with syrup. If the bees are not fed they will chew the foundation.

Advantages:
- Excellent chance of queen being accepted
- No additional trips to apiary needed
- Syrup located in vicinity of bees and queen, so likelihood of starvation is slight
- Easy way to feed medicated syrup
- Bees will not leave hive if queen is caged and unable to fly

Disadvantages:
- Some drifting occurs
- An extra hive body is needed
- May take a little more time than other methods
- Have to remove queen cage at a later date
- Egg-laying delayed since queen is not immediately released

Indirect Release Method II

Follow the same procedures as in the first method as far as removing the queen cage, and then follow this sequence:
- If the weather is cool, place the queen cage in your pocket, screen side away from your body; if the weather is warm, place the queen cage in the shade.

- Remove four or five frames from one side of the hive body.

- Suspend the queen cage between two frames, after scraping away some of the candy plug (as in Method I).

- If the weather is cool, shake some bees onto the queen cage to keep her from becoming chilled.

- Place the entire package in the vacant space in the hive (where the frames have been removed), being sure that the open-end of the package is up to allow the bees to escape (see illus.).

- Place the inner cover, rim-side down, and feed the colony as described in the previous section, with sugar syrup from a feeder can or jar (see FEEDING BEES: Sugar Syrup).

- After placing an empty hive body on top and covering it with the outer cover, reduce the entrance with a cleat or with grass (as in Method I).
duce their flying ability, but do not soak them.

- Dip the queen cage in syrup, or spray it, so that the queen will not fly off when released; do not dip it if the weather is cold.

- Carefully remove the screen from the queen cage and lower the cage into the hive near the bees (see illus.).

- Allow the queen to walk or drop gently on top of the bees.

- As soon as the pile of bees disperses, carefully replace the frames, taking care to avoid crushing the bees.

- Replace the inner cover and follow the rest of the steps in the Indirect Release Method I.

Advantages:
- Queen released and can start to lay sooner
- Easiest, fastest method; complete in one operation
- No return trips to apiary needed except for feeding

Disadvantages:
- Extra hive body needed
- Queen could be killed or balled
- Bees could leave (abscend) with free-flying queen
- Queen could fly away during installation (taking bees with her) or be otherwise lost
- Queen could be superseded
- Some bees and/or queen could be injured or killed when frames are replaced

Direct Release Method
drifting occurs
-any dead bees in package are also shaken into the hive, making extra work for bees to remove them

Combination Method
The Combination Method follows the same sequence as the Direct Release Method, except that the queen remains caged and is released by an Indirect Release Method. In other words, the bees are shaken directly into the hive, but the queen is kept caged so the bees will have to free her. The advantages of this Combination Method are the same as for the Indirect Release Method; the disadvantages are the same as for the Direct Release Method, except for references to the queen.

REASONS FOR PACKAGE FAILURES
Bee hives started from packages sometimes fail after they are installed. Reasons for failure include:
-queen has been superseded (due to nosema disease or other reason)
-queen is unmated or poorly mated
-queen is balled as a result of too many disturbances of the hive by the beekeeper (especially during first ten days after installation)
-weather has been too cold for bees to forage or obtain syrup due to location or type of feeder
-bees have starved
-disease
-bees have left the hive

Feeding Bees

GENERAL
Bees should be fed under the following conditions:
-when no natural honey or pollen is available (in late winter or early spring) in order to stimulate brood rearing
-when colony is in danger of starving
-when it is necessary to supply medication (chemotherapeutic agents)
-when installing a package or hiving a swarm for the above reasons, as well as to stimulate wax glands when these bees or others are given foundation to draw
-when requeening
-when rearing queens and no natural honeyflow is on

Bees can exhaust their own food stores or for other reasons be unable to build up existing stores and eventually deplete them. In either case, the colony will be hard-pressed to stay alive and should be fed. If this situation occurs during the flowering period, the colony may continue to exist on a day-to-day basis, but it will surely be weakened and—should an interval of inclement weather set in—may perish. If stores are exhausted in the fall, winter, or early spring, the colony will die.

Stores may be reduced in these ways:
-the beekeeper removes too much honey, particularly in the fall
-the bees eat up the last of the winter food in late spring
-the number of field bees becomes reduced due to spring dwindling (see GENERAL SEASONAL MANAGEMENT: Spring Dwindling)
-the bees' food consumption increases when egg laying resumes in midwinter, to provide heat and food for brood
-when an expected honeyflow fails to materialize; or inclement weather sets in at the time of the honeyflow to prevent bees from collecting fresh food; or a plant fails to yield expected food

When colonies are in a condition where starvation is imminent, the bees must be fed to insure their survival. The various methods of feeding bees with sugar syrup, dry sugar, honey, and pollen and its substitutes are discussed in this section (see REFERENCES: Feeding Bees).
**SUGAR SYRUP**

One gallon of sugar syrup (2:1, sugar:water) will increase the food reserves of a colony by about 7 pounds. The following proportions (by volume) of sugar: water should be fed depending on the season and the purpose for the feeding:

- 1:1, sugar:water, for spring feeding
- 2:1, sugar:water, for fall feeding
- 7:2, sugar:water, to stimulate brood rearing (make only two holes in the lids of the gravity feeders so the bees will only be able to obtain small amounts over an extended period of time; this effect will be similar to a light nectar flow)

Use white, granulated cane or beet sugar only; never use brown or raw sugar, molasses, or sorghum since these contain impurities and can cause dysentery in bees.

Mix the desired proportions of sugar and water and stir adequately until all the sugar is dissolved. Warm water from the faucet is hot enough to dissolve the sugar; or mix the sugar with hot, not boiling, water that has been heated over a stove. Never let the sugar-water solution boil over direct heat since syrup that is burned, or caramelized, will cause high bee mortality. Heating the mixture over steam or in a double boiler will prevent caramelization.

To prevent fall syrup from crystallizing, some beekeepers add cream of tartar (or tartaric acid) to the solution of sugar and warm water. Tartaric acid breaks down the sugars but may be detrimental to bees. Bees should be fed early enough in the fall so that the sugar has time to cure, but if this is not possible, add one teaspoon tartaric acid for each 20 to 30 pounds of sugar syrup.

**Screw-top Jars and Friction-top Pails**

One of the best ways to feed bees at almost any time of the year is with a five or ten-pound glass jar or friction-top tin pail turned upside-down over the top bars of the hive or over the oblong hole of the inner cover. The lid is perforated with a few small holes so the bees can insert their tongues into the holes to withdraw the sugary solution.

Plastic jars often collapse after they are filled and inverted, so their use is not recommended. Tin pails become rusty, are difficult to clean, and are expensive to purchase. Glass jars, on the other hand, can either be obtained free of charge or can be obtained at a low cost and are easier to clean and inexpensive to replace, and one can readily see if they need to be refilled.

Use a shingle nail, or a 3 or 4 penny nail (1/16 inch diameter, 1.6 mm), to punch 6 to 10 holes in the lid (after removing the cardboard washer from a screw top lid). At the hive, first invert the jar or pail so that the syrup will fall in some container or on the ground, rather than onto the hive, so as not to encourage robbing; as soon as the dripping stops, place the feeder over the top bars near the cluster if the colony is weak; otherwise, place it over the oblong hole of the inner cover. Place an empty hive body around the feeder, and replace the outer cover.

The syrup will not leak as long as the holes are not too large and the feeder is level; if there is empty drawn comb in the hive, the bees will remove the syrup from the feeder and store it in the comb below.

**Division-board Feeder**

The division-board feeder is a frame-size container which can be inserted in place of a frame within a deep hive body. Feeders of this type have some kind of flotation device or a strip of screen which allows the bees to reach the syrup without drowning. Division-board feeders are made with masonite, wood, or plastic and usually have styrofoam or wood floats.

Some beekeepers keep one division-board feeder in each deep hive body. However, on cold days, bees in weak hives will be less able to obtain syrup when this type of feeder is used unless it is located near the cluster. If the weather continues for a long duration, the bees may be unable to move to the feeder and could starve.

**Miller Feeder**

Another type of feeder, called the Miller feeder, is composed of two aluminum or plastic pans fastened together and hung within or otherwise attached to an empty shallow super. A bee space between the two pans allows the bees to crawl up and over the sides to feed. A
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control clip allows the bees to cling to its sides without drowning in the syrup; it can be placed over the crawl space (see illus.). The Miller feeder (also called a Miller super) is placed at the top of the hive beneath the inner and outer covers; it can hold up to four gallons of syrup and can be rapidly filled or refilled. Variations on the same principle are also available. If this type of feeder is used, the super should be bee tight on the outside or else robbing may result.

Empty Drawn Comb

Frames of empty drawn comb can be filled with syrup and placed in the hive. Slowly dip the frames into a tub of syrup or sprinkle them with a sprinkler can or other device. A steady stream of syrup poured directly from a container will not fill the cells, since the air in the cells will act as a barrier to the liquid. This method can be used for emergency feeding, especially if the combs are located near or adjacent to the broodnest. As with other feeding methods, one has to look into the hive (and remove these frames) to determine whether or not they need refilling.

This method is often used when installing package bees in a hive with drawn comb. Newly hived swarms, however, should not be fed by this method. Bees in a swarm have full honey sacs and if put on drawn comb may regurgitate the contents of their sacs into these cells; if such honey contains disease spores and is later fed to larvae, brood diseases like American foulbrood could result (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Hiving a Swarm). It is very important to ensure that any combs used for feeding syrup have no history of brood diseases.

Boardman Feeder

A Boardman feeder is a wooden or plastic holder for a quart-size mason jar. The portion of the holder's base with an entrance platform is inserted into the hive entrance. The bees can obtain syrup by crawling into the holder's entrance. The Boardman feeder is not recommended since bees from other colonies can rob syrup from it, and this tends to encourage further robbing activity. If the weather is cold, the colony being fed will not break the cluster to reach the feeder and may starve whenever stores are low. The feeder only holds a quart of syrup and would require frequent refilling. Furthermore, in this highly exposed condition, the liquid could freeze, or the sun may decompose chemicals in the syrup which were added to medicate the bees.

DRY SUGAR

Dry, white, granulated sugar can be used as an emergency food in late spring when outside temperatures are high enough to permit the bees to obtain water for dissolving the sugar; occasionally, water that has condensed in the hive may be used by the bees for this purpose. If the bees are unable to store honey in the early spring, feeding dry sugar in late spring, prior to a honeyflow, may help prevent starvation.

The sugar should be located as close to the bees as possible. It can be spread around the oblong hole of the inner cover (rim-side up), on the back portion of the bottom board, or on the top bars of the frames near the bee cluster. Or, the sugar can be spread over a single sheet of newspaper placed over the top bars of the hive body where the bees are located; the bees will chew through the newspaper to obtain the sugar.

Only strong colonies will benefit from the feeding of dry sugar; weaker colonies may not have sufficient numbers of bees to obtain the needed water.
FONDANT CANDY

Fondant candy can be made and fed to bees in small molds or with a special rim feeder. This method is less sloppy than feeding syrup or dry sugar, but the preparations take much longer. The basic fondant candy recipe (to feed one colony) is:

- 2 cups white sugar
- 2 tablespoons corn syrup (light), or 1/8 teaspoon cream of tartar (tartaric acid)
- 1 1/2 cups boiling water

Combine and heat ingredients, stirring until sugar dissolves; heat without stirring to 238°F (115°C, or until a Medium Ball on a candy thermometer); pour out onto cold platter and cool until warm; beat until light and pour into molds or shallow dishes.

The molds can be inverted over the top bars near the cluster.

Another variation is to make a rim feeder, which is a hardwood or masonite board, the size of an inner cover but with a 1-inch or deeper rim. It is filled with candy and then inverted over the cluster.

The recipe for fondant candy to fill 40 rim feeders (as given on page 360 of The Hive and the Honey Bee, edited by Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois, 1975) is:

- 209 pounds sugar
- 30 pounds honey
- 2 1/2 gallons water
- 1 cup vinegar
- medication (optional)

Heat over double boiler to 240°F (116°C) for 2 hours; cool slightly and pour into rim to solidify. Each rim will have about 6 1/2 pounds of food.

HONEY

The best food of all—when properly ripened, capped, and free of disease—is, of course, a super of honey placed above the broodnest, or several frames of honey placed next to the broodnest in weak hives. Honey obtained from old combs and cappings, as well as crystallized honey, can be diluted and fed to the bees using any of the methods used for feeding syrup. Supers with frames that are "wet" or sticky after having been through an extractor can be placed above or below the broodnest or over the inner cover for the bees to clean.

But caution is urged when bees are fed with diluted honey or wet combs: the odor of honey will stimulate robbing. Therefore, feed honey or place wet combs on the hives in the early evening so that the bees will have sufficient time to remove and store it before morning. If this food is given to weak hives, reduce their entrances as a further precaution against robbers. Supers with wet combs should not be put on colonies in the late fall or winter. The entire colony of bees might move up into them and not return to stores below and, thus, may die from starvation.

It should be stressed that store-bought honey should not be fed to bees. Honey from hives with foulbrood is sometimes extracted, bottled, and sold. There is an excellent chance that this honey contains foulbrood spores which remain viable in the honey and will likely cause an outbreak of brood disease (American foulbrood).
or European foulbrood. (Fortunately for us, disease spores contained in honey are not harmful to humans.) Be certain that any honey fed to the bees is free from spores that cause brood diseases.

Honey mixed with cappings, scrapings, or debris can be fed to bees if it is placed in a container above the inner cover. The remaining wax can then be recovered and melted.

**Pollen**

Pollen is the male sex cell of flowers. It is also an important part of the diet for both larvae and adult bees because it supplies them with minerals, lipids, vitamins, and proteins (amino acids) and is responsible for activating many of their glands.

Bees increase their consumption of pollen in the fall. This factor, coupled with a decrease in foraging and brood-rearing activities, seems to extend the longevity of worker bees beyond their usual summer life expectancy of about six weeks.

During the brood-rearing period, the consumption of large quantities of pollen by young adult workers stimulates the head glands to secrete a milky-white, protein-rich food. This substance, called royal jelly, is fed in abundance to all larvae less than four days old and to queen larvae during their entire larval stage and throughout their adult lives; worker and drone larvae more than four days old are fed mainly diluted honey, nectar, and pollen. Without pollen, bees could not manufacture royal jelly.

During the period when flowers are available, bees usually have sufficient supplies of pollen in the hive. The demand for pollen increases in the winter when brood rearing resumes and the remaining pollen stores are quickly consumed. The beekeeper, wishing to maintain or stimulate brood rearing, may have to supply bees with pollen pellets, pollen, or pollen supplements.

**Trapping Pollen**

Pollen can be obtained from bee supply houses or collected in a device called a pollen trap which consists of a grid and a collecting container. There is always the danger that collected pollen may contain chalkbrood, American foulbrood, or European foulbrood spores. Collect or purchase only pollen that has been obtained from disease-free colonies. When the trap is in position on a hive, bees entering or leaving the hive must pass through the grid (5-mesh per inch). The grid’s dimensions will not permit a bee laden with pollen to pass through until its load (the pollen pellets) has been removed.

Ideally, a pollen trap is put on the hive during pollen flows and is kept on only for short periods. Trapped pollen must be preserved and stored carefully to prevent spoilage. Pollen loses its nutrient qualities after two years of storage. Make sure pollen is free of debris and insects before storing it.
Storing Pollen Pellets

Drying Fresh Pollen Pellets. Fresh pellets collected from a pollen trap can be dried in a few days in the sun, in a warm oven, or with a lamp. The pellets are ready when they will not crush when rolled between the fingers. Store them in closed containers at room temperature. Dry pollen may be fed directly to the bees or mixed with other dry materials. If the dry pollen is to be added to wet mixes, it should first be soaked in water for an hour.

Advantages:
- inexpensive way of preserving pollen
Disadvantages:
- less attractive to bees

Freezing Pellets. Place fresh pollen pellets in containers and store them directly in a deep freezer (at 0°F or -17.8°C) until ready to use; they will be moist when defrosted.

Advantages:
- attractive to bees
- can be used separately or added to mixes
Disadvantages:
- more costly to preserve

Sugar Storage. Pollen pellets can be presented with sugar. Fill a container alternately with layers of pollen and white sugar, topping it with several inches of sugar. Close the container tightly and store it in a cool place. Pollen should be mixed with twice its weight of sugar (1 part pollen: 2 parts sugar). Careful labeling of the container as to its amount of sugar and pollen will ensure that proper proportions are maintained when preparing mixes with brewer's yeast and soy flour.

Advantages:
- attractive to bees
Disadvantages:
- difficult to separate pollen and sugar if you want to feed straight pollen

Notes
- difficult to separate pollen and sugar if you want to feed straight pollen

Methods of Feeding Pollen

Pollen may be placed into frames of empty drawn comb. Using the dry or frozen pellets:
- Fill the comb on one side of a frame with pollen pellets.
- Replace the frame in the hive overnight to allow the bees to pack the pollen; it will fall out if not first packed down by bees before repasting for other side.

Pollen may also be fed in the spring in an open, screened, covered container that lets in only bees. Place the pollen container about 10 feet (3 m) from the apiary and the bees will forage for it. Since only the stronger hives will benefit from open feeding, feed the weaker colonies separately by placing pollen on the portion of the bottom board that is covered by the hive or by pouring some around the oblong hole of the inner cover.
POLLEN SUPPLEMENT

To supplement trapped pollen, a formula of soy flour and brewer's yeast can be made or bought. When making your own formula, use the proper ingredients. The soy flour used in mixtures of pollen supplement or pollen extender must be made by the low-fat "expeller" or "screw-press" method; bees will not eat the coarsely ground soy flour used for cattle feed. The fat content should be between 5 and 7 percent. The proper kind of soy flour for bees can be obtained from most bee supply houses. Purchase brewer's yeast from a feed store—any animal-feed grade is adequate, or purchase it from a bee supply house. Different mixtures of these materials, with or without pollen, sugar, or medication, can also be obtained from dealers and supply houses.

Dry pollen supplements can be fed like the pollen pellets, when mixed in a 1:1:3 ratio (by weight) of pollen:brewer's yeast:soy flour. Some beekeepers add anise or fennel oil to attract bees, feed it with candy, or even mix it with a 5 percent dried egg yolk additive to make it more nutritious.

Supplements can be made into patties so they form a stiff dough. One-pound patties (45 kg) are made from a 1:2:3 proportion (by weight) of pollen:hot water (or 1:1 sugar:water):soy flour. Feed one patty per week for three weeks; freeze extra patties between wax paper. Once you start a feeding regimen, keep it up or the bees might starve; provide food until they will no longer take it or until they again begin to collect ample pollen.

POLLEN EXTENDER

When no pollen is available, mix this feed as an extender:
- Combine soy flour, brewer's yeast, and sugar in a 3:1:1 ratio (by weight);
- mix with water to form stiff patties.
- One pound (45 kg) of the dry extender can also be mixed with 4 cups of 2:1 (sugar:water) syrup to make several one-pound patties; make sure this is thick enough not to drip between the frames.
- One part powdered (not instant) skimmed milk can be substituted for the sugar.
- When making patties, sandwich the mixture between two pieces of wax paper (not plastic wrap); this way the patty will remain moist.
- Tearing a few holes in the wax paper on the underside of the patty will get the bees to start feeding.
- Dry extender can also be fed like pollen pellets.

Some pollen extenders available in bee supply houses may contain grain pest eggs or larvae; these can usually be killed by freezing the material for several days (at 0°F or -17.8°C); the material should then be placed in sealed containers to prevent subsequent contamination.
INTRODUCTION

Timing is as critical to beekeeping as it is to most endeavors. To time one’s beekeeping activities properly it is usually necessary to keep accurate records of past seasons and to carefully observe the flowering periods and the colonies’ needs. Even then, there are capricious fluctuations from year to year or season to season that will make beekeeping a continual challenge.

This section is organized to take the beekeeper through the year—from early spring on into winter—so that one can anticipate the major tasks that must be attended to.

LATE WINTER, EARLY SPRING

Some of the tasks that should be attended to in late winter and early spring, before the fruit bloom, include the following:

- Look for signs of nosema or dysentery, especially yellowish to dark brown spots on the outside of the hive bodies.
- Try to determine the amount of food stores remaining; begin feeding, if necessary, as soon as the weather permits.
- If the weather is very cold, determine the amount of stores by lifting or tilting the hive; if the hive seems light, feed the colony.
- Check for dead colonies; remove or close up any dead hives to prevent them from being robbed; check to see if any dead colony succumbed to brood disease—if not, any honey remaining may be fed to other colonies that need it.
- Feed pollen supplement or extender in moist patties and honey in sealed combs or syrup to help stimulate brood rearing and provide medication for the bees (see FEEDING BEES).
- Unite weak colonies—those with less than five frames of bees—and kill the inferior queen.
- If the air temperature gets above 75°F (23.9°C), the colony may be checked for condition of the queen by examining the brood pattern—a compact pattern of worker brood indicates that a healthy queen is present; this examination should be brief, otherwise the brood can become chilled.
- If a colony is queenless, it should be united with another colony.
- Diseases or pest damage should be attended to.

A few related tasks should also be undertaken:

- Update the hive diary.
- Investigate clear water sources or provide fresh water.
- Clean the apiary of any winter debris.
- Prepare for the arrival of package bees.

LATE SPRING WORK

The following apiary tasks should also be incorporated into the spring management work during the dandelion/fruit bloom period and when all danger of frost is past:

- Unwrap and/or take down winter protection.
- Remove temporary winter windbreaks.
- Remove any insulating or moisture absorbing materials above the inner cover.
—When temperatures are around 75° to 80°F (23.9° to 26.7°C), inspect the hives for disease, brood pattern, and remaining stores.
—Replace poor queens (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Requeening).
—Reverse the upper and lower hive bodies of strong colonies to put the broodnest at the bottom (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarm Prevention Techniques; reversing).
—Replace old, sagging, and drone combs; broken frames; etc.
—Clean bottom boards and scrape off excess propolis and burr comb.
—Check water sources or provide water.
—Provide additional space (hive bodies or supers) as needed.
—Make increases only when the weather is warm enough so the brood will not become chilled (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarm Prevention Techniques; relieving congestion).
—Medicate the colonies against brood diseases and/or nosema; do not give medication once the bees have begun to store honey or it will contaminate the honey.
—Look for signs of swarming and, if necessary, initiate swarm prevention/control techniques (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarming).
—Remove entrance reducers from strong colonies.
—Register hives and apiaries with state agricultural department.

Seasonal Fluctuations within a Hive

Spring Dwindling

In some colonies, older bees may begin to die faster than young bees emerge and the number of bees is reduced to a point where the process cannot reverse itself: the colony dwindles to nothing. This is called spring dwindling—since it usually happens at that time of year. It may be prevented or checked by:
- wintering only strong colonies with ample stores of honey and pollen; combining weaker hives in the fall, if necessary
- providing high-quality winter stores
- having a young queen
- protecting the hive from winter and spring drafts and dampness
- a spring management program
- ample colony strength in spring
- if there are only 3 or 4 frames of bees, unite it with a stronger colony
- good weather—if it is a rainy or mild spring, dwindling is more prevalent
- medicating the bees against Nosema in the fall or spring (see BEE ENEMIES AND DISEASES: Nosema)
- prevention of drifting
- prevention of poisoning (from pesticides)

SUMMER

Each colony should be examined closely about once a week before the major honeyflow begins in your area. Check the colony strength to determine whether it is populous enough; a colony should reach a population of over 40,000 by the time of the major honeyflow. Weak colonies should be united.

Here are two methods for estimating colony size:
- Try to count bees coming and going at the entrance; if they can be easily counted, the colony is weak; between 30 and 90 bees per minute indicate a strong colony.
- One deep frame covered with adult bees equals about one pound of bees (3,600 bees).

Other tasks during this time should include the following:
- Requeen where needed.
- Unite weak colonies with stronger ones.
- Check for diseases.
- Check the colony's food stores.
- Reverse the brood chambers again if necessary.
- Add honey supers as needed, when a super is 2/3 full (6 or 7 full frames) add another super (see GENERAL SEASONAL MANAGEMENT: Rules for Supering).
- Give frames of foundation in supers only if a good honeyflow is on, otherwise bees will chew the wax.
- Keep burr bomb and propolis scraped off frames and hive walls.

COOLING THE HIVES

When the temperatures are frequently above 90°F (32.2°C):
- Shade the hive from the noonday sun with fencing, boards, or shrubs.
- Make sure fresh water is available. Prepare for the honeyflow by repairing frames or by preparing frames with foundation for the honey supers. Keep fresh wax foundation sheets in plastic bags to protect them against wax moth infestation and to keep them from drying, since dry foundation becomes brittle and breaks easily.

DURING THE HONEYFLOW

Signs

Honeyflows are periods during the year when bees are able to collect ample supplies of nectar. They may be of only a few days’ duration or they may last a few weeks. Major honeyflows provide bees with more nectar than is needed to sustain the colony over short periods. This surplus is stored by the bees as honey in supers located above the brood chamber, and can later be taken off, or harvested, by the beekeeper.

A honeyflow is indicated by the following signs:
- hive scale shows weight gains over several days or weeks
bees are easy to work
fresh, white wax evident on ends of drawn comb and on top bars
wax foundation drawn out quickly
large amounts of nectar ripening in cells
bees fanning at hive entrance
lots of foraging activity
odor of nectar (honey) often pervades apiary

During the honeyflow, the beekeeper should not break down the hive to look at the brood, nor should pollen traps be placed on hives. The colonies should be all checked prior to a major honeyflow. Entering the broodnest during a flow will disrupt the nest and the bees' gathering activities and may even reduce the amount of honey being brought in for several days.

Apiary Tasks
In general, the tasks at the apiary during the major honeyflow should include the following:
- Super hives as needed, placing honey supers above the broodnest (see GENERAL SEASONAL MANAGEMENT: Rules for Supering).
- Reverse honey supers.
- Provide adequate ventilation.
- Keep supers on until honey is capped.
- Avoid adding too many supers, as bees may partially fill all of them instead of filling one completely.
- Never medicate colonies at this time as it will contaminate the honey. Honey collected by diseased colonies that must be medicated must not be used for human consumption.
- Requeen poor, weak, or diseased colonies (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Requeening).

Super Sizes
When a honeyflow is on, the bees will deposit nectar in supers placed above the brood chamber. These supers may vary in size from full depth supers (deep hive bodies) to the shallow or section comb supers (see illus.). There is no hard and fast rule about which supers to use; personal preference, physical strength, and the quantity of the expected surplus should be your guide.

Rules for Supering
The most important rule for supering is to keep the queen out of the honey supers. Use one of the following methods to accomplish this:
- Place a queen excluder above the broodnest.
- Keep a hive body filled with honey directly above the broodnest.

Some general guidelines for supering bees during a honeyflow are listed below:
- Stagger the honey supers to hasten the ripening of honey.
- Use only 8 or 9 frames in the supers for honey that is to be extracted so the bees will draw cells out more, making it easier to cut the cappings.
- Rait an empty honey super with a frame or two of capped or uncapped honey; this should make the bees move into this super.
- It becomes increasingly difficult to cut away the cappings of comb that have been darkened with propolis. These frames should be used only for brood rearing (if full depth) or should be rendered into wax.
- Some beekeepers use drone foundation in their honey supers since the cells are larger and honey seems to extract readily from these cells.

Methods of Supering
There are two basic ways to super for honey; they are called reverse supering and top supering.

Reverse Supering. This method can also be used for comb honey and generally needs a queen excluder to keep the queen from laying in the honey supers (see illus.). A super with foundation or dry comb (S-1) is always placed below a super at least half full of honey (S-2).

Top Supering. This method does not require a queen excluder since the queen rarely will go above a super full of honey. Put supers with dry comb or foundation (S-1) above honey supers that are at least half filled with honey (S-2).

There are many methods of supering using these two themes; talking with local beekeepers may be helpful in determining how to super in your particular area.
Reverse Supering

Top Supering

Sizes of Supers

- Shallow
  - 4 5/8" (12.2 cm)
  - Full weight 25 lbs (11.3 kg)

- Half depth
  - 5 11/16" (14.4 cm)
  - Full weight 35 lbs (15.8 kg)

- Three-quarters depth
  - 6 5/8" (16.8 cm)
  - Full weight 65 lbs (29.3 kg)

- Full depth
  - 9 5/8" (24.5 cm)
  - Full weight 90 lbs (40.5 kg)

- DRY COMB
- HONEY
- QUEEN EXCLUDER
Chart 1 - Reverse Supering Sequence

- Winter
  - Begin supering with a reverse broodnest as needed
  - Remove entrance reducer
  - Take off honey, extract and prepare for winter

- Early Spring
  - Reverse

- Spring

- Summer
  - Reverse broodnest as needed

- Late Summer
  - Reverse broodnest as needed

- Fall

Chart 2 - Top Supering Sequence

- Winter
  - Wrapping (optional)

- Early Spring
  - Reverse
  - Remove wrapping

- Spring
  - Reverse broodnest as needed

- Summer
  - Keep S-1 as winter store
  - Remove honey

- Late Summer
  - S-4

- Fall
  - S-4

- Late Fall
  - S-4

Legend:
- Broodnest
- Honey
- Dry Comb
- Queen Excluder (KE)
Chart 3 - Supering for Section Comb Honey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD A</th>
<th>WINTER</th>
<th>EARLY SPRING</th>
<th>SUMMER</th>
<th>LATE SUMMER</th>
<th>FALL</th>
<th>LATE FALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Winter Diagram]</td>
<td>![Early Spring Diagram]</td>
<td>![Summer Diagram]</td>
<td>![Late Summer Diagram]</td>
<td>![Fall Diagram]</td>
<td>![Late Fall Diagram]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- **HONEY**
- **SECTION SUPER (SS)**
- **DRY COMB**
- **QUEEN EXCLUDER (QE)**

- Split hive, shake bees, put on q.e.
- All go below q.e.
- Remove q.e. and ss.
Bulk, Chunk, Section, and Cut Comb Honey

Some beekeepers, instead of extracting the honey from the comb, cut the honey-filled comb from the frames and bottle it with extracted honey or place the cut, honey-filled comb in plastic wrap or containers. Section comb honey, in small wooden frames, is usually placed in cardboard containers; Cobana comb honey, in round plastic frames, is covered with two plastic lids, requiring no other special packaging.

Foundation for the chunk, bulk, section, or cut comb honey should be the thin, unwired type. As soon as the combs are sealed, they should be removed from the hive to prevent the white casings from becoming darkened with propolis or soiled by travel stains.

The supers containing frames for chunk, bulk, section, or cut comb honey production should be placed on a strong colony that consists either of two brood chambers or of a colony reduced to one brood chamber (as described for the production of section comb honey). Place an excluder above the broodnest and super the hive using the same rotation illustrated for section comb honey.

Supering for Section Comb Honey

Comb honey, especially section comb honey, is difficult to produce because success depends on a relatively heavy honeyflow, strong colonies, and time-consuming hive manipulations at the correct intervals. The Miller method of supering is one which is used for section comb honey; this is described below and is illustrated in Chart 1, Method A.

- A colony used for section comb honey production is generally wintered in two deep hive bodies (#1 and #2); in the spring, this colony must be built up to full strength prior to the major honeyflow, and the brood chambers should be reversed to provide ample room for the queen to lay.

- As soon as the honeyflow begins, reduce the strong two-story colony to one deep (#1), and set up this colony so it contains two empty brood frames (in the middle) and as many frames of capped brood as possible on either side, with accompanying queen and bees.

- Shake bees off all remaining frames from deep #2 at the entrance of #1; frames of honey and any remaining brood frames from #2 should be given to other colonies.

- Over the reduced hive (#1), place the first section super (SS-1), with thin foundation in the section boxes or Cobana frames.

- When SS-1 is half full of honey, place a second section super (SS-2) above it.

- When SS-1 is almost filled, reverse it with SS-2 (so the full super is above the empty one).

- If the honeyflow is strong, add a third (or subsequent supers, SS-3, etc.) above the first (SS-1) until SS-2 is half filled, then reverse again so the full supers are above the empty one.

- Remove the completely filled section supers after using bee escapes to ensure all the bees are out of the supers; never use a fume board since the honey might be adversely flavored.

Comb honey should be marketed as soon as possible to reduce the danger of it granulating or being damaged by wax moths. The freezer is a good place to store comb honey. After the honeyflow is over and the section comb honey production ceases, unite the reduced colony with another hive or otherwise allow it to build up enough stores to overwinter in two deep hive bodies.

For another way to super for section comb honey see Chart 3, Method B.

Harvesting the Honey

In some regions, two crops of surplus honey can be expected, one in the summer and another in the fall. Some beekeepers harvest the summer and fall crops separately; others harvest both at the end of the fall honeyflow.

Average yields of honey depend on the amount of open land filled with honey plants. Yields vary from 25 pounds of surplus per colony up to 90 pounds or more. For hives located in temperate climates, about 60 pounds of honey should be left on for overwintering each colony (see General Seasonal Management: Wintering Hives).
Removing Bees from Honey Supers

The methods listed below describe five ways of removing bees from honey supers. Honey supers will also be free of bees when it gets very cold (in the early fall) after the bees leave the honey supers to join the warm cluster below.

Shaking. Remove a frame with sealed honey from the super and shake the bees off in front of the hive entrance, then gently brush off the remaining bees. 

Brushing. Use a soft, flexible bee brush (see illus.), or a handful of grass and gently brush the bees off the frames, allowing them to fall at the hive entrance. Then place the frames, free of bees, into an empty super and cover it with burlap or a thick, wet cotton sack to keep out robbers. If robbing is particularly intense, an additional cloth might be needed to cover the super you are working. If robbing becomes unmanageable, put the honey frames into a vehicle and close all doors and windows.

Advantages:
- able to select frames containing capped honey (honey covered by thin layer of wax)
- relatively easy if bees remain calm
- inexpensive for one who has few hives

Disadvantages:
- may promote robbing
- time consuming
- brushing may excite bees to sting

Bee Escape. The Porter bee escape is an inexpensive metal gadget which allows bees to pass through it in only one direction. The escape fits into the oblong hole of the inner cover, or any cover that has been modified to hold 4 or 5 bee escapes in order to facilitate the passage of bees. When an inner cover or modified cover contains one or more bee escapes, it is referred to as an escape board.

The escape board is placed directly below the honey supers the beekeeper wishes to remove (see illus.). Usually within 48 hours after the escape board is in place, the bees will move down to seek the warmth of the broodnest or the bee cluster and, since many of these bees are field bees, they may want to leave the honey supers to resume foraging activities. In extremely warm weather, place the escape board on during the later afternoon and remove the supers before noon the next day. This will prevent the wax comb from melting since the bees can no longer fan it.

If the supers contain brood, the bees will be less likely to abandon them. All the brood should be allowed to emerge. To do this, place these supers above a queen excluder so the queen cannot get up there and lay: all the brood should be out within 25 days.

There must be no cracks or holes in supers placed above an escape board since bees from the same hive and/or robbing bees and other insects will invade and remove the honey. Tape or otherwise close off these entrances to the unprotected honey supers. If the outer cover is warped and you are using the inner cover as an escape board, put an extra inner cover above the topmost super to close off the top and to keep all bees out.

Advantages:
- does not excite bees
- easy
- inexpensive
- usually effective

Disadvantages:
- honey could be removed by bees from the same hive or by robbers if supers are not bee-tight
- not always effective
- drones or dead bees may block escape, keeping bees in supers to be vacated
- involves extra trips to apiary to insert board, remove supers, and so forth

Repellent board. Repellent boards are used by some beekeepers to drive bees out of the honey supers. An absorbent pad or cloth is placed inside a spare outer cover or other holder. The pad is then saturated with a chemical which repels bees. Some fume boards have a black metal top which will absorb heat and make the chemicals work better. These boards work best when the bees are in shallow supers.
To use a fume board:
- Saturate a pad with the repellent chemical.
- Remove the outer and inner covers, using smoke as needed.
- Scrape any burr comb off the top bars.
- Use smoke to drive the bees downward between the frames.
- Place the saturated repellent board over the frames (see illus.).
- After no more than five minutes, the bees will have left the super.
- Remove the first super and repeat the process for subsequent supers below.
- Air the supers thoroughly and store them in a covered place to prevent robbing.

Use the repellent board only long enough to get the bees out of the supers. Do not leave it on the hive for more than a few minutes.

Some chemicals used as repellents are:
- Glacial acetic acid
- Propionic anhydride
- Butyric anhydride
- Benzaldehyde

Federal and state laws may restrict the use of some or all of these chemicals as bee repellents, so comply with all regulations in this regard.

The use of these chemicals is further complicated by the fact that their efficiency is governed by the air temperature;
therefore, the desired result is not always certain.

Advantages:
- one trip to remove honey
- easy
- inexpensive

Disadvantages:
- excites bees
- dependent on temperature
- could adversely flavor honey
- may be illegal to use

The Bee Blovver. A bee blower is a portable gas or electrically powered device that produces a blast of air strong enough to blow the bees off the frames and from the supers.

Advantages:
- fast
- effective

Disadvantages:
- expensive
- during cold weather, bees blown out may be unable to return to hive
- requires two people-one to load supers-to work efficiently

Getting Along with Your Back

Lifting off supers full of honey might be the reward of a productive year, but it can also be a literal pain in the back. Unless you are careful in lifting these heavy boxes, serious damage could be done to your back. Proper lifting and strengthening exercises might be needed if chronic back pain is a problem. In any case, medical advice should be sought. For some general information on back care see REFERENCES: Honey.

EXTRACTING THE HONEY

The usual process for getting honey out of the wax cells is to remove the cappings with a hot knife (uncapping knife) and put the unapped frames into a huge centrifuge, called an extractor. As the extractor spins, the honey is forced out of the cells and against the cylindrical wall of the extractor, leaving the frames of wax combs empty of most of the honey. A small gate at the bottom of the extractor can be opened to let the honey flow out into other containers.

Honey that is kept in supers prior to extraction can be ruined if it is stored in a humid or wet area since even capped honey can absorb water vapor. To prevent this, stack the supers in a staggered arrangement to allow ventilation and either use a dehumidifier or blow warm, dry air over the combs before extracting. This will further reduce or maintain the existing low moisture content of the honey.

Frames to be extracted should be completely or almost completely capped. Uncapped cells will contain honey with a higher moisture content; extracting too many partially capped frames will increase the moisture of the extracted honey and invite spoilage by fermenting yeasts (see PRODUCTS OF THE HIVE: Honey; extracting).

FALL

After the fall crop has been removed and the supers have been cleaned and stored, each colony should be checked and attended to as follows:
- If possible, pick a day when there may still be a light honeyflow and forager bees are out, since in the fall bees are more prone to sting when a hive is being manipulated.
- Check for brood diseases.
- Do not attempt to overwinter a colony found to have American foulbrood; destroy the colony.
- Medicate for nosema and American and European foulbrood as a preventive measure (see BEE PESTS AND DISEASES).
- Remove queen excluder.
- If requeening, check after 7 days to see if the queen has been accepted.
- Check winter stores (60 to 80 lbs., 132 to 176 kg, of surplus honey should be left for each colony).
- Feed the colonies whose stores are low.
- Replace damaged equipment.
- Reduce bottom entrance or cover with hardware cloth; provide a top entrance.
- Unite weak colonies.
- Remove and store empty hives.

WINTERING

General Rules

Colonies can survive very well without elaborate wintering techniques as long as the bees are protected from winter winds. However, following the minimum
procedures for wintering hives can be the difference that makes for overwintering success. These are the most common wintering practices:

- Invert the inner cover (to rim-side down) to allow moisture to escape.
- Reduce the entrance with a wooden cleat. Make sure that the opening of the cleat is turned up against the hive body, not against the bottom board; this will prevent the opening from becoming blocked by a layer of dead bees which may accumulate on the bottom board during the winter.
- Provide top ventilation and/or entrance by propping up the inner cover slightly or boring an auger hole, not more than 1 inch (2.5 cm) in diameter, in an upper corner or below the handhold of the top super; this lets moist air out of the hive.
- Unite weak hives.
- Place weights on top of hives so the covers will not blow off in high winds.
- Remove queen excluders.
- Remove bee escapes.
- Leave ample honey (or cured sugar syrup) and pollen stores.

The Winter Cluster

Honey bees do not "hibernate" in the winter but cluster in a ball when the air temperatures are below 57°F (13.9°C). They remain relatively active in the cluster because of the heat generated by the contraction of their wing muscles.

The amount of heat generated by the cluster depends, among other things, on whether or not brood is present. In the late fall, the colony is without brood and, therefore, the cluster will be producing only around 57°F - 60°F (13.9°C-15.6°C) - enough to keep the colony from freezing. When the queen resumes her egg laying in midwinter, the cluster temperature in the vicinity of the eggs and brood will be maintained at around 93°F (33.9°C) (see illus.).

Connective clusters of bees join the main cluster to the food stores. If these connectives are cut off, or if the winter is unusually long and very cold, the bees could starve even though there is honey elsewhere in the hive. The cluster must be able to move to the food periodically throughout the winter. In general, the cluster will move into the upper stories during the cold weather, and if the honey is not placed or stored above the cluster in the fall the bees may move up into the empty supers and starve.

Bees retain their feces when confined to the hive as they commonly are during the winter. Periodically, air temperatures reach 57°F (13.9°C) or above, and on such days bees are able to break their confinement to take cleansing flights and defecate outside the hive. If the bees are confined to the hive over long periods, the hive floor and frames can become littered with fecal material and dysentery can weaken the bees further.

High winter survival depends on:

- Cold winters interspersed with warm sunny days

Dry winters
- Long springs
Low winter survival is due to:
- Wet, cool winters
- Long, cold winters with few sunny, warm days (reducing or eliminating opportunities for cleansing flights)
- Nosema disease

In Warm Climates
If winter temperatures do not get much below 45°F to 68°F (10°C to 20°C), it is not necessary to provide the same winter protection, such as wrapping and insulation, that is required in colder regions. However, to ensure a strong colony when the nectar flows again, a colony should have the following:
- A young, vigorous queen
- Adequate food stores (about 30 pounds of honey)
- Protection from extreme temperatures (reduced bottom entrance, an upper entrance, shelter from cold winds)
- Periodic inspections

In Cold Climates or High Altitudes
In regions where average temperatures during the coldest months are around 20°F (-6.7°C), one should leave about 70 pounds of honey or feed an amount of sugar syrup that will equal 70 pounds of honey. If sugar syrup is to be fed to bring the food stores up to 70 pounds, it must be given to them while the weather is still warm so it can be properly cured; the syrup should be 2:1 sugar:water (see Feeding Bees).

The following are essential for a colony to overwinter successfully, emerge in the spring with sufficient numbers, and be capable of taking full advantage of spring and early summer nectar flows:
- A young, vigorous queen (prodigious egg layer)
- Large population of bees (20,000 to 30,000)
- Adequate supply of honey, cured sugar syrup, and pollen
- Disease-free condition (medicate)
- An upper entrance (auger hole in top super)
- Top ventilation to release moist air (prop up inner cover)
- Protection from prevailing winds (reduced front entrance)
- Periodic inspections
- Maximum sunlight

Specific wintering techniques such as wrapping, insulating, and the like are discussed in the rest of this section.

Advantages:
- Protects from piercing winds
- Allows hive to warm up when sun is not available
- Bees can recluster on honey if inside temperature is warm enough
Disadvantages:
- Time consuming
- Vapor barrier may form between hive and tar paper resulting in excess moisture accumulation in the hive which, if it freezes, will encase bees in an "ice box" hive may warm up too much and bees may begin premature cleaning flights outside before air temperatures are high enough to protect them from being chilled.

Insulation
Insulation will provide colonies with extra protection against cold winter temperatures. Any one or a combination of these insulating materials and devices have been found to be of some aid (see illus.):
- Provide dead air space underneath the hive.
- Place follower boards against the inside walls. A follower board is a solid piece of board the size of a deep frame, of variable thickness, that hangs like a frame; it can be used to reduce the interior size of a deep super by substituting it for one or more frames.
- Insert a division-board feeder (can substitute for follower board).
- Insulate the top with moisture-absorbing material (one or a combination of the materials listed below) placed between the outer cover and the inner cover (rim-reversed rim-side down) inner cover.

Wintering Bees (different kinds of insulation)

- Straw, shavings, newspaper or old blanket
- 1" Insulite board (can also be placed on top of inner cover)
- Straw, shavings, leaves, etc.
- Super with screened bottom and 1/4" vent holes
- 3/8" plywood frame-sized follower boards, or division board feeder (can be kept on all year)
- 3/8" sugar hole
- Reduced entrance cleat
- Dead-air space type hive stand
side down); make sure the oblong hole is open:
- 1-inch insulite board
- newspaper, straw, leaves, old blankets, etc.
- an empty hive body with screened or burlapped bottom on top of inner cover and filled with leaves, shavings, or straw

Some beekeepers put a super of dry, drawn comb on top of the inner cover, although these combs can collect excess moisture and be damaged.

Hives can also be double-walled (or a "cover" can be slipped over a single-walled hive) and the spaces between the walls can be filled with insulating material.

Miscellaneous

Cellar wintering, once extensively practiced in the northeastern states, is no longer practical. This type of wintering requires that only the strongest hives be placed in a draft-free location where temperatures are kept between 40° and 50°F (4° to 10°C); temperature control is very important. Today, it would be very costly to construct such a structure.

Hive heaters are thermostatically controlled devices which maintain a constant temperature in the hive. These devices are expensive and require an electrical outlet in the vicinity of the apiary. Otherwise, the hives must be moved near an outlet in the fall, this is an extra energy user and would be expensive if one has many hives.

PREPARING FOR THE NEXT SEASON

The following tasks should be attended to during the winter months in preparation for the next spring season:
- Clean supers and frames of burr comb and propolis.
- Paint and repair equipment; replace with new equipment when necessary.
- Sort and cut out old, sagging, diseased, damaged, or drone combs and replace with foundation.
- Store wax foundation and scrapings in moth-proof containers.
- Build new equipment.
- Order new equipment and bees for spring arrival.
- Check apiary periodically for damage by wind, vandalism, skunks, etc.
- Melt wax scrapings.

See REFERENCES: Management of Bee Colonies and Beekeeping Pamphlets.
Special Management Problems

UNITING COLONIES

Newspaper Method

Although two weak colonies do not usually make one strong one, a weaker colony can be united to a stronger one. If you have a preference for one of the queens, eliminate the less desirable one; if not, proceed and one of the two queens will survive.

The best use one can make of the bees in a weak colony is to unite them with a strong one just before the honeyflow—the united bees will be able to gather more honey. Or, if it is determined early in the spring or summer that a colony is weak, its position in the row or apiary can be interchanged with a strong one to increase its population (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarm Control Techniques; interchanging hives). It can then be strengthened further by adding frames of capped brood (without any adult bees) from one or several strong colonies. If, after these manipulations the existing queen fails to improve, the colony should be requeened or united.

To strengthen a weak hive, either unite a swarm to it or unite it to a stronger colony. It must be remembered that when two different colonies are united, the hive of each has its own set of odors, and unless some precautions are taken the bees will fight. The most successful and least time consuming method of uniting colonies is the newspaper method:

- Put a single sheet of newspaper over the top bars of the stronger colony (see illus.).
- If the weather is warm, make a few pencil-sized holes or small slits in the paper with a stick or hive tool.
- Set the weak hive on top and cover; field bees from the weak colony's original hive site will probably drift to other hives.
- The paper will be chewed up in a week; shredded paper will appear at or near the hive entrance.
- If the weather is extremely hot, unite the two hives during the late afternoon.
- If there is a dearth of nectar and pollen and the bees are unusually aggressive, decrease the possibility of fighting by feeding the stronger hive for a few days before uniting.
MOVING AN ESTABLISHED HIVE

Preparing the Hive

Follow the procedures described below to safely move an established hive. It is a general practice to move a hive at least 3 miles (4.8 km) from its old site; if it is moved a distance of less than 3 miles, many field bees will return to the old location and become lost. The best time to move hives is in the spring, when populations are the lowest and the hives are light in weight.

- You must first check and comply with all legal requirements pertaining to moving and/or selling bees. Have the state inspector certify that the bees are disease-free.
- If the hive consists of more than two hive bodies, supers that are relatively free of bees should be removed first to make the moving operation less cumbersome. To remove bees use a bee blower or shake or brush the bees from the frames onto the grass in front of the hive. Or place an inner cover fitted with a bee escape above the second deep body (see GENERAL SEASONAL MANAGEMENT: Harvesting Honey; removing bees from honey supers); after two days, the upper hive bodies should be vacated unless they contained brood.
- In the spring, the bees will usually be in the upper hive bodies, after
removing the empty lower hive bodies, place the hive bodies containing bees (usually two deeps) directly on the bottom board.
- Tape or screen all holes and cracks in the two remaining deep hive bodies.
- If the weather is warm, place a screened board (like a division screen) or screened inner cover on top of the hive beneath the outer cover.
- Using smoke as needed, hammer in hive staples on all sides (slant staples in opposite directions, alternating on each side; see illus.) steel or plastic strapping lath might also be used. Do not use electrician’s staples as they could split the wood.
- If the hive is very populous or if the weather is very hot, add a shallow super with empty frames above the top hive body to collect the overflow of bees; otherwise, the bees might be hanging outside the hive when you return to move them.

Loading and Unloading

-In the evening, smoke the entrance to drive the bees in and use a piece of screen the length of the entrance and about 5 inches wide to close off the entrance (see illus.). Slide the screen into the entrance so it will spring against the bottom board and hive body.
- If the weather is hot, remove the outer cover while transporting so the screened top is exposed.
- The hives should be placed close together on the truck with the frames parallel to the road; this will prevent the frames from sliding together if the truck stops suddenly.
- While loading and unloading, keep the engine running since the vibration of the vehicle will help keep the bees in their hives.
- Smoke the entrances before and after unloading, then remove the entrance screen.
- Fill the hive entrance loosely with grass to slow the bees’ exit and to keep them from drifting.
- Replace the outer cover.
- Inspect the hive after a few days to see if all is well.

Problems in moving hives:
- bees can suffocate if weather is too hot
- queen could be killed, injured, or balmed
- hive bodies might break
- combs could break
- If moving in winter or very early spring, the winter cluster could be broken resulting in bees resettling on empty combs and starving, or in the existing brood being chilled before the bees have a chance to resettle.

Moving Short Distances

Follow these procedures to move an established hive less than 3 miles (4.8 km):

Moving an Established Hive

- Move the hive off its stand to the new location.
- In its old location, put a nuc box (small hive with four or five frames) or one deep hive body with bottom board and top cover.
- Fill the hive at the old location.
with dry comb frames and at least two frames of brood, with or without a queen or queen cells; if you wish, make a split (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarm Control Techniques; relieving congestion).

- Field bees of the original hive will return to the new hive at the old location; this hive with the low bee population can be left and then moved at one's convenience.

Or:
- After two or more days, if the weather has been good, move the small hive from its original location to a new site at least three miles away.
- After three weeks, this hive may be moved to a desired location or it may be united to original colony (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Uniting Colonies; newspaper method).

Or:
- Move all the hives to be relocated over three miles away for three weeks and then move them again to the desired location.
- It is often recommended that when moving established hives very short distances, each hive be moved 1 foot each day (0.3m/day) until the hive is in the desired location (the bees will not return to the original location). However, this process is slow and not recommended unless the distance is less than 30 feet (9 m).

MARKING OR CLIPPING THE QUEEN

Some beekeepers choose to mark the queen with a spot of color or a color disc (with or without numbers) on her thorax, or they clip her fore and hind wings on one side. Marking or clipping the queen allows the beekeeper to keep a record of the ages of his queens and the use of color will also make it easier to find her, especially if she is dark. Clipping the wings of a queen will not control swarming, although this erroneous fact is stated in the literature.

Never hold the queen by the abdomen when picking her up to mark or clip her. If the queen is picked up this way, she can become injured and her egg-laying ability will be reduced; as a result of this or any injury to the queen, the colony may supersede (replace) her.

To avoid the possibility of injuring a queen, first practice on a few drones. To mark the queen:
- Grasp the queen by the wings, then transfer the hold to the sides of her thorax.
- If marking with a color spot, use a fast-drying paint like nail polish; mark only the thorax.
- If marking with a disc, apply adhesive on thorax, then the disc.
- Allow paint or adhesive to dry before returning queen gently to frame on which she was found, or place her on the top bar of a frame and let her walk down the comb.

If clipping the queen's wings, pick her up as described above and use manicure scissors to cut half of both the fore and hind wing on one side only (see illus.). The queen can be removed from the hive without alarming the other bees; in fact, for short periods (5-10 minutes) they will not be aware she is absent.

clip both fore and hind wings
numbered disc or color spot
Some beekeepers requeen every other year to maintain quality stock. To keep track of the queen’s age, they clip her on the right side on even years and on the left side on odd years. The same system can be used with two colors. In Europe, beekeepers use a color system on a five-year sequence: Blue, gray, orange, red, and green, starting again with blue on the sixth year (the color for 1977 is orange).

Advantages of marking the queen:
- queen is easily found
- queen's age can be determined and recorded
- queen's absence will be indicative of some colony change

Advantages of clipping the queen:
- queen's age easily determined
- absence of clipped queen will indicate colony change

Disadvantages of marking and clipping:
- bees might supersede "maimed" queen
- clipping does not prevent or control swarming
- queen could be injured
- queen clipped may be a virgin and thus would be unable to fly and mate
- virgin queen might sting when handled (but this is not likely)

Failure to Find a Marked Queen

If the beekeeper fails to find a marked queen, it can be assumed that either part of the colony may have swarmed with her, she was superseded (replaced), or she was accidentally lost and subsequently replaced. If the queen is not found but eggs and brood are present, one should assume a queen is in the hive. If no queen is found and/or no eggs or brood are present, look for queen cells about to hatch or assume a new young queen is present but has not yet begun to lay.

A virgin queen might be difficult to locate because she tends to move more quickly on the comb than a laying queen. She might also be a little smaller than a laying queen (more the size of a worker) since she loses some body weight before the mating flight and needs time to regain it before she starts to lay. The absence of eggs or brood in a colony, therefore, could mean that a virgin queen has not yet mated or has not begun to lay eggs. Before requeening such a hive, be sure that the colony is queenless since any attempt to introduce a new queen into a hive with a virgin queen or newly mated queen present is likely to fail.

On the other hand, laying workers are present if one finds scattered brood, scattered capped drone cells, and/or several eggs in each cell that are attached to the cell walls instead of the bottom (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Laying Workers).
SWARMING

By reproducing, organisms perpetuate and protect their kind from extinction. Social insects like the honey bees can reproduce new individuals within the colony unit, but this is not sufficient for their continued survival. If bees were to maintain themselves solely by producing young, their colonies—without man's intervention—would diminish as a result of disease, fire, predators, and adverse environmental conditions.

Honey bee colonies perpetuate themselves by swarming. Swarming is a natural process whereby a colony divides so that part of it leaves for a new homesite, usually with the old queen, while the remaining members continue at the original site with a newly emerged, and later mated, queen. In this manner, a single unit becomes two.

An abundance of queen cells, often called swarm cells, indicates that swarming preparations are underway. Shortly after the swarm cells are sealed, the colony will cast a swarm. Bees will exit as a swarm on any warm, windless day, usually between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. (earlier or later if the weather is favorable). Occasionally, bees will swarm when the weather is less than favorable.

After the swarm issues, some of the bees will alight on a nearby object and begin fanning with their scent glands exposed to attract the remainder of the swarm and the queen. Soon a “cluster” of bees forms. (It is this cluster—readily visible to the casual observer—that is correctly called a swarm). Scout bees will then depart from the cluster to find a new home site. When a suitable one is found, after a few hours to a few days, the swarm flies to the new site.

Bees in a swarm are usually quite gentle. Before leaving their old hive, they engage honey and this seems to contribute to their gentleness. Another reason for their gentleness might be that, since the homeless cluster is only a temporary situation, the division of labor—including guarding—that prevails in a normal hive is either nonexistent or not as prevalent.

Swarm

Swarming vs. Productive Hives

Swarming used to be a sign of “good and productive” beekeeping since the beekeepers could make increases from the numerous swarms available. Straw skeps, logs, or other cramped hives used over a hundred years ago would soon become too crowded and promoted the swarming behavior of bees.

Today, swarming can be viewed as a sign of the beekeeper’s negligence since it means a loss of both bees (unless the swarm is captured) and honey. Although most beekeepers make efforts to prevent or control swarming, it is not an easy task. The picture is further complicated by the fact that most methods used for controlling or preventing swarming result in manipulations that reduce the colony size.

Thus, although swarming can be controlled or prevented, in doing so the goal of maintaining populous colonies for the honeyflow is sacrificed somewhat. Nevertheless, this is far better than having the colony cast a swarm which may leave the apiary site before the beekeeper can recapture it.

Reasons for Swarming

Honey bee colonies swarm for any one or more of these reasons:

- congestion
- poor ventilation (perhaps due to lack of noontime shade)
- defective combs (those with too many drone cells or cells that are irregular, thick, damaged, or other-
wise not suitable for the queen to lay in, reducing broodnest capacity and increasing congestion) inclement weather, which keeps bees confined to hive and causes further congestion —failing queen (instead of superseding the queen, the colony may swarm) —queen pheromone production declines or amount of pheromone being distributed among a highly populous colony is not sufficient to control swarm preparations —heredity —idle nurse bees —disease, like American foulbrood

Other Reasons that Bees Leave

Under certain conditions, the entire original colony may depart their home forever without leaving a new queen behind. This is called absconding and could be caused by:

—starvation
—disease
—wax-moth (or other pest) infestation
—fumes from newly painted or otherwise treated hives
—poor ventilation
—excessive disturbance of the colony by the beekeeper or vandals
—excessive disturbance by animal pests

Other Reasons that Bees Leave

Under certain conditions, the entire original colony may depart their home forever without leaving a new queen behind. This is called absconding and could be caused by:

—starvation
—disease
—wax-moth (or other pest) infestation
—fumes from newly painted or otherwise treated hives
—poor ventilation
—excessive disturbance of the colony by the beekeeper or vandals
—excessive disturbance by animal pests

Signs of Swarm Preparation

Signs that a colony is in some stage of swarm preparation are clearly visible to a beekeeper on routine hive inspections. The list below is a rough chronology of the various signs one might see in a colony which may ultimately swarm:

—rapid increase in worker population (especially in spring—after a minor honeyflow and before a major honeyflow)
—drone rearing begins as worker numbers increase
—broodless (area where eggs, larvae, and pupae are located) cannot be expanded due to combs already occupied with brood and/or honey
—queen cup construction at lower frame edges evident
—queen deposits eggs in these queen cups
—queen's egg-laying tapers off and amount of young brood decreases
—queen restless
—many queen cells containing larvae which vary somewhat in age
—field bees less active and begin to congregate at hive entrance; this can also happen if weather is hot or colony congested
—queen cells are capped or sealed

Signs of Imminent Swarm Issuance

A colony that has been making swarm preparations can be expected to issue a swarm:

—after queen cells (swarm cells) are sealed over
—when few bees are foraging (little flight activity of bees at hive entrance) compared to other hives of same strength
—when bees are clustered near the entrance—when not due only to hive congestion or high air temperatures
—during the warmest part of the day, usually between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. (earlier or later if weather conditions are right)
—usually on the first warm, sunny, calm day following a short period of cold, wet, cloudy days when the congestion in the hive is aggravated

Clipped-Queen Swarms

A clipped queen will attempt to leave the hive with a swarm but, being unable to fly, will not accompany the other bees and will be left behind, usually on the ground near the hive from which she attempted to swarm. The swarming bees, without a flying queen, may return to the hive while they are still airborne, or they may elutior on the ground with the queen. They could also elutior with out her and later move back to the old hive or to the queen on the ground. If the beekeeper witnesses any of these events, he can take steps to discourage their reoccurrence by the following procedure:

—Find and cage the queen either before or after the swarm returns.
- Move the parent hive from its stand and replace it with a new hive of foundation or dry drawn comb.
- When the swarm returns, let the queen walk in with them. If the swarm has already returned to the parent hive at the old location, shake half of the bees in front of the new hive; the bees will enter this hive; release the queen so she can walk in the hive entrance with the bees.
- Check after ten days.
- Requeen the colony, since the queen might have swarming instincts—the old colony, moved to another site, will have virgin queens emerging; the surviving virgin will mate and begin to lay. Since this colony might also swarm, all queen cells should be destroyed and the colony subsequently requeened.

Another method would be to let the swarm return to the original colony after removing the queen cells. Check after ten days to remove any queen cell construction, or Demaree the hive (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarm Prevention Techniques; Demaree Method).

PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF SWARMING

Swarm prevention is being practiced when a beekeeper is able to keep bees from initiating queen cell construction which may lead to swarming. Swarm control is employed when the beekeeper finds and removes queen cells and other signs of swarm preparations already evident. Although the times for initiating swarm prevention and control are different, the manipulations are the same. Such methods are discussed in the following sections including: relieving congestion by adding more room for the queen to lay or storage space for the growing bee population; separating the queen from most of the brood; and interchanging weak colonies with strong ones.

Reversing

Reversing the brood chambers, or lower hive bodies, at regular intervals or as needed beginning in the spring, is one method used to relieve congestion in the hive. Throughout the winter, the colony and its queen move upward through the hive (see GENERAL SEASONAL MANAGEMENT: The Winter Cluster); by spring, the cluster is usually in the topmost super (or supers) and since the queen may not move down, the brood will be confined there. Unless the queen, broodnest, and bees are put on the bottom with the empty hive bodies on top, the colony is likely to become congested and will probably swarm, even though there is expansion space below. Here is a quick outline for reversing hive bodies:

- Take an extra bottom board to the bee yard. Move the hive off its stand or from its location and place the extra bottom board in its place. Take the hive body containing the queen, most of the bees, and brood (#3 in illus.), and put it on the extra bottom board.
- Place at least one deep hive body (#2) above the broodnest (#3).
- If three hive bodies were present, place the third (#1) on top of other two.
- Clean the original bottom board and go to next hive.
- Repeat the procedure until all the hives are reversed.
- If the queen is reluctant to move up after a week, exchange a frame of brood from #3 with an empty frame from hive body (#2).

Relieving Congestion

Hives that are very congested due to poor comb or inadequate space for brood will be more likely to swarm. Listed below are some techniques for relieving such conditions:

- Add extra frames or supers full of foundation.
- Stagger supers sightly to allow for more ventilation.
Separate brood and queen:
- Place the queen, with unsealed brood, eggs, and bees in the lowest super.
- Above this, place a super with foundation.
- Above this, place a super filled with capped brood and the rest of the bees.
- Decrease the number of bees or brood in the hive by splitting the hives to make additional ones, called increases (see illus.).
- Place frames of capped brood and bees taken from several different hives into a new hive (one deep body).
- If there is no food coming in, spray each frame of bees with syrup to reduce any fighting among the bees on the frames taken from different hives.
- Give the new hive a frame of eggs from your best hive so they may make their own queen; or, requeen the split with a new queen; or, provide some queen cells (usually swarm cells).
- Each increase hive should have four frames of brood, four frames of foundation and two frames of honey or empty drawn comb filled with syrup.
- Reduce the entrance to discourage robbing and bees returning to their original hive; check after one week.

Interchanging Hives
In an apiary where the hives are in long rows, the bees tend to drift toward the row ends. As a result, the colonies in the middle may be weaker than the colonies on the ends (see BEFORE THE ANTS ARRIVE: Hive Orientation). If a hive is very populous and seems likely to swarm at some point but has not yet made preparation to do so, interchange it with a weaker hive (see illus.) This way more incoming, food-bearing foragers will return to the stronger hive's location but will enter the weaker hive, augmenting its population. Conversely, the strong hive will have a sudden decrease of incoming field bees, and any idle bees that might have normally initiated swarm preparations would soon be foraging. Foreign bees entering the switched hives should not fight if there is a honeyflow in progress. To decrease chances of fighting, wait for a good honeyflow before interchanging the hives.

Demaree Method
The Demaree method, made popular by a beekeeper of that name, allows one to retain the complete population of a hive while practicing swarm prevention and control. Basically, it separates the brood from the queen and decreases the congestion. Here is one way to Demaree (see illus.):
- Fill two deep bodies (#4 and #5) with frames of dry drawn comb from which brood has already
emerged.

- Foundation or a combination of both drawn comb and foundation can also be used; if no honeyflow is on, use less foundation since the bees will chew it; if you have only foundation, feed bees with syrup so foundation will be drawn out.
- Place these two hive bodies beside the hive to be Demarreed.
- Find the queen and place her on a frame containing very young larvae and eggs.
- There should be no queen cups or cells on the frame with the queen; if present remove them or replace the frame.
- Remove some dry comb frames or foundation from the middle of one of the new hive bodies (#4) and place the frame with the queen and clinging bees there.
- Add two or three frames of honey and pollen to #4 on the bottom board.
- Place a queen excluder above #4 and place body #5 (full of foundation or dry comb) above the excluder.
- Remove any queen cups from remaining brood frames and place them and clinging bees in #1.
- Any remaining frames of brood or honey without the clinging bees can be given to other colonies; any empty frames can be stored or placed in a super and added to a populous colony for additional room.

After one week, cut out any new queen cups in the upper story (#1 or in #4).
- Two weeks later, if the queen's hive body (#4, below excluder) is congested and full of queen cells, remove the queen cells and Demarree again.
- One week later, remove any queen cells above the excluder.
- Fifteen days after the last manipulation, since the queen can't get above the excluder to lay, the top supers will be free of brood and will be used for honey storage or remain empty.

Variations of this method are used to rear queens (in warm weather), run a two-queen colony, or make increases; a division screen can be used in place of a queen excluder.

Advantages:
- Population kept at a peak for honeyflow

Disadvantages:
- Must find queen
- Many manipulations necessary
- Time consuming
- Many trips to the apiary needed

Other Factors

- In addition to the other techniques described, the following factors may also be of importance in helping to decrease swarming in some hives:
  - Young, vigorous queens
  - Queens raised from nonswarm stock
  - Hybrid queens with nonswarming tendencies

ventilation to increase air flow within a hive:
- Hive bodies can be staggered
- Inner or outer cover can be propped up
- Bottom front entrance can be raised on small blocks
- These techniques might encourage robbing so only strong colonies should be manipulated in the ways described
Making an Increase (or Split)

Transfer frames of capped brood, bees, and honey from congested hives (replace removed frames with foundation). Add either a new queen, eggs, or queen cells.

Demaree Method of Swarm Control
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CATCHING SWARMS

Swarm Traps

It is generally not possible to check one’s apiary on an hourly basis, and such attention to outyards throughout the swarming season is impossible. Despite good management procedures for swarm prevention or control, occasionally a colony preparing to swarm is overlooked. In addition, many beekeepers are constrained from devoting the time necessary for proper management. Thus, some swarming probably takes place in most apiaries. If one is not able to capture the swarm, the opportunity to increase one’s holdings or to return the swarm to its hive is lost.

Some beekeepers who are unable to visit their apiaries frequently may attempt to compensate for their absence by capturing swarms lured to bait hives or by providing sites near the apiary for swarms to cluster. Such swarms can be readily seen and caught if they remain clustered until the beekeeper arrives. Some swarm traps are listed below:

- Decoy or bait hives—with drawn comb or foundation—can be placed at various distances and directions from the apiary. Wax, propolis, and other odors may attract the scout bees and, ultimately, the swarm, but they might also attract mice and wax moths, so any remaining bait hives should be removed at the end of the season.
- Low, dark objects close to the ground—such as a burlap bag wrapped around a low branch in a rough sphere—may attract a swarm to cluster there.
- Empty frames of old, dry drawn comb in tree crotches may attract swarms; be sure the combs are free of disease.

Some states have laws concerning the use of bait hives or restricting the use of exposed combs for baiting swarms. Find out what laws apply locally before using these techniques.

Swarm Containers

To be prepared the beekeeper should always have extra hives full of foundation for hiving swarms. If the swarms have to be collected some distance from the apiary, bring along a hive, or nuc box, with the bottom board stapled on. The swarm can then be shaken in front of the hive, and after most bees have entered the entrance can be closed with a piece of screen. The hive can then either be carried off or left there unscreened until the evening so that any stray bees can rejoin the swarm; its entrance should be screened when the hive is retrieved in the evening.

Other containers that can be used for collecting swarms are:
- A screened box, like an old bee package; shake the swarm into the box and

Hiving a Swarm

Cut away excess leaves, branches, flowers, etc.
Cut main branch
Spray hive with medicated syrup or water
Shake swarm in front of prepared hive
carry the box to the apiary
- a cloth bag (not a plastic bag); shake the swarm into bag and transport it to
the apiary, or if the swarm is on a tree branch, envelope the swarm with bag,
tie it closed, and cut the branch

Swarms, especially large ones, need plenty of ventilation and must be kept out
of direct sunlight. Often bees are “cooped” or smothered when collected in inappro-
priate containers. A swarm in a temporary container should be stored, like a package
of bees, in a cool, dark place until it can be placed in a proper hive.

Collecting and Hiving a Swarm

Beekeepers are often called by individuals, humane societies, and police and fire
departments to retrieve swarms. If you wish to collect swarms to enlarge your apiary
or strengthen weak hives, notify these agencies by letter or phone each spring and ask
to be put on the “swarm list.” Most beekeepers are thankful to get swarms and con-
sequently pick them up without charge.

Swarms are usually well-gorged with honey and gentle. But sometimes a swarm
is ill-tempered, especially if it has been clustered for several days and the bees are
hungry. In any case, it is prudent to wear a veil when collecting swarms.

Some beekeepers carry spray bottles of syrup, often medicated syrup. Bees
which are sprayed lightly with the syrup will gorge the food and become gentle and
easier to handle. These are the basic steps for collecting and hiving a swarm (see illus.):
- If the swarm is clustered on a tree limb, with owner’s permission, cut away
  excess branches, leaves, or flowers; avoid shaking or jarring the cluster.
- If the swarm is jarred and the bees begin to break the cluster, spray the bees
and wait for the cluster to re-form.
- Saw or clip the limb above the swarm, holding the limb above the swarm to
  steady it while you cut; spray the swarm with syrup.
- Shake the swarm into a hive or collecting container prepared for them or, if
  possible, put the entire cut limb in the collecting container.
- If the swarm is on a post or flat surface, brush or smoke the bees into a hive
  or container, directing them gently with puffs of smoke.
- A piece of cardboard can be used like a dust-pan to gently scrape bees into
  the container or in front of the hive entrance.
- At the apiary, shake the bees from the container into a hive filled with foun-
dation or unite the swarm with a weak colony.

If the swarm is to be united, its
queen or the hive’s queen should be
aged (see Care of Caged Queens) while
their performance is evaluated. If both
are good, the extra queen can be used to
make an increase or replace a poor queen
elsewhere. Swarms united to colonies
should be placed in a hive with founda-
tion and then placed over the colony
they are to be united with, they should
not be placed in an empty hive body
without frames as this will encourage the
bees to cluster on the underside of the
inner cover and construct comb.

Precautions

Swarms should always be treated as if
they are diseased; that is, install them on
foundation and feed with medicated syrup
(see BEE ENEMIES AND DISEASES: American foulbrood). If a swarm is put
on drawn comb, the bees may regurgitate
drops of nectar containing disease spores
from their honey sacs into the comb. By
installing them on foundation, the bees
will consume their honey sac contents
first. Many of the bees in a swarm are
usually young bees with active wax glands
and will draw beautiful comb; if given
drawn comb, much of this wax will be
wasted.
QUEEN SUPERSEDURE

Supersedure is the colony’s replacement of an old or inferior queen by a young queen. The workers in the colony build a few queen cells and when a new queen emerges, she destroys the older queen cells and may destroy the old queen (sometimes the mother queen is allowed to remain in the colony to die naturally). Swarming does not usually take place when a queen is superseded.

Some of the reasons for the supersedure of established, package, or introduced queens are listed below:
- queen is deficient in egg-laying
- queen has inadequate amounts of queen substance (pheromone) due to age, injury, or other physiological problems
- queen is injured as a result of clipping, fighting among virgins, or balling by workers
- queen was injured when removed from or placed into queen cage
- queen is defective or poorly mated
- queen has not been receiving enough nourishment (which may contribute to some of the above defects)
- colony has nosema disease
- inclement weather for extended periods (other than winter)
- after installation of a package, when numbers of adult bees decline and no new ones emerge for 21 days, the remaining older workers may undertake supersedure activities

SUPERSEDURE VS. SWARM CELLS

Young queen larvae can begin their growth in queen cells or in worker cells. Queen cells made from worker cells are often called emergency queen cells. The sudden loss of a queen usually forces the hive to modify worker cells into emergency queen cells, and as the larval queens develop, the cell’s edges are slowly altered by the added wax which forms the peanut-shape characteristic of all queen cells. Queen cells which begin from a cup-shaped base (queen cup) are either swarm cells or supersedure cells, depending on their location and numbers. Swarm cells usually hang from the lower edges of a comb, are numerous, and contain larvae of different ages (variation in cell size). Supersedure cells, on the other hand, are few in number, are usually located away from the comb edges, and contain larvae of approximately the same age (no variation in cell size).

A surviving queen that has emerged from a swarm cell usually replaces a queen that has departed with a swarm. A surviving queen that has emerged from an emergency queen cell replaces a queen that was accidently lost.

The state of the colony and the time of the year may also indicate whether the colony’s aim is to supersede or swarm. In supersedure:
- the colony is usually not very populous
- the brood pattern is scattered or almost nonexistent due to a queen that is injured, diseased, or falling
- drone brood appears in worker cells
- queen cells are present after the normal swarming period

In swarming:
- the colony is populous
- numerous frames of capped brood are present, and there is a diminished number of cells with uncapped brood
- swarming season is on (late spring and early summer)

Emergency or Supersedure Cell

Swarm Cells
LAYING WORKERS

When a colony loses its queen and is unable to rear a replacement due to a lack of eggs or proper-aged larvae, some workers may start to lay. The ovaries of these females will mature and, after these bees are fed the high-protein royal jelly, eggs will develop. Since workers are incapable of mating, the eggs they lay will be only unfertilized or drone eggs. The worker population within a colony with laying workers, therefore, will slowly decline since the rearing of new workers stops with the loss of the queen.

To correct this situation, several methods have been developed, all of which involve the introduction of a queen, queen cells, or a frame containing larvae less than three days old. Often bees within a laying worker colony are first shaken from their frames at a distance of 100 yards from their hive just before the introduction of a queen, queen cells, or young larvae. Unfortunately, these attempts at rescuing a colony of laying workers from inevitable doom have never worked to anyone's satisfaction—frequently the colony will reject the introduced queen or queen cells, or it will rear workers rather than queens from the introduced larvae—and there is always the risk of losing valuable time. The best one can do is unite a colony of laying workers with a queenright hive. Experimenting with various methods of requeening may be worth the experience, however—if one has no other colonies with which to unite a laying worker colony and there is still time for the colony to build up its population and stores before the winter.

REQUEENING

Although queens may live for four years, the most productive queens are usually between one and two years old. Many beekeepers replace an older, existing queen with a younger queen annually or every other year (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Marking or Clipping the Queen); others replace only queens who perform poorly.

If the bees are preparing to swarm or supersede their queen, they are in effect requeening the colony themselves. This natural process of requeening is not beneficial to the beekeeper. Queen replacement as a consequence of swarming, for example, results in a loss of a portion of the colony along with the old queen, unless the swarm is captured and reunited with the colony. But because swarming traits are hereditary, that queen and colony might swarm again, as might the daughter queens in the old hive. Therefore, both the remaining colonies and any captured swarms should be requeened.

Queen supersedure, on the other hand, takes place only after the colony has been declining due to a failing queen (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Queen Supersedure). Her replacement may be inferior, especially if the colony numbers and stores are not adequate for rearing good quality queens.

The beekeeper should think of requeening colonies that show these tendencies:

- low bee populations for no apparent reason
- inferior queen, laying more drone than worker eggs
- unmated or injured queen, laying drone eggs or having some drone and worker larvae scattered over the comb
- diseased queen, brood, or workers
- aggressiveness
- excessive propolizing
- poor wintering success (very weak in spring)
- high honey consumption
- poor honey production
- high tendency to swarm

Types of Queens

Queens can be obtained by:
- purchasing
- raising one's own
- obtaining them from colonies preparing to swarm or supersede their queen

Queens can come from any one of four categories:
- virgin queens
- untested queens (have been observed to lay)
- tested queens (have been retained in mating boxes... till the first brood emerges in order to determine purity of mating)
- select-tested queens (have been placed in colonies and tested not only for purity of mating but for
other characteristics such as disease resistance, gentleness, and productiveness)

Care of Caged Queens

Mated queens, packaged in Benton mailing cages, are mailed from dealers to all parts of this country and to some other countries. Some of the procedures for notifying the postal service when awaiting bee packages should also be followed when queens have been ordered.

When the queens arrive, they should be properly cared for. If the cages contain candy and four or five attendant bees, they can be kept in a warm, dark place free of drafts for a period of about two weeks. Each cage should be provided with a small drop of water twice a day. If the queens are to be introduced by the "Indirect Method" described in the following sections, the attendant bees should be removed beforehand.

To store caged queens for longer periods, first remove the attendant bees, then place one end of the cage against the under side of the top bar of an empty frame (without comb or foundation) and rest the other end on a bar of wood which has been nailed in to run the length of the frame (see illus.). The frame with the caged queens can be inserted into a queenless colony or into a queenright hive above a queen excluder. The queens will be cared for until they are needed. A free queen must not be allowed in the queenless colony or above the excluder, otherwise the caged queens may be killed.

Seasonal

Requeening can be done in the spring, summer, or fall. It is preferable to requeen during a honeyflow, since a colony is almost certain to accept a new queen when food is coming in.

Spring Requeening

Advantages:

- Colony less likely to swarm
- Vigorous egg layer will produce strong bee populations for subsequent honeyflows
- Colony will enter winter with a large population
- Old queen easier to find since colony numbers are low
- Bees calm, less prone to sting or run
- Plenty of time to assess queen's performance and to change her if necessary

Disadvantages:

- Queen more costly to purchase
- Dependent on weather
- Queen could be superseded if inclement weather sets in

Summer-Fall Requeening

Advantages:

- Queen less expensive
- Less chance of swarming the following year
- Colony enters winter with a strong population
- Colony emerges in spring with high bee population ready for honeyflow and/or increase

Disadvantages:

- Hive populous
- Old queen difficult to find
- If no honeyflow is on, bees prone to sting and run when hive is opened
- Time consuming
- In fall, fewer opportunities to check if queen was accepted if weather turns inclement
- Less time to assess queen's performance
- Could end up with queenless colony and laying workers
QUEEN INTRODUCTION

Although many methods, including some ingenious ones, have been devised for introducing queens into colonies for the purpose of requeening, none can guarantee absolute success. Often the more time-consuming ones are the most likely to succeed. It is generally agreed that no matter what method is employed, the most opportune time to requeen is during a honeyflow. All the methods listed here, except the division-screen method, require that the hive be queenless (queen taken out to make hive queenless) from 2 to 24 hours prior to the introduction of the new queen. The methods used can be divided into two categories:

- Indirect Release, where there is a delay before the bees have direct access to the queen, and
- Direct Release, where the queen is immediately released among the bees.

Some of these methods can be combined with swarm control or making increases in the apiary (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarm Control Techniques).

Spokes should be employed in the same fashion as when ordinarily working with the bees. It may be worth the time to feed the colony with sugar syrup a few days before and after killing the old queen to mimic a honeyflow and increase the likelihood of the bees accepting a new queen.

Indirect Release

This method of requeenings employs the Benton queen cage (shipping cage):

- Dequeen the colony 2 to 24 hours prior to replacing with new queen.
- Remove the attendant bees. One way of doing this is to remove the cork opposite the candy end of cage while standing in a darkened room next to a closed window; when bees fly out toward the daylight, recapture the queen from the window; picking her up only by the wings or thorax, return her to cage and replace the cork. Attendant bees in a queen cage should be removed since they and the bees in the hive may fight. As they encounter each other and start struggling, an alarm pheromone is released in the vicinity of the cage. Such a signal may stimulate other hive bees to congregate in the area and they may begin to bite and ball the queen.
- Remove the cork in the candy end and make a small hole through the candy with a nail to make it easier for the bees to free the queen. The hole should not be too large since one of the purposes of the candy plug is to delay the queen's release and thus enhance her acceptance.
- Wedge the cage, candy-side up, between two top bars of frames with young larvae, making sure the screened side of the cage is accessible to the bees.
- Examine the colony after one week; if the queen is still in her cage poke a bigger hole in the candy or release her directly (see STARTING BEES FROM PACKAGES: Installing Packages).

Other Types of Cages. Although the Benton queen cage is used most often for requeening, many other types of cages for queen introduction have also been invented.

The push-in cage can be made by folding all four edges of a piece of hardware cloth or screen at right angles to form a box without a top. After the colony has been dequeuned, insert one end of the cage into a section of comb over a newly obtained queen (see illus.); such a section should contain capped brood, a few cells of honey, and no adult bees. After seven days, release the queen by removing the push-in cage. Some beekeepers cut a hole in one of the corners of this cage and plug it with candy made from a small amount of honey mixed with confectionary (powdered) sugar; the bees will release the queen after eating through the candy.

Push-In Introduction Cage
The Chantey cage, also commonly used for queen introduction, consists of a compartment for the queen and two tunnels plugged with candy. One tunnel leads to a piece of queen excluder and the other, when the candy is chewed through, frees the queen from her compartment.

It is always helpful to talk with experienced beekeepers about their success with these different cages before using them.

Direct Release

Nucleus Method: Dequeen the colony at least one day in advance, then proceed as follows:

- Place a well-populated nucleus box containing three to five deep frames of bees and a laying queen next to the dequeened hive.
- Apply a small amount of smoke into the nuc entrance, being careful not to disturb the bees too much.
- Remove the nuc cover to air out the smoke.
- Remove two to three frames from one side of the dequeemed hive and replace them with two to three frames of bees and laying queen from the nuc box; the laying queen should be between two of the inserted frames.
- Check for the queen after one week.

Honey Method: Dequeen the colony at least a day in advance and proceed as follows:

- Open the hive and remove nearest frame; check each frame until you find one with young larvae and honey; remove it, shaking off all adult bees.
- Break the wax seal over some honey and, without injuring the new queen, coat her with honey.
- Release the queen on the frame with young larvae and then gently replace the frame into the hive; replace remaining frames and close the hive.
- Check for the queen after one week.

Scent Method: The scent method employs a scented syrup (peppermint, lemon, vanilla, mint, onion, anise oil, or grated nutmeg) which temporarily masks the odor of the introduced queen. As the scented odor gradually diminishes, the queen’s scent eventually replaces it, causing the bees to accept her more readily. Dequeen the colony at least a day in advance, then proceed as follows:

- Spray both the frames containing bees and the new queen with the scented syrup, but do not soak the bees.
- Be sure to spray all frames with bees.
- Release the queen on the top bars.
- After she has crawled down between the frames, close hive; check after one week.

Smoke Method: Dequeen the colony at least a day in advance, then proceed as follows:

- Reduce the entrance to 1 inch with loosely packed grass.
- Blow four or five strong puffs of smoke into the entrance.
- Close the entrance for 1 to 2 minutes.
- Open the entrance slightly to allow the queen to enter; smoke a few puffs after she enters.
- Close the entrance for 3 to 5 minutes.
- Reopen the entrance after 15 minutes to about 1 inch wide (the bees will remove the remaining grass within a few days if it is loosely packed).
- Check for the queen after one week.

Caution should be used with this method if the weather is extremely warm since a reduced entrance will make it difficult for bees to ventilate the hive.

Shook Swarm Method

Dequeen the colony at least one day in advance, then proceed as follows:

- Take out frames with bees on them and spray bees and frames with syrup.
Shake these queenless bees into a screened box, old hive package, or swarm box (the container should be large enough so bees are not overcrowded and should be screened for ventilation); after the bees have been "shook" off the frames into the container, any frames with brood should be given to another (weaker) colony. The empty hive should be closed to prevent robbing of remaining frames of honey.

Put the bees in a cool, dark place and feed them with 1:1 sugar syrup as needed (see STARTING BEES FROM PACKAGES: When the packages arrive).

Seven to eight hours later, introduce the queen into the container; she can be sprayed, along with the bees, when introduced; a scented syrup can even be used.

After one hour, reopen the old hive and install the bees as you would a swarm.

Or, the queen can be put into a queen cage, and the bees and queen can be installed by the Indirect Release Method for Packages (see STARTING BEES FROM PACKAGES).

**Division-Screen Method**

A division screen is a double screened, rimmed partition which has a small entrance on one side of the rim (see illus.). It is used to make an increase or to start a two queen colony or a split; the screen separates the queen and bees in a lower hive from the queen cells or new queen and bees in a hive placed above. This way, the smaller colony above can take advantage of the heat generated from the colony below.

To requeen by this method, follow these steps:

- Remove from any strong hive(s) three or more frames of capped brood from which bees are emerging.
- Shake the frames to remove all adult bees.
- Place the frames of brood in the center of an empty hive body (#3 as illustrated).
- Place frames of sealed honey with some pollen on each side of the brood frames.
- Fill the remaining space with frames of dry comb.
- Place the division screen above the broodnest of the hive that is to be requeen ed.
- Place the hive body with honey and brood above the division screen; heat from the colony below will keep the emerging brood warm.
- Requeen the top hive body with a queen cell or a queen (by any method). As the young bees emerge, they will accept the queen as their own.
- The entrance of the division screen should be small so only a few bees can pass through at one time; close this with loosely packed grass for a week until the brood emerges.

- Check hive after one week.
- Three weeks later, replace the division screen with a queen excluder. The hive can now be run on a two-queen system until after the honeyflow, or the hives can be united by removing the excluder just before a major honeyflow. Find and remove the older queen; otherwise, just unite the colonies by removing the excluder.
Occasionally, a colony of bees becomes unusually aggressive despite the beekeeper's best precautions. These colonies make one's work more difficult, and if the bees are extremely aggressive, they could adversely affect the behavior of other colonies due to excessive amounts of alarm pheromone released whenever this aggressive colony is worked.

The best way to deal with such a colony is to requeen it. After it has been successfully requeened, the change in the behavior of the colony will be apparent as soon as the new queen's offspring populate the hive.

Finding the queen of an aggressive hive poses the major problem in getting it requeened. Here is one method of requeening called the Non-Shook Swarm Method:

- During a honeyflow, on a very favorable day, move the colony to a new location.
- In the old location, put an empty hive body on a bottom board, and place one frame of young larvae in it. Fill the remaining space with dry, drawn comb; put on inner and outer covers.
- Field bees from the aggressive colony will return to the old location and the new hive; with old colony's population reduced, it will be more manageable.
- Find the old queen and remove her.
- Introduce the new queen by any method you choose.
- Wait seven days, then check to see if the new queen has been accepted.
- Return the original hive to its old location and unite it with the small hive, or unite small hive with original hive at its new location.
- The colony can also be requeened at its original location without these steps if the queen can be found quickly. If the hive is too populous, split it, wait four days, then dequeen the split. Re-queen one or both splits or unite them after one has been successfully requeened. The non-shook swarm method can also be used to requeen hives that are not aggressive.

**QUEEN REARING**

**Letting Bees Raise Their Own**

Some beekeepers prefer to raise their own queens rather than purchase them from a commercial breeder. While educational and exciting, the rearing of queens can be tricky, time consuming, and often unsuccessful.

A superb queen can probably be found in any apiary with two or more colonies. Obviously, if queens could be raised from the larvae of such a colony and later be introduced successively to other colonies, the entire apiary could be upgraded. However, it bees are inbred they deteriorate rapidly. Good queens are reared by bees of a strong colony when there is an abundance of food (honey, sugar syrup, and pollen) available to the nurse bees.

The easiest, but not necessarily the best way, of obtaining queens is to provide a strong queenless colony with a frame of larvae less than three days old taken from a colony with desirable qualities or to take queen cells from those good colonies preparing to swarm or supersede their queens.

**Advantages:**
- easy
- inexpensive
- will succeed in obtaining queens
- few manipulations needed

**Disadvantages:**
- loss of brood in dequeenied hive
- queen could be inferior
- may disrupt hive (if it is dequeenied)
- queen might mate with inferior drones

**Miller Method**

The Miller Method of queen rearing may be the easiest for the beginner. Prepare an empty brood frame by fitting it with four pieces of foundation, 2 inches wide and 4 inches long (see illus.). Cut the unattached lower half of each strip of foundation to form a triangle with its apex pointing downward. Do not wire foundation to frame.

- Remove all but two frames of sealed brood from a hive whose queen is of superior quality.
- Insert the prepared frame between the two frames of the sealed brood.
- Make sure the queen is on one of the frames.
- On either side of the brood frames, fill the hive with frames of honey and pollen (there should be no empty cells in these frames, otherwise the queen may lay in them).
- The queen will be forced to lay in the prepared frame as soon as cells are drawn.
- About one week later, remove the prepared frame; trim away edges of the newly drawn pieces of foundation until you encounter cells with small larvae (preferably less than a day old, but never more than two days old).
- Dequeen colony to be requeened 24 hours before it is to receive Miller frame. The next day remove all frames with open brood from dequeenied colony (or at least frames with young brood).
- Insert the Miller frame into the dequeenied colony and place a frame of older larvae next to it; insert some frames of pollen and honey; the young larvae on the Miller frame will receive ample care and royal jelly.
- Nine days after inserting the Miller frame, remove the sealed queen cells by cutting them from the Miller frame and attaching them to combs in queenless hives or nuc boxes.
- Queens from these nuc hives will
hatch and mate. These queens can then be left in the hives from which they mated or used for re-queening after they have begun to lay eggs.

Notes
Doolittle Method

This method is much more difficult than the Miller Method, but many queens can be reared at one time. See also the REFERENCES: Queens for more information on available books on the subject.

Before beginning, several queen cups (wax cells) and their bases (wooden cell cups) should be made or purchased.

- An empty frame is fitted with a strip of foundation 3 inches wide.
- A wooden bar is fitted into the frame just below the free end of the strip (see illus.).
- Wooden cell cups with wax queen cups inserted in them are attached with beeswax to the underside of the wooden bar.
- Two days before transferring larvae to these cups, dequeen a strong hive and feed it with syrup.
- On the third day, shake the bees off every brood frame in the dequeened hive and remove all queen cells; these cells will provide you with royal jelly.
- Rearrange the frames in the dequeened colony so that the lower chamber has mostly sealed brood; the upper chamber should have (in order) a frame of honey, two frames of older larvae, a frame of young larvae, space for a frame with queen cells, a frame of pollen, one of older larvae and one of honey.
- Remove a frame of larvae less than three days old (larvae 24 hours old or younger are ideal) from a hive with excellent genetic attributes.
- Prime the queen cups with royal jelly, scooping the jelly from the previously cut queen cells, into the queen cups.
- Transfer the larvae with a grating tool or toothpick (with one end carved flat and curved slightly upward) from worker cells to the primed queen cups; the larvae should be placed on top of the royal jelly in the same position they were in before the transfer.
- Insert the frame, with queen cups containing transferred larvae, into the dequeened hive.
- Continue to feed the queen-rearing colony with sugar syrup.
- Nine days after inserting the queen cups, transfer the ripe queen cells, one to each nucleus box, queen nuc, or hive—all of which contain bees that have been queenless for two days; these bees will continue to incubate the queen cells. After the queens have emerged, they will fly out and return mated: they can then be used where needed.

TWO-QUEEN SYSTEM

Some beekeepers use two-queen systems of colony management to improve honey yields. Two separate colonies one above the other (each with its own queen) are joined, but a queen excluder is placed between them to protect each queen from the other. There are various methods of managing hives with two queens; here is one method:

- Split a very strong colony and requeen the upper queenless portion by the division-screen method, placing only capped brood above the screen.
- Or:
  - Place a division screen in a strong hive between two hive bodies of brood with the original queen below (see SPECIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS: Swarm Prevention Techniques; Relieving congestion); introduce a new queen to the upper chamber or provide it with queen cells.
  - After the queen above the division screen has been accepted and laying for two weeks, replace the division screen with a queen excluder.
- The hive should be comprised of the following parts (see illus.):
  - one deep with original queen (queenless)
  - one shallow or deep above original queen (queenless)
  - division (board) screen
  - one deep with new queen (queenless).
inner cover, and outer cover
Super for honey both above and
below the excluder.
Remove the excluder in the fall
and either kill the less desirable or
older queen or let them fight it
out.

Advantages:
- better yields since one large colony
  will produce more than two separate colonies, each having half the
  strength of the large one
- more bees which can be used later
  for making an increase or for
  strengthening weak hives
- strong hive for wintering
- if one queen fails, hive has a back-
  up queen
- can be combined with requeening
  and swarm control techniques

Disadvantages:
- even if all manipulations are com-
  pleted successfully, will not be
  effective if local honeyflows and
  colony are not synchronized
- time consuming
- difficult to manipulate
- hard to make work successfully

Two-Queen Colony Manipulation
The Honey House

A sanitary honey house for extracting, bottling, or otherwise handling honey, should include the following necessities:

- Hot and cold running water
- Washable floor (concrete or ceramic tile) with center drain
- Screened windows with bee escapes installed to allow bees in house to escape
- Storage space for empty supers in an unheated portion of building
- Electricity
- Work areas for constructing and repairing frames, supers, and such
- Dehumidifier
- Storage tanks for honey

Though not essential, the following equipment may also be stored here:

- Uncapping knives
- Extractor
- Capping tank or tray
- Honey pumps
- Straining cloths
- Capping baskets
- Screen to drain cut comb honey
- Bottles and labels
- Holding tanks

Beekeepers with fewer than 200 colonies can easily manage to get by with an extractor, uncappping knife, and some additional equipment.

Chemistry

Among other things, nectar contains sugars and water. The water content of nectar is high and has to be reduced in order to make and enhance the preservation of the final product—honey. Bees returning to the hive with sugar-water solution, release small portions of the solution from their honey sacs onto the bases of their proboscis, or tongue. Small amounts of the ripening nectar are then placed in cells—usually by the hive bees—where further evaporation of its water content takes place. Warm air circulating in the hive, fanned by other hive bees, helps speed reduction of the water content of these sugar solutions. Staggering honey supers by about 1/4 inch or so during the honeyflow will increase the ventilation and quicken the ripening process. Once a frame of honey has been at least three-quarters sealed with wax cappings, it can be removed from the hive and processed.

Nectar from flowers generally consists of 60 percent water and 40 percent sucrose. The sucrose is altered by the action of a bee enzyme called invertase, which breaks sucrose into the two simple sugars (carbohydrates) called dextrose and levulose (glucose and fructose). These two sugars are the principal components of honey, with levulose predominating over dextrose. Other sugars that remain after invertase activity include small amounts of sucrose and a dozen other complex sugars.

In addition to sugars and water, honey contains enzymes which alter other molecules by reducing or increasing their molecular size. Important enzymes in honey include invertase and glucose oxidase, the latter reacting with dextrose to produce gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide. The factors which endow honey with antibacterial properties include the hydrogen peroxide, the high sugar content (about 80 percent), and the high acidity.

When honey is reduced to ash, trace amounts of minerals are found. They are: calcium, chloride, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, phosphorous, potassium, silica, sodium, and sulfur. Other components of honey are acids, proteins, amino acids, and vitamins—all in trace amounts.

Forms of Honey

Honey sold in stores is either extracted and bottled or sold in the comb. Extracted honey removed from the comb is packaged in liquid form (which will ultimately granulate, or crystallize, if not treated) or is purposely packaged in the crystalline state. Extracted honey is further classified into colors ranging from water white (light yellow) through amber (gold) to dark (black). The lighter the honey color, the milder the flavor.

Comb honey remains in the wax honey comb where it, too, may ultimate-
ly granulate. The basic types of comb honey are:

- Section comb, consisting of individual wooden boxes (sections) or circular plastic rings (Cobana).
- Cut comb, where the entire comb is removed from the frames (bulk comb) or sections are cut out of the frame (cut comb) and packaged.
- Chunk comb, where sections of cut comb are placed in a bottle which is then filled with liquid honey.

Extracting Honey

Supers with honey ready to be extracted should be placed in a bee-tight room or honey house. If the room temperature is about 90°F (32.2°C), the honey can be extracted with ease. Let the supers stand in a warm room until the honey is room temperature. Avoid storing supers in temperatures below 57°F (13.9°C) since this tends to promote the granulation of honey.

The wax cappings which seal the honey in the cells are commonly cut away with a steam-heated or an electric uncappping knife.

- Cut the cappings off both sides of the honeycomb, letting the cappings drop into a screened basket or onto some other device which will permit the honey to drain off the cappings (see illus.).
- Place the frames into an extractor (radial or basket-type). Note: frames with unequal amounts of honey may cause the extractor to vibrate due to the unbalanced weight distribution.
- If using a basket-type extractor, start with a slow spin and gradually increase the speed; spin the frames on one side for three minutes, then reverse them and spin on the other side for three minutes.
- If using a radial extractor, there is no need to reverse frames—both sides of the frame are extracted simultaneously. Start with a slow spin and gradually increase speed; start at about 150 revolutions per minute increasing to 300 revolutions per minute. Spin at the maximum rate for about 15 minutes.
- The honey may be drained from the extractor while it is spinning.

After Extracting Honey

Extracted honey should be strained to remove wax, bees, and debris. The strainer can be made of nylon, screen, or cheesecloth—any material that is easy to wash and will not clog too easily.

After extracting:
- Place the strained honey into a holding tank until it can be put into other containers.
- Remove the empty, wet frames from the extractor and place them in empty supers. Return these to hives at dusk to allow bees to clean the wet frames. If no other honeyflows are anticipated, remove the cleaned supers after a day or two and store them.
- Extracted comb should not be stored wet since remaining honey will crystallize in the cells and hasten the granulation of next year's crop.
- Remove as much honey as possible from the cut cappings and then melt the wax cappings down.

Properties of Honey

Hygroscopicity. Hygroscopicity is the ability of a substance to exchange moisture with the air. Honey will absorb moisture when the relative humidity in the storage area is above 60 percent. In low humidities honey will give up moisture to the air. The hygroscopic nature of honey is due to its sugars. This property of honey is beneficial to the baking industry since it helps keep baked goods that contain honey moist and soft. On the other hand, if honey incorporates too much water (more than 17 percent), sugar-tolerant yeasts will spoil the honey by causing it to ferment.

Fermentation. Sugar-tolerant yeast spores (osmophilic) under certain conditions are able to germinate in honey and metabolize sugars. As the sugars of honey are metabolized, the yeasts produce high molecular compounds and by-products (alcohol and carbon dioxide) which spoil the honey. Probably all honeys contain osmophilic yeasts and conditions which determine whether or not these spores will germinate and multiply, include:
- water content of the honey
- temperature at which the honey is stored
- number of yeasts in the honey
- the granulation of the honey, which results in an increase in the water content of the remaining liquid portion

Fermentation of honey can be prevented if its moisture content is less than 17 percent, if it is stored at temperatures below 50°F (10°C), or if it is heated to 145°F (62.2°C) for 30 minutes.

Granulation. Most honey will granulate after being removed from the comb; some honey granulates just a few days after being extracted, while other honey remains in liquid form for weeks, months, and even years. In order to keep most extracted honey in a liquid state, it has to be heated to 145°F (62.2°C) for about 30 minutes. Honey that is allowed to granulate naturally can lead to fermentation, or granulation with undesirably large crystals; partially granulated honey is often considered "spoiled" by the uneducated consumer but is, in fact, perfectly good to eat. Many honey producers granulate honey by a method called the Dyce Process and sell it as a spread; this honey has very fine crystals and does not ferment. The ideal temperature for honey to granulate is 57°F (13.3°C)—unless the object is to produce this kind of honey, all honey should be stored above this temperature.
Cooking With Honey

Honey is a truly natural sweetener, and it is often used to replace sugar in cooking. Since honey is a combination of sugars that are broken down by the bees into the simple sugars of levulose and dextrose, it is very digestible, especially to infants and the infirm. Some claims about the benefits of honey, whether exaggerated or not, maintain that honey is helpful in:

- retaining calcium in the body
- counteracting the effects of alcohol in the blood
- deterring bacterial growth
- providing quick energy
- keeping baked goods moist

When substituting honey for sugar in any basic recipe, the following rules should be observed:

- Reduce the liquid in the recipe by 1/4 cup for each cup of honey used to replace sugar.
- Measure honey with a greased utensil.
- Use a mild-flavored honey, unless the flavor of the honey is a necessary part of the product.
- Some people add 1/12 to 1/5 teaspoon of baking soda per cup of honey to counter the honey's acid.
- Reduce the cooking temperature by 25°.

If honey is stored in a dry place (not the refrigerator) or if it is frozen, it will granulate (crystallize) much more slowly and will not ferment. To liquify granulated honey, place the container in a pan of warm water until the crystals are melted; do not let the honey overheat, as many of the flavors and aromas of honey are volatile and are destroyed by heat (see REFERENCES: Honey and Honey Cook Books).
The domestic wax industries are only able to obtain half of the beeswax they need from U.S. beekeepers; the other half is imported. Because wax foundation is expensive, beekeepers should make every effort to save all cappings, old combs, and bits and pieces of extra wax scraped from frames and other hive parts and to melt these down to trade for wax foundation.

Cappings, old combs, and wax scrapings should be kept in airtight containers or frozen until melted down to prevent infestation by wax moths. Cappings should be melted separately from the old combs, since the latter contain nonwax substances which would impregnate and reduce the value of the almost pure wax cappings. Use extreme caution when melting wax: wax ignites easily and wax fires are difficult to put out.

Melting

Wax cappings, old combs, and scrapings can be melted with one of these devices:
- electric wax melter
- solar wax melter
- double-boiler (use aluminum or stainless steel container; other containers such as iron or copper will darken the wax)

An often-used method is to place the old comb and scraps in a burlap bag; submerge the bag in a tub or barrel of water (stones or bricks placed in the bag will help keep it submerged). Heat the water to 190°F (88°C) for several hours, occasionally poking the bag with a stick to allow the wax to move through the fabric to the surface of the water. After the wax has melted, remove the heat and allow the water to cool; the wax will solidify on the surface of the water.

None of these methods will be sufficient to render all the wax found in old combs; the wax that remains should not be discarded but saved and brought to a dealer who has the special equipment which is capable of rendering it.

Solar Wax Melter

The solar wax melter is essentially a box painted black inside and out, covered with a piece of glass, plexiglass, or plastic, and made airtight. It is put in a sunny location, tilted at right angle to the sun's rays. The sun heats the interior of the box, something like a greenhouse, melting the wax inside which collects into a pan. For greater heating efficiency, some beekeepers use two pieces of glass or plexiglass, with a 1/4 inch (6.23 mm) gap, for better insulation. The inside of the box contains a metal tray, fashioned from sheet metal, onto which the wax comb and scraps are placed (see illus.).

The melter will melt cappings, new burr comb, and old comb, but it will not melt the old comb completely. After this older comb has been in the melter for a few days, collect the black, gummy remains and take them to a bee supply dealer to be rendered down more completely. The amount of wax one can derive from broken pieces of foundation, cappings, and old or burr comb is extensive and well worth the effort.
BEE BROOD

Bee brood, at the present time, is generally an unexploited product of the hive. Like most organisms, bee brood is rich in proteins and other substances required in our daily diet. The value of this hive product does not yet compensate the cost of removing brood from comb and the reduction of the adult colony population that ensues if too much brood is removed. Honey bee brood is currently used, on a small scale, as food for birds, reptiles, and fish. Drone larvae is often used for fish bait.

BEE VENOM

Bees require pollen in their diets in order to synthesize some of the components of venom. The synthesized venom is stored in the poison sac of worker and queen bees (see APPENDIX: Anatomy of the Honey Bee). Venom contains a complex array of chemical substances, like histamine, which reacts adversely with the body chemistry of some individuals.

In order to collect substantial amounts of venom, either for medical use or other scientific work, a special electrical grid is placed near the entrance of a hive. This grid produces a mild shock and bees that land on it react by stinging a sheet of nylon taffeta below this grid. The venom is deposited on and collected from a glass plate located below the nylon portion of the device.

Research is still in progress concerning the benefits obtained from honey bee venom for persons with rheumatoid arthritis and other diseases. In addition, recent research indicates that some of the components of venom are much more effective than other serums in desensitizing persons who are allergic to bee venom. See APPENDIX: Physiology of Bee Sting Reaction and REFERENCES: Products of the Hive (Excluding Honey).

ROYAL JELLY

Royal jelly, the milky-white secretion from the food glands of the workers used to feed young larvae, is sometimes collected and sold. It is rich in proteins and B-vitamins, and its acidic properties combat fungus and bacteria. The Chinese have long used it for its dietary and cosmetic value.

PROPOLIS

From the Greek words pro (before) and polis (city), propolis is a resinous substance collected and used by bees to seal up the hive and reduce the entrance (in front or before the city) for winter protection and defense. It comes from the sticky exudations of trees and buds—such as the alders, poplars, and some conifers—and is collected by foragers and transported back to the hive on the pollen-collecting structures.

Although propolis is a sticky, gummy mess in the hive, recent discoveries, especially in Russia, have shown that this product can be quite valuable. Its anti-microbial action has been found effective against infection in farm animals (see REFERENCES: Products of the Hive, Excluding Honey). Since propolis is not water-soluble, use acetone or ethyl alcohol to remove it from hands and clothing.

POLLEN

Pollen, the protein-rich powder produced by the male parts of flowers, is collected and sold by beekeepers to health food stores, to pollination businesses, to bee dealers (for bee food), and to allergy victims (as a desensitizing agent). Pollen traps are put on hives to collect pollen pellets from foraging bees. Pellets so collected should be stored properly (see FEEDING BEES: Pollen and REFERENCES: Products of the Hive [Excluding Honey] and Feeding Bees).
Bee Pests and Diseases

ANIMAL PESTS

Skunks

Skunks often visit hives in the evening and, by scratching at the entrance, entice bees to come out of the hive. As the bees crawl out, the skunk eats them. Colonies can become greatly reduced in size if they receive continuous visits from skunks.

Signs of skunk visits are:
- agressive bees
- grass near hive entrance torn up
- weak colony
- area near entrance muddy after a rain

Discouraging and eliminating skunks may be accomplished by:
- sprinkling salt or lye crystals on the ground around the hive
- trapping skunks
- killing skunks in their lairs
- using poison baits (this method is not selective enough and can harm other organisms)
- using hive stands to keep bees out of reach
- extending a piece of hardware cloth in front of the entrance which will allow bees to sting the skunk's belly

Before killing or baiting poison traps, contact state game and wildlife departments and comply with regulations for controlling fur-bearers.

Bears

Bears eat brood and honey and do extensive damage to equipment, especially in the western and northern states where large bear populations exist. Bears are capable of destroying apiaries.

Signs of bear damage are:
- overturned hives
- smashed hive bodies
- frames scattered over the apiary

An electric fence around the apiary is probably the only effective control against bears, although this form of protection, in most cases, is often too costly.

Alternatives include:
- moving bees to a new location
- seeking the assistance of local conservation departments

Mice

Mice enter hives in the fall and winter and, although they appear not to harm the bees, can cause some comb damage. Signs of mice damage are:
- chewed combs or wood
- nesting materials (grass, paper, straw, or cloth or such) in hive usually among the comb

The following measures may help to control damage from mice:
- Place hives on stands (although mice can climb).
- In fall, close the entrance with 4-mesh hardware cloth or metal mouse guards.
- Use entrance reducers.
- Place poison grain on bottom boards (not recommended since its effect is not selective).

Vandals

There has been an increase in the number of hives stolen or otherwise vandalized in recent years. The increasing demands for equipment, honey, bees, and hives for pollination services have all contributed to the prevalence of thieves. Furthermore, colonies are also vandalized by the curious who think that by simply opening up a colony they will be able to obtain some free honey. In addition, those bent on mischief can overturn or otherwise damage hives.

Vandals can be discouraged by placing apiaries near year-round dwellings. If it is not possible to place them near one's own residence, land can often be rented from a homeowner with available land for a few pounds of honey a year. Branding your hive bodies and frames is also good protection. If your hives are stolen, for example, and the bee inspector finds your brand on hives in some other yard, the person responsible for the act is more likely to be apprehended and your equipment returned to you.
Although many birds are insectivorous, few if any eat bees in large quantities. Flycatchers and king birds have been reported to feed on bees, and woodpeckers can damage old abandoned hives. However, the beekeeper should make no attempt to control birds by poisoning, shooting, or such; shooting or poisoning many birds is also illegal.

**POISONOUS PLANTS**

Sundew, Venus Fly Trap, and Pitcher Plants are insect-eating plants that attract insects by secreting a sweet sap and/or odor. These plants grow in wet areas and are not usually attractive to bees; the number of bees lost to them is minimal. The following plants, as reported by J. F. Morton (“Honeybee Plants of South Florida,” see REFERENCES: Honey Plants) and by E. L. Atkins in Chapter XXII in the Hive and the Honeybee, ed. by Dadant and Sons, Inc. 1975), yield nectar or pollen toxic to bees:

- Azaleas and Rhododendrons (Rhododendron spp.)
- Black Nightshade (Solanum nigrum)
- California Buckeye (Aesculus californica)
- Death Camas (Zyadenus venenosus Wats.)
- Dodder (Cuscuta spp.)
- Eastern Mt. Laurel (Kalmia latifolia)
- Locoweeds (Astragalus spp.)
- Seaside Arrowgrass (Triglochin maritima)
- Summer Titi (Cyrilla racemiflora L.)
- Western False Hellebore (Veratrum californicum)
- Whorled Milkweed (Asclepias subverticillata)

**Notes**
MAJOR INSECT ENEMIES

Acarine Disease

Acarine disease is not present in the United States, but it is widespread in Europe where it affects adult bees. This disease is actually caused by a small mite (Acarapis woodi) as a result of the female mites laying their eggs in the thoracic tracheae (breathing organs) of adult bees. After the eggs hatch, the immature mites live as parasites inside the breathing organs of the adult bees and will cause severe bee losses, sometimes weakening or destroying entire colonies.

In 1922 the U.S. Government passed the Honey Bee Act which prohibits importation of adult bees into the U.S. from abroad. This legislation was enacted to prevent the introduction of these mites into the U.S.

Wax Moth

The female Greater Wax Moth (Galleria mellonella) is about 3/4 inch long, gray-brown (color varies somewhat), and holds her wings tent-like over her body. This moth deposits eggs in cracks between hive parts or in any other suitable place inside the hive. After hatching, the larvae tunnel into the wax combs. The dark wax of brood combs contains the shed exoskeletons of bee larvae and some pollen, both of which are eaten by the wax moth larvae. As these larvae tunnel along, silk strands mark their trails through the combs. Before pupating, the larvae fasten themselves to the frames, inside walls, inner covers, or bottom boards of the hive and spin a silk cocoon, sometimes damaging the hive by chewing the wooden parts just before spinning their cocoons. Left untended, wax moths can destroy weak hives within one season.

Symptoms of wax moth damage are:
- tunnels in combs
- silk trails, crisscrossing one another over combs
- small dark objects (excrement of wax moth larvae) in the silk trails in a hive
- silk cocoons attached to wooden parts
- destroyed comb, piles of debris on bottom board

To control wax moths, use these methods:
- Maintain strong colonies (the best defense against wax moths).
- Store empty combs in cold places since freezing temperatures kill the larvae.
- Freeze comb honey.

Other pests that find their meals in a hive are:
- Bee louse (Diptera: Braculaceae), eating food out of the bee's mouth
- Earwigs (Dermaptera)
- Weevils (Coleoptera: Curculionidae)
- Beetles (Coleoptera)
- Pollen mite (Acarina)

The Lesser Wax Moth does similar damage to wax comb, but unless the infestation is great, the damage is minor compared to that of the Greater Wax Moth.

MINOR INSECT ENEMIES

Although bees are often preyed on by other insects and spiders, these predators usually do not have any appreciable effect on a colony's well-being. Some insects that do eat adult bees include:
- Ambush bugs (Hemiptera: Phymatidae)
- Robber flies (Diptera: Asilidae)
- Mantids (Orthoptera: Mantidae)
- Hornets and Wasps (Hymenoptera: Vespidae)
- Dragonflies (Odonata: Anisoptera)

Spiders (Araneidae) also prey on adult bees—some species even wait for them to arrive at a flower before attacking. The most common types of spiders that would catch a bee are the orbweavers, grass, and house spiders.

Ants, earwigs, and cockroaches may use various hive parts, especially the inner cover, as a shelter or nest. While not a serious problem in the temperate climates, in the tropics hives have to be placed on top of greased or oiled cans or on posts to keep out marauding ants.

Other pests that find their meals in a hive are:
- Bee louse (Diptera: Braculaceae), eating food out of the bee's mouth
- Earwigs (Dermaptera)
- Weevils (Coleoptera: Curculionidae)
- Beetles (Coleoptera)
- Pollen mite (Acarina)

To control these insect pests, store equipment in cold or freezing temperatures. Never use insecticides or pest strips, since these will also kill bees.
ADULT BEE DISEASE

Nosema Disease

Nosema is the most common adult bee disease. It is the most prevalent in the spring, especially after winter weather has confined bees to their hive. Nosema greatly reduces adult bee populations, and it is a factor in the supersEDURE of package bee queens, further delaying the growth of a hive in which packages are installed.

Some symptoms of the disease, listed below, are also associated with pesticide poisoning, but if most of these are observed in the spring, nosema should be suspected:
- bees cannot fly or can fly only short distances
- bees seen trembling and quivering, colony appears restless
- bees on combs, bottom boards, and outside walls of hive
- bees seen crawling aimlessly on bottom board, near entrance, or on ground; some dragging along as if their legs were paralyzed
- wings positioned at various angles from body—not folded in normal position over abdomen
- abdomen distended (swollen)
- when bee is dissected, mid-gut (ventriculus) is swollen, dull, grayish-white color and circular constrictions of gut (similar to constrictions on an earthworm's body) are no longer evident; normal gut color is brownish-red or yellowish.

For positive diagnosis of nosema, tease apart some bee guts and place them under a microscope; spores will be evident.

Treatment for Nosema

Good management practices and the feeding of Fumidil-B as a preventative measure help insure healthy colonies (see ADULT BEE DISEASE: Chemotherapy). To prevent or control the disease from spreading the beekeeper should also:
- provide fresh, clean water
- provide young queen
- locate hives at sunny sites, sheltered from piercing winds but with good air drainage
- maintain adequate stores of pollen, honey, or cured sugar syrup; if stores are short, bees should be fed a heavy medicated syrup in early fall
- keep only clean combs; sterilize or dispose of those that are soiled with fecal material or are diseased
- provide upper hive entrance for the winter

Combs with nosema spores can be sterilized if heated to 120°F (49°C) for 24 hours; combs should be free of honey and pollen and temperature should not get above 120°F or wax will melt. Diseased combs can also be fumigated in a well-ventilated place:
- Place a hive body on a board or upturned outer cover.
- Snak a pad of cotton or wad of rags in 1/4 pint 80 percent acetic acid (available from photo supply houses); place pad on top bars of combs.
- Add hive bodies above first, placing soaked pad above the top bars of each hive body in the stack.
- Make the stack airtight by sealing adjacent hive bodies with masking tape and cover the top with a board.
- One week later, disassemble the stack and air out combs for two days.

Dysentery

Dysentery is not caused by a microorganism and is not a disease at all, but is primarily the result of poor food and long periods of confinement. In general, dysentery is caused by:
- fermented stores
- diluted syrup fed in fall
- syrup with impurities such as raw or brown sugar
- dampness
- long periods of confinement
- too much moisture in the air
- poor drainage
- honeydew in stores

The symptoms of dysentery are:
- languid bees
- swollen abdomens
- hive stained with yellow to brownish fecal material

To treat dysentery:
- provide winter exit so bees can take cleansing flight on warm winter days
Effects of Nosema Disease on Midgut

- Healthy, tan midgut showing crossbands
- Swollen, whitish gut with hard to distinguish bands

Nosema Spores

- Spores under microscope
- Heal matter on comb

---

**Septicemia**

The cause of septicemia is a bacteria found in the blood of bees, called *Pseudomonas aspiseptica*. It rarely if ever debilitates bee colonies and can be recognized by these symptoms:

- Dying bees are sluggish
- Dead bees decay rapidly
- Dead bees become dismembered when touched
- Dead bees have putrid odor

The disease is transmitted by soil, water, and infected bees by way of their breathing organs (tracheae). To treat this disease, place hives in locations that are sunny and dry and that have good air drainage.

**Pesticide Poisoning**

Bees are vulnerable to many of the insecticides used by orchardists, farmers, and other growers to control harmful insect pests. This problem will continue to be serious if the amount of insecticides used continues to increase.

Signs of bee poisoning are evident by the sudden decrease in the foraging force of a hive due to their destruction in a sprayed field. Look for:

- Weakened hives, low honey production
- Provide good stores, with low water concentration (properly cured honey and sugar syrup)
- Feed thick syrup in fall if bees need more stores
- Medicate as for nosema as a preventative measure
- disorganized hive routine (to make up for bee loss)
- masses of dead bees, those that made it back, at hive entrance
- brood killed by contaminated pollen stores; hive may appear to have a brood disease
- adult bees killed by contaminated water in puddles by the fields sprayed with insecticides; bees will collect contaminated water on hot days and die at the hive entrance
- aggressive hives

The types of insecticides generally used in this country are:
- organophosphates
- chlorinated hydrocarbons
- carbamates
- dinitrophenyl
- botanicals
- pathogens

The following symptoms summarize the information given by E. L. Atkins in the Hive and the Honey Bee, edited by Dadant and Sons, Inc., Hamilton, Illinois, 1975.

**Organophosphate poisoning** is recognized by:
- wet bees, regurgitating
- disoriented, awkward movements
- lazy, semi-paralyzed appearance
- erratic cleaning attempts
- wings hooked but held away from the body
- high percentage of dead bees at colony entrance

The most toxic of this class of insecticides are:
- Fenthion (Baytex) (and Ethyl Parathion)
- Diazinon
- Durabon
- Dimethoate
- DPN
- Ethyl Guthion (Azinphos-ethyl)
- Fenvaleryl (Dinexron)
- Organophosphates
- (Dursban)
- (Guthion)
- (Azinphos-methyl)
- Malathion
- Methyl Parathion
- Parathion

**Chlorinated Hydrocarbon poisoning** is recognized by:
- spasmodic movements
- semi-paralyzed appearance
- wings held away from body
- high percentage die in the field as well as in the hive

The most toxic insecticides in this class are:
- Lindane
- Chlordane (only the stock formulated prior to July 25, 1975)

**Carbamate poisoning** is recognized by:
- aggressive attitude of bees
- spasmodic movements
- stupified, paralyzed attitude
- high percentage die at hive
- queen ceases to lay, supersede attempts

The most toxic insecticides in this class are:
- propoxur
- carbofuran
- Banol
- carbaryl
- metham (and Nudrin)

**Dinitrophenyl poisoning** is recognized by:
- regurgitation of the digestive tract contents, as in organophosphate poisoning
- high percentage of bees die at hive
- the most toxic to bees in this class is:
- dinitrobenzene (dinitrobutylphenol)

**Botanical poisoning** is recognized by:
- regurgitation of digestive tract contents
- spasmodic movements
- paralysis
- bees die quickly between hive and field since botanical kills on contact but does not last long in the environment

The most toxic insecticides in this class are:
- the pyrethroids
- Other insecticides include the inorganic materials and have to be ingested by the bee (as in a syrup or water) to be poisonous. These are:
- calcium arsenate
- cryolite
- lead arsenate
Pathogen insecticides, unless specific for hymenopterous insects, are not toxic to bees. Some pathogens used to control many lepidopteran insects (like the Wax Moth or Gypsy Moth) are:

- Bacteria: Bacillus thuringiensis
  (Dipel, Biotrol, Thuricide)
- Virus: Trichoplusia polyhedrosis
  (Polyhedrosis Virus)

Protecting Bees from Pesticides

Since insecticide poisoning is a serious problem in some areas, this section gives some guidelines to help protect your bees from destruction by poisoning:

- **Time of spraying:** Do not spray when bees are actively flying. Never spray plants in bloom nor let spray drift to blooms.
- **Field conditions:** Spray during cold, inclement days, or at night if below 70°F (21.1°C).
- **Dosage:** Always use proper dosage; if possible use materials less toxic to bees.
- **Type of application:** If spray is a dust, try to prevent drifting of dust toward hives; coarse sprays or granular materials are less hazardous; use insecticides more specific to pest, not the wide-spectrum chemicals that kill everything.
- **Familiarization:** Notify grower/applicator of proximity of hives and request to be notified before any spraying begins.
- **Moving hives:** Covering hives with burlap or plastic and closing entrance with screen may be a way to protect bees; keep burlap wet. If bees are covered for more than a few days there is the danger they will be smothered. Move hives out of area and move back into the area only when the potency of the particular insecticide is rendered innocuous.

Federal Indemnity Programs, developed to reimburse beekeepers due to pesticide losses, are available through local state agencies, cooperative extension offices, or agricultural stabilization agencies.

**BROOD DISEASES**

**Chalkbrood**

Although common in Europe for decades, chalkbrood was first reported in the United States in 1968 and has since spread throughout the country. It is caused by a fungus *Ascosphaera apis* (Maassen ex. Clausen) and may reduce honey production but usually will not destroy a hive. The symptoms are white, mummified larvae which are easily removed from their cells. The larvae are most susceptible to disease when four days of age.

This fungus is transmitted by:

- wind
- soil
- nectar, pollen, and water
- drifting
- diseased robber bees
- the queen

Treatment of hives with chalkbrood includes:

- moving hive to sunny location
- removing infected combs
- adding bees to strengthen weakened, diseased hive
- requeening if disease is severe

(See REFERENCES: Diseases.)

**European Foulbrood (EFB)**

European foulbrood is caused by a spore-forming bacteria *Streptococcus pluton*, although other bacteria may also infect larvae at the same time. It is commonly found in weak hives. The disease slows the growth of the colony and is usually prevalent in the spring. Not as serious as American foulbrood (AFB), EFB should be treated with drugs and the colony should be requeened and/or strengthened with additional bees.

The symptoms of a hive infected with EFB are:

- larvae die in a coiled or irregular position in their cells
- since most larvae die young, their cells are not capped
- larvae color may change from light cream to grayish brown, darkening as the dead larvae dry up (normal color is pearly white)
- dry scales (the remainder of the larvae) are easily removed from their cells. The larvae are most susceptible to disease when four days of age.
- This fungus is transmitted by:
  - wind
  - soil
  - nectar, pollen, and water
  - drifting
  - diseased robber bees
  - the queen

...
American Foulbrood (AFB)

American foulbrood disease (AFB) is caused by a bacteria Bacillus larvae, which exists in both a spore and vegetative stage. The disease is transmitted by the spore and the infected brood is killed by the vegetative stage. This is the most destructive of the brood diseases. Once the vegetative stages appear in a colony, the disease spreads rapidly and the colony weakens; in most cases the hive will eventually die.

The symptoms of AFB are:
- brood pattern is irregular rather than compact
- healthy larvae are glistening white color; diseased ones lose this appearance, and turn from light brown to dark brown
- dead larva develops a consistency of glue and are difficult for bees to remove
- the death of larvae and pupae often occurs after their cells are capped; such cappings become concave and some will be punctured by bees attempting to remove the dead brood (see illus.)
- surface of cappings will be moist or wet rather than dry
- eventually dead larva dry out; the dried out remains or scales adhere to the bottom, back, and side walls of the cell and are difficult to remove
- some dead pupae, shrunken into scales, have their tongues protruding at a right angle to their scale
- unpleasant odor

AFB is transmitted from hive to hive in these ways:
- cells in which larvae hatch may contain bacteria
- bacteria are present in honey and/or pollen and are passed on to larvae by nurse bees feeding them
- cleaning bees spread bacteria throughout hive when attempting to remove dead brood
- diseased robber bees enter the hive or bees rob from diseased hive
- contaminated equipment
- drifting of bees from diseased hives

To control AFB:
- remove
- use chemothapeutic agents (see Brood Disease Chemothrapy)

If a colony is suspected of being diseased with AFB, follow these steps:
- Reduce entrance to minimize robbing
- Distinguish it from the rest by color or symbol to reduce drifting.
- Begin medication (chemothapeutic) program
- Call state bee inspector for advice and to confirm diagnosis or, to confirm diagnosis, send a sample of brood comb which is free of honey, about 4 or 5 inches square, and contains as much of the diseased brood as possible.
Cut sample out of the frame and wrap it in newspaper so it will not get moldy; do not use any other kinds of wrapping. Place it in a sturdy wooden or cardboard box and mail to your state bee lab or to one of the national bee labs operated by USDA (see REFERENCES: USDA Bee Labs).

Testing for AFB. Use the “ropey test,” described below, on larvae that have been dead for about three weeks. Since it is difficult to determine how long a larva has been dead, randomly test five or more. An accurate way of determining how long a larva has been dead is by checking the presence or absence of its body segments or constrictions (like earthworm constrictions). If absent, the larva has been dead for at least three weeks.

Insert a match, stem, or twig into a cell, stir the dead material, then slowly withdraw the testing stick. If a portion of the decaying larvae clings to the twig and can be drawn out about 1 inch (2.5 cm) or more while adhering to the other end (the dead larva), its death was probably due to AFB. BE SURE TO BURN THE TEST STICK.

Treatment of Hives. Before the availability of chemotherapy and ethylene oxide gas chambers, the only acceptable method of dealing with colonies infected with AFB was to destroy them by burning. Three methods of treating diseased hives, other than medication, are discussed here:

Burning:
- Kill all adult bees with Resmethrin or other poison.
- Burn bees and frames in a deep pit.
- Cover with dirt.
- Invert and stack hive bodies.
- Pour kerosene inside stack and ignite it; when insides of hive bodies are scorched, extinguish fire. (A propane torch can also be used, wood should be lightly browned.)
- Also scorch inner and outer covers and bottom boards.

Exchanging Hives:
- Exchange diseased hive with a cleaned hive full of foundation.
- Shake adult bees from diseased hive into one with foundation; these bees must not drift to other colonies. Place new hive on newspapers to catch honey which may drop while shaking and then burn the newspaper. Shake the bees in the evening, using extreme caution to prevent drifting. If necessary, screen entrances or move adjacent colonies away before shaking diseased hive.
- Feed medicated syrup to bees now on foundation.
- Burn diseased hive as explained above.

Fumigation: After killing bees or placing them on foundation (see above),
place hive bodies, covers, and bottom boards in an ethylene oxide gas chamber. This method kills the disease spores and allows the equipment to be re-used.

Before burning, exchanging, or using chemotherapy on bees with AFB, check with your state's bee inspector to be sure the procedure is legal and to determine the amount and kind of medication that is permissible. If you intend to kill the bees, inquire from the inspector as to the poison you should use and the availability of an ethylene oxide chamber.

**BROOD DISEASE CHEMOTHERAPY**

Drugs can be given to bees for both AFB and EFB once the disease has been diagnosed or as a preventative measure. The two drugs sodium sulfathiazole (sulfa) and terramycin (TM) are used and mixed with syrup, dry sugar, or in a patty. Drugs used as a preventative measure should be applied in the spring and fall, not during a honeyflow. If drugs are used during a honeyflow, the honey must not be used for human consumption. Here are some formulas:

**Sodium Sulfathiazole** (from bee supply houses):
- **in syrup**
  - mix 1/4 teaspoon per gallon of a 1:1 or 2:1 (sugar:water) syrup
- **dry**
  - mix 3 tablespoons of sulfa with a 1 pound bag of confectioner's sugar or with granulated sugar; then dust 2 tablespoons of mixture on top bars of brood frames

**Terramycin** (Animal Formula Soluble Powder from farm and bee supply stores):
- **in syrup** (TM loses viability in syrup after one week)
  - mix 2 teaspoons of TM-25 per gallon of 2:1 or 1:1 syrup
  - Or, mix 1 teaspoon of TM-50 per gallon in 2:1 or 1:1 syrup
- **dry**
  - mix 2 tablespoons TM-25 in 20 tablespoons sugar
  - Or, mix 1 tablespoon TM-50 in 20 tablespoons sugar
  - Then, dust 4 tablespoons of either above mixture on ends of top bars and/or bottom board; do not dust directly on top of brood frames containing uncapped larvae since TM is toxic to them
- **patty**
  - mix 1/4 pound confectioner's (powdered) sugar with--
  - 1 tablespoon TM-25 or 1 teaspoon TM-50
  - 1/4 pound shortening blend together and roll into a 1/4 inch thick patty; place on top bars as if feeding pollen patties

**ADULT BEE DISEASE CHEMOTHERAPY**

The drug used to control nosema disease is Fumidil-B, sold at bee supply houses. It is fed in this formula:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For six packages:</th>
<th>Or, for six packages:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5 grams per 6 gallons of 2:1 syrup</td>
<td>7 3/4 pounds of sugar and 1/2 gallon of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proper dosage, especially for bees confined for long periods of time, is 2 gallons medicated syrup per hive</td>
<td>one gallon of 1:1 syrup equals 4 pounds sugar and 1/2 gallon water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:**
- proper dosage, especially for bees confined for long periods of time, is 2 gallons medicated syrup per hive
- one gallon of 2:1 syrup equals 7 3/4 pounds of sugar and 1/2 gallon of water
- one gallon of 1:1 syrup equals 4 pounds sugar and 1/2 gallon water
Bee Plants

POLLINATION

Fertilization takes place when the pollen, or male sex cells, of a flower unite in the ovary of the female sex cells. This transfer of pollen from the male sex organs (see illus.) is called pollination. All plants must be pollinated before seed (or fruit) will set. Pollen is transferred from the anthers to the stigma of a flower by wind, water, gravity, mammals, birds, humans, and insects.

The most efficient pollinators—since they are highly motile, small, and plentiful—are the insects. Major insect pollinators include beetles, flies, butterflies, moths, and bees. Bees are probably the principal pollinating agents of plants whose flowers have colors within a bee’s visual range—blue, yellow, green, and ultraviolet. Bees are effective in pollinating flowers, such as commercial fruit crops, which are self-inflower, that is, which require pollen of another type or variety to set seed. They are one of the most efficient pollinating agents since they can be manipulated by man. About eight billion dollars worth of crops are pollinated by bees in the U.S.

HONEYDEW

In addition to nectar collected from floral or extra-floral nectaries, bees collect another sugary liquid called honeydew. Honeydew may be secreted directly by a plant or may be excreted from the intestinal tract of aphids and scale insects as they feed on plant sap. Bees will sometimes collect honeydew in large quantities and store it as honeydew honey, which is dark in color, contains less of the two principal sugars found in honey, and has a higher pH (lower acidity) than honey made from nectar.

HONEY AND POLLEN PLANTS

Beekeepers wishing to improve their yields may consult honey plant lists (see REFERENCES: Honey Plants and Nurseries and Plant Catalogs) and collect or purchase seeds, plants, or cuttings of species with high-yielding honey value. Many of the plants richest in nectar and pollen grow wild and have no commercial value; some are considered weeds. However, weeds detrimental to agriculture should not be encouraged where valuable farm land will be invaded.

LEASING BEES

Many beekeepers lease their hives to fruit and vegetable growers whose crops must often be pollinated by bees. The need for bee pollination is increasing due in part to declining bee populations caused by urbanization of natural foraging land, pesticide use, and pollution.

Some factors to consider when leasing or renting bees are:
- **Number of hives:** if other factors are favorable, count on one colony per acre of fruit crops, more for other crops.
- **Weather:** optimum flying conditions for bees include temperatures between 60° and 90° F (16.6° to 32.2°C), winds of less than 15 mph, and fair, sunny days.
- **Colony strength:** each colony should have at least five brood frames and a laying queen.
- **Timing:** set out bees just as crop comes into bloom; if set out too early, bees may set up their own flight patterns.
- **Leasing fees:** although there is no flat fee for leasing bees, some factors that may affect the price include pesticide hazard; loss of queen, bees, and/or honey; and the difficulty of getting to and from the field.

HONEYDEW

In addition to nectar collected from floral or extra-floral nectaries, bees collect another sugary liquid called honeydew. Honeydew may be secreted directly by a plant or may be excreted from the intestinal tract of aphids and scale insects as they feed on plant sap. Bees will sometimes collect honeydew in large quantities and store it as honeydew honey, which is dark in color, contains less of the two principal sugars found in honey, and has a higher pH (lower acidity) than honey made from nectar.

HONEY AND POLLEN PLANTS

Beekeepers wishing to improve their yields may consult honey plant lists (see REFERENCES: Honey Plants and Nurseries and Plant Catalogs) and collect or purchase seeds, plants, or cuttings of species with high-yielding honey value. Many of the plants richest in nectar and pollen grow wild and have no commercial value; some are considered weeds. However, weeds detrimental to agriculture should not be encouraged where valuable farm land will be invaded.

LEASING BEES

Many beekeepers lease their hives to fruit and vegetable growers whose crops must often be pollinated by bees. The need for bee pollination is increasing due in part to declining bee populations caused by urbanization of natural foraging land, pesticide use, and pollution.

Some factors to consider when leasing or renting bees are:
- **Number of hives:** if other factors are favorable, count on one colony per acre of fruit crops, more for other crops.
- **Weather:** optimum flying conditions for bees include temperatures between 60° and 90° F (16.6° to 32.2°C), winds of less than 15 mph, and fair, sunny days.
- **Colony strength:** each colony should have at least five brood frames and a laying queen.
- **Timing:** set out bees just as crop comes into bloom; if set out too early, bees may set up their own flight patterns.
- **Leasing fees:** although there is no flat fee for leasing bees, some factors that may affect the price include pesticide hazard; loss of queen, bees, and/or honey; and the difficulty of getting to and from the field.
**COMMERCIAL CROPS REQUIRING OR BENEFITING FROM BEE POLLINATORS**

The USDA maintains a list of commercial crops in a publication entitled *Insect Pollination of Cultivated Plants* by S. E. McGregor (Agricultural Handbook #496, 1976). It includes these commercial plants:

Legume and Seed Crops (Pasture)
- Alfalfa (lucerne)
- Clovers
  - Annual White Sweetclover
  - Annual Yellow Sweetclover
- Alsike
- Crimson
- Ladino
- Red
- White Dutch
- Field and Broad Beans
- Bush or Legueda Clover
  - Lima Beans
  - Sainfoin
  - Trefoil
  - Vetch
- Cruciferae: Rape
- Others:
  - Sugar Beets
  - Buckwheat
  - Flax
  - Lined Seed
  - Safflower
  - Sunflower
  - Soybeans
  - Cotton
  - All Culinary Herbs

**Vegetable Crops: Liliaceae**
- Asparagus
- Chives
- Garlic
- Leek
- Onion

**Malvaceae:**
- Okra

**Cruciferae:**
- Broccoli
- Brussels Sprouts
- Cabbage
- Chinese Cabbage
- Collard
- Horseradish
- Kale
- Kohlrabi
- Mustard
- Radish
- Rutabaga
- Turnip

**Cucurbitaceae:**
- Cantaloupe (Muskmelon)
- Cucumber
- Watermelon

**Solanaceae:**
- Eggplant
- Pepper
- Tomato

**Compositae:**
- Carrot
- Celery
- Parsley

**Resouurces:**
- Sweet Potato
- Beet
- Rhubarb
- Fruits, Nuts and Berries
  - Almond
  - Apple
  - Artichoke
  - Avocado
  - Blackberry
  - Blackcurrant
  - Blueberry
  - Cherry
  - Citrus Fruits:
  - Grapefruits
  - Lemon and Lime
  - Orange
  - Tangelo
  - Tangerine
  - Temple Orange
  - Cranberry
  - Gorse
  - Date Palm
  - Dewberry
  - Fig
  - Gooseberry
  - Grape
  - Huckleberry
  - Olive
  - Peanut
  - Peach
  - Pear
  - Plum (Prune)
  - Persimmon
  - Raspberry
Appendices

Appendix A

Bee Sting Reaction Physiology

LOCAL REACTION

What is happening in your body when you are stung by a bee? As with any bacterial invader the body's natural defenses are called to help. Basically bee venom is a foreign protein (called antigen) which stimulates the production of the body's defense proteins (called antibodies). Antibodies belong to a family of proteins known as gamma globulin and are also called immunoglobulins. The bee sting antigens appear to stimulate specific immunoglobulins known as Immunoglobulin E (written as IgE in the diagram).

Since the bee venom antigen reacts with specific antibodies (in this case the IgE), people not otherwise exposed to honey bee proteins must be stung at least once before any type of reaction will occur. After the initial inoculation, the body seems to "remember" that particular antigen and will be likely to react faster to subsequent stings, with further antibody production. In a local reaction, the antigen of the bee venom appears to react with the IgE bodies which are attached to tissue cells (called mast cells). Mast cells contain numerous vesicles filled with histamine and other substances promoting inflammation. The action of the antigen reaction with the IgE-mast cell complex seems to cause the histamine filled vesicles to empty. Histamine, once released into the body, has several effects. These include the expansion of blood vessels (vasodilation), the increased permeability of capillary cell walls to proteins and fluids, and the constriction of the respiratory passages. The first two actions may be responsible for the inflammation, swelling, and itching associated with bee stings. Most beekeepers are reported to have this kind of local reaction. Upon repeated stings, the body becomes immune to the bee venom and the venom will probably cause little if any discomfort.

SYSTEMIC REACTION

In a systemic reaction, the same mechanisms as in the local reaction come into play, with one big difference: the antigen-IgE-mast cell complex reaction can cause death. This allergic reaction, called hypersensitivity, appears to be a result of the large amounts of histamine being released from the mast cells. Since the body remembers the bee venom antigen, the subsequent inoculations usually cause a faster reaction, which means more histamine is released each time a person is stung. Usually, a systemic reaction builds up gradually, with the victim showing greater distress (like breathing difficulty) each time he is stung. In some people the second bee sting may be enough to kill them. An antihistamine and adrenaline (epinephrine) should be immediately administered to counteract the effects of the released histamine and give relief to breathlessness.

DESENSITIZATION OR IMMUNITY

People that develop hypersensitivity to bee stings can become desensitized. Most beekeepers become less sensitive or immune to bee stings after repeated exposure. Desensitization can also be undertaken by an allergist. In either case, the immune processes (desensitization) are probably the same. Frequent injections of the venom appear to induce the body to manufacture a "blocking" antibody, IgG. The IgG competes with the IgE in its reaction activities to bee venom antigens. Since the IgG antibodies are not fixed to mast cells but float freely, they seem to be better able to combine with the bee sting venom antigens. Less histamine is therefore released, and the respiratory or allergic response is prevented. What an allergist does is to control the amount of venom that the victim receives, allowing the body to form enough of these blocking antibodies to combat the allergic reaction.
There is evidence to support the idea that persons afflicted with hypersensitive reactions like asthma and hayfever are more prone to allergic reactions to stinging insect antigens, but this increased risk is small.

Some beekeepers can, over long periods of time, even become allergic to beeswax, honey, bee debris and bodies and propolis. The percentage of beekeepers that do become allergic to bee stings, although hard to assess since individual body chemistry and allergy history are so varied, is small. While most people will probably already know if they are allergic, those who do not can contact local allergy clinics or sometimes hospital out-patient facilities.

**Bee Sting Reaction Physiology**

- IgE/mast cell/antigen complex reaction
- Empty histamine vesicles; histamine released in body
- Blood vessels dilate; more permeable
- Swelling, inflammation
- Capillaries constrict
- Breathing difficulties

**Effects of Histamine in the Body**
Appendix B
Anatomy of the Honey Bee

INTRODUCTION

The anatomy of the honey bee is similar to that of other insects except for the specialization of certain organs and structures needed by bees to carry out functions peculiar to them. Parts common to other insects include: the three basic insect parts—head, thorax, and abdomen; the hard, waxy protein (chiton) covering; the free respiratory system (no lungs); the ventral or bottom spinal cord; and the free circulatory system (no veins). These are labeled and defined on the diagram Internal Organs of a Worker Honey Bee.

Some of the more specialized structures and functions not seen externally include the honey sac, the significance of the antennae and eyes, and the pheromones and glands of the bee.

HONEY SAC

The esophagus of the bee begins at the back of the mouth and continues through the thorax, terminating in the anterior part of the abdomen where it expands into the crop or honey sac. Collected nectar, honeydew, and water are stored in this sac. Since the walls of the honey sac can expand readily due to imaginations, a heavy load of liquid can be carried in it. A valve at the posterior part of the sac called the stomach mouth, or proventriculus, controls whether or not the contents of the honey sac pass into the remaining parts of the alimentary canal. On returning to the hive, most of the contents of the honey sac are brought up and transferred to young hive bees who work the nectar with the proboscis for some time to remove moisture and then place it in cells for further drying.

ANTENNAE

Most of the tactile (touch) and olfactory (smell) receptors of bees are located on the antenna segments. These receptors guide bees both inside and outside the hive and enable them to differentiate between hive, floral, and pheromone odors. Once detected, odor and tactile stimulation is transmitted down the nerve cord from the brain, ending in the affected area.

PHEROMONES

Honey bee behavior both inside and outside the hive is regulated to a large extent by chemical substances called pheromones. Pheromones are secreted by an animal and trigger certain behavioral responses or physiological activities in other members of the same species. Important queen and worker pheromones are discussed below. Others are shown on the illustration Glands and Some Muscles of the Worker Bee.

Queen Pheromones

Located in the mandibles of a queen's head are the mandibular glands which produce and secrete the pheromone called queen substance (9-oxodec-2-trans-2-enoic acid). This substance elicits various responses in worker and drone honey bees. Inside the hive this substance has been shown to inhibit ovary development in workers and deters them from constructing queen cells. Its absence invokes the opposite response—queen cell construction is undertaken. (If bees are unsuccessful in rearing a replacement, ovary development takes place in worker bees.)

A swarm—either flying out of the hive or to a homesite or in a cluster—is aware of its queen's presence by means of the same substance. Queen substance also guides drones towards queens who are on mating flights.

Worker Pheromones

Three different chemical pheromones are produced by workers. Two of these are alarm pheromones. One alarm odor (isopentyl-acetate) is released from a membrane at the base of the sting. The dispersal of this chemical is enhanced by the fanning action of the bee secreti ng it. This substance stimulates bees to sting or fly at intruders.

Another alarm odor (2-heptanone) is released by the mandibular glands of
workers. Items annointed with this odor are attacked by bees.

A third pheromone is the scenting or orientation odor and is comprised of four chemicals (neral, geraniol, and citronal acids and geraniol). This chemical complex is produced by the Nasanoff or scent gland near the dorsal tip of the abdomen. Dispersal of these substances is aided by the fanning action of bees secreting it. Upon smelling these chemicals, bees move towards the source (as in a swarm).

BEE VISION

Bees have five eyes—three simple (ocelli) and two compound. The compound eyes are composed of thousands of individual light-sensitive cells called ommatidia. It is with the compound eyes that bees perceive color, light, and directional information from the sun's ultraviolet rays.

The color range of bee vision has been shown to include the violet, blue, blue-green, green, yellow, and orange colors as well as ultraviolet light which is invisible to humans. Flowers which depend on bee pollination are within these color ranges since they compete with each other for available pollinators. Those plants which succeeded in attracting bees with their color, nectar, and pollen gained an edge over other plants during their evolutionary development.

The structures and arrangement of the ommatidia permits polarized light to pass through certain parts of each ommatidium at any given instance. The sun's position and the bee's direction are the factors determining which section of the ommatidia will receive full, partial, or no light. The effect of this on the compound eye will be patterns of light, dark, or shaded regions. This pattern serves as a "compass" to the bee, giving directional information. The bee is able to continually monitor these shifting patterns as it flies and, if necessary, adjusts its course.

POLLEN-COLLECTING STRUCTURES

The hind legs of worker bees are specialized for collecting and carrying pollen. An inner segment on the hind leg is covered with numerous hairs, forming the pollen combs. Bees actively collect pollen by scraping it off of flowers with their jaws and legs; as the pollen is removed, a small amount of honey is added to make it sticky. Additional pollen adheres to the bee's body as it is being collected. The collected pollen is then transferred by the bee to areas on its body where it can be reached and removed by the pollen combs.

Removal of the pollen from the pollen combs is accomplished by rubbing the legs together so the pollen is squeezed from the inside to the outside of the legs. The pollen will deposit eventually into a depression called the pollen basket. When the huckers are full, the bee returns to the hive, backs into a cell, and deposits the pollen pallets. The hive bees will pack the pollen in solidly, eventually capping it with honey for winter stores.
Internal Organs of a Worker Honey Bee

Appendix C
Observation Hives

INTRODUCTION
Many beekeepers maintain observation hives in their homes or in some nearby enclosure. They are useful when teaching others about bees, without having to disturb or interrupt the activities of the colony. A lecture to a school or other groups on bees is enhanced if one can bring along an observation hive which practically does the talking for the lecturer. Observation hives are also used at fairs to attract people to the honey stands.

By observing bee activities in these hives, the beekeeper may obtain a general picture of what is taking place in his box hives.

BASIC COMPONENTS
Observation hives usually consist of two deep frames, or one deep and one shallow frame, or a deep frame with a comb section frame above it. A 3/8 inch bee space must be maintained between hive parts as in a regular hive. Glass or thick plexiglass can be used to enclose the frames. Plexiglass, although more expensive than glass, will reduce the likelihood of an accident but might warp more easily and become scratched. An opening to the outside is necessary so that bees will be able to forage and perform their normal activities.

Kits for observation hives are available from most bee supply dealers. Plans for building these hives are also available.

INSTALLING BEES
Swarms or packages are somewhat difficult to install into an observation hive. The best way to install bees into this hive is by taking frames from an established hive. The deep frames should contain brood, some honey and plenty of adult bees. A new queen or queen cells can be introduced, or the queen from the old hive can be used, requeening that hive with a new queen.

Since new wax looks neater and cleaner than old comb (a selling factor if used with a honey display), a frame of foundation can be inserted into an established hive and, when it contains brood, it can be transferred to the observation hive. Another method to obtain a clean-looking observation hive would be to install a small swarm or package into a hive with foundation and feed it syrup. In five to six weeks several frames of brood and bees can be transferred to the observation hive.

To keep bees from building comb onto the glass, a very thin coating of Vaseline will keep bees off, but might distort viewers’ sight.
Appendix D
Basic Hive Parts

OUTER COVER
- Metal cover
  \( \frac{1}{4} \times 19\frac{1}{2} \times 22 \)
- Masonite
  \( \frac{1}{4} \times 17\frac{5}{16} \times 21\frac{1}{6} \)
- Side (2)
  \( 3/4 \times 2\frac{1}{6} \times 21\frac{7}{6} \)

INNER COVER
- Masonite
  \( 1/8 \times 14\frac{11}{16} \times 18\frac{5}{16} \)
- End (2)
  \( 3/4 \times 1\frac{1}{4} \times 16\frac{1}{4} \)
- Side (2)
  \( 3/4 \times 1\frac{1}{4} \times 19\frac{7}{8} \)

CALIFORNIA COVER
- End \( 3/4 \times 2 \times 16\frac{1}{8} \)
- Side (2)
  \( 3/4 \times 1\frac{1}{4} \times 16\frac{1}{4} \)

HIVE BODY
- End Cheat (2)
  \( 3/4 \times 9\frac{5}{8} \times 19\frac{7}{8} \)
- Side (2)
  \( 3/4 \times 1\frac{3}{10} \times 22 \)
  (or 3 separate boards)

BOTTOM BOARD
- Bottom Cheat
  \( 3/8 \times 3/4 \times 15\frac{15}{16} \times 22 \)

FRAME
- Top Bar
  \( 3/4 \times 1\frac{1}{16} \times 19 \)
- Burl Bar (7)
  \( 3/8 \times 1\frac{3}{8} \times 9\frac{1}{8} \)
- Bottom Bar
  \( 3/8 \times 11\frac{15}{16} \times 17\frac{5}{8} \)

Measurements are in inches. Metric equivalents to these hive dimensions vary somewhat. For proposed standardization of metric measurements see REFERENCES: Equipment.
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Plastic hive parts, 18, 20
Poisonous plants, 100
Pollen, 50
commercial use, 96
as adult bee food, 62, 63
as larval food, 7
Pollen basket, 51
Pollen-collecting structures, 115
Pollen extenders, 52
Pollen plants, 106
Pollen supplement, 52
Pollen trapping, 50
Pullorum, 109
Pullman, 3
Porter bee escape, 61
Preservatives for hive parts, 20
Propolis, 14, 98
removing from clothing, 22
Protective clothing, 22
Pupal stage, 8
Push-in case, See Requeening
Queen, 6-10
balling, 37, 38
capping, 71-72, 74
gene expression, 10
introducing, 85-86
lifespan, 83
locating, 36
in aggressive hive, 98
marking, 71-72
maternal influence, 9-10
use of sting, 36
Queen cells, 8-10, 73, 82, 91
Queen excluder, 20
Queen phenomenon, 5, 9, 14, 74, 114
in supers, 82
in swarming, 74
Queen rearing, 89-90
Queen substance, See Queen phenomenon
Queenright colony, 12
Queen, sources, 83

Records, 27
See also Hive diary
Registering hive, 2
Requeening, 83-89
Reserve feeding, 56, 76
Rim feeder, 49
Robbing, 16
Round dance, 16
Royal jelly, 7, 9, 50, 83
commercial use, 98
Safest, 26
Semen glands, 16, 73, 114
Scenius, 41, 115
Seasonal management, See Management
Section honey, 60
Septicemia, 109
Skunks, See Pests
Smoker, 23, 31-32
Smoking bees, 31-32, 41
Social insects, 3
Sodium sulfathiazole, 108
Solar wax meter, 97
Spermatheca, 10
Spring declining, 66
Spring management, See Management
Staining, 4
Sterilizing equipment, 22, 108
Swing, 5, 7, 112-113, 120-127
reactions and treatment, 56-57
physiology, 112-113
Stinging insects, 7, 36
Stinging avoidance by protective clothing, 22
means of defense, 16
mechanism, 7
of queen, 36
Stomach mouth, 114
Sourcerers, 20
Sugar, as bee food, 48
Sugar syrup, 45-48
In requeening bees, 81, 108
in swarming, 86
scented, 86
as winter food, 65
Sulfur, See Sodium sulfathiazole
Summer management, See Management
Supers, 20, 25, 56
lifting, 63
Superstructure, 9, 82
Swarm, capturing, 29, 80, 81
temp of, 73
Swarm cells, 82
Swarm control, 75-79
Swarm traps, 90
Swarming, 73-77, 83
Syrup, See Sugar syrup

Telequeening center, 10
Temperature
of bees, 35
requeening, to improve, 88
of swarming, 73
Temperature control by bees, 14
of winter cluster, 64
Terramycin, 106
Top supering, 56
Two-queen system, 91-92
Unsealing, 63
Vandals, See Pests
Varroa, 7, 98
allergy to, 2, 112
collecting, 99
commercial use, 96
of stinging insects, 7
Vacuum, 14
for captured swarm, 81
staggering supers, 93
in winter, 62
See also Fanning
Vespid family, 7
Vision of bee, 115
Way to tell demers, 16
Washing movement, 14
Wax, 12-13, 67
wax, 97
Wax foundation, See Foundation
Wax moth, 101
Wax secreting glands, 5
Weather
effect on supersedure, 82
effect on swarming, 74
effect on use of fume board, 63
Weight of colony, 25
Wrapping hives, 65
Winter cluster, 64
Winter management, See Management
Worker, 7-8
duties, 12-17
laying, 11, 72, 83
Worker pheromone, 19, 114
Winter structural, 12
Yeasts in honey, 63